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Work faster, smarter, with two new general purpose scopes from Tektronix. The four-channel, 100 MHz 2246 and 2245 set the new, fast pace for measurements at the bench or in the field. They’re easy to use and afford, by design.

On top: the 2246 with exclusive integrated push-button measurements. Measurements are accessed through easy, pop-up menus and implemented at the touch of a button. Measure peak volts, peak-to-peak, ± peak, dc volts and gated volts with new hands-off convenience and on-screen readout of values.

SmartCursors’ track voltmeter measurements in the 2246 and visually indicate where ground and trigger levels are located. Or use cursors in the manual mode for immediate, effortless measurement of waveform parameters.

Both scopes build on performance you haven’t seen at the bandwidth or prices. Lab grade features include sweep speeds to 2 ns/div. Vertical sensitivity of 2 mV/div at full bandwidth for

### Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2246</th>
<th>2245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Channels</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale Factor Readout</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartCursors**</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volts Cursors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Cursors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltmeter</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Sensitivity</td>
<td>2 mV/div</td>
<td>2 mV/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Sweep Speed</td>
<td>2 ns/div</td>
<td>2 ns/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert/Hor Accuracy</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Modes</td>
<td>Auto, Level, Auto, Norm, TV Field, TV Line, Single Sweep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Level Readout</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>6.1 kg</td>
<td>6.1 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>3-year parts and labor including CRT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

low-level signal capture. Plus trigger sensitivity to 0.25 div at 50 MHz, to 0.5 div at 150 MHz.

- Accuracy is excellent: 2% at vertical, 2% at horizontal. And four-channel capability includes two channels optimized for logic signals.
- Best of all, high performance comes with unmatched convenience. You can see it and feel it - in the responsive controls and simple front-panel design, in extensive on-screen scale factor readouts, and in simplified trigger operation that includes Tek's Auto Level mode for automatic triggering on any signal.

Contact the Tektronix office or sales representative nearest you for complete details. Each scope is backed by Tek's three-year warranty, plus excellent documentation, training programs and outstanding service support - worldwide.

Featuring four channels, flexible triggering, extensive CRT readouts and push-button ease of use, the new Tek 2246 (left) and 2245 (above) bring high-quality, low-cost analysis to diverse applications in digital design, field service and manufacturing.
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Our cover story this month is part of our continuing coverage of one of the most important issues in the field of satellite TV: signal scrambling and descrambling. The descrambler shown on the cover will decode programming encrypted using the Telese-Maas system. The theory behind the encoding is discussed and, of course, we describe how to restore the video to its proper form.

Before you build the descrambler, you should be aware that it may be unlawful to decode some scrambled satellite transmissions. But it's certainly not unlawful to learn as much as you can about descrambling! To learn more, turn to page 50.

THE NOVEMBER ISSUE IS ON SALE OCTOBER 2

BUILD A CLOSED-CAPTIONS DECODER
It decodes closed-captioning and Line 21 Teletext

BUILD AN EPROM PROGRAMMER
Part 2 shows you how to add a hex display and gangprogramming capability. The solder side of the main board appears in PC Service.

BUILD A LATCHING CONTINUITY TESTER
Find those intermittent shorts and opens.

SATELLITE-TV SIGNAL DESCRAMBLING
Part 5 looks at the SSATV scrambling technique.

TELEPHONE INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES
This month, you learned how the telephone system works. Next month, you'll learn how to make it work best for you.

THE EARLY DAYS OF RADIO
Another installment in our series of occasional articles on electronics nostalgia.

As a service to readers, RADIO-ELECTRONICS publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, RADIO-ELECTRONICS disclaims any responsibility for the sale and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry described in RADIO-ELECTRONICS may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, RADIO-ELECTRONICS disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
NEW! Lower Price Scanners

Communications Electronics, the world’s largest distributor of radio scanners, introduces new lower prices to celebrate our 15th anniversary.

**Regency® MX7000-GR**
List price $899.95/CE price $469.95

The new Bearcat® MX7000 is the world's largest battery hand-held scanner with NEW! night/day switch frequency between 10 MHz and 520 MHZ. All radios come with CTCSS tone and scanning capabilities. A monitor and night/day switch is also standard. This receiver even has a priority function. The RH250 makes an ideal radio for any police or fire department volunteer because of its low cost and high performance. A 60 Watt VHF 150-162 MHz. This 60 Watt VHF 150-162 MHz. This is the world’s first no-crystal hand-held scanner now has a LCD channel display with backlit for low light and aircraft band coverage at the same low price. Size is 1" x 7 1/4 x 2 1/4. The Bearcat® 100XL has 520 MHz. This 60 Watt VHF 150-162 MHz. This 60 Watt VHF 150-162 MHz. This 60 Watt VHF 150-162 MHz. This has an ideal display for right use. Includes belt clip, flexible antenna. Operates on 8 1/2 Volts rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries (included).

**NEW! Scanner Frequency Listings**

The new Fox scanner frequency directories will help you find any signal you need. The following new listings include police, fire, ambulances & rescue squads, local government, private police agencies, hospitals, emergency medical services, new radio, forestry radio service, railroads, weather stations, radio command centers. The Regency MX7000 also includes 25 additional new company, general mobile radio service, mailbox radio service, taxi cab companies, truck companies, trucking companies, police radio (simplex) federal government, funeral directors, veterans' homes, general aviation, amateur radio, broadcasters and more. Fox frequency listings cover a large cross section of the world as well as alphabetical listing by country, police codes and airlines.

All Fox directories are $14.95 each plus $3.00 shipping. State of Alaska: RL019-1; State of Arizona: RL025-1; Baltimore, MD: DC-RL024-1; Buffalo, NY: PA-RL009-2; Chicago, IL: RL014-1; Cincinnati/ Dayton: OH-RL006-2; Cleveland, OH: RL017-1; Columbus, OH: RL002-3; Dallas/Ft. Worth, TX: RL013-1; Denver/Colorado Springs, CO-RL027-1; Detroit, MI- Windsor, ON: RL008-3; Fort Wayne, IN: RL001-1; Houston, TX: RL023-1; Indianapolis, IN-RL022-1; Kansas City, MO/KS-RL011-1; Long Island, NY-RL026-1; Los Angeles, CA-RL016-1; Louisville/Lexington, KY-RL007-1; Milwaukee, WI/Waukegan, IL-RL010-1; Oklahoma City/Lawton, OK-RL005-2; Orlando/Daytona Beach, FL-RL012-1; Pittsburgh, PA/Wheeling, WV-RL029-1; Rochester/Syracuse, NY-RL020-1; San Diego, CA-RL001-1; Tampa/St. Petersburg, FL-RL014-2; Toledo/Troy, OH-RL002-2; Orlando/Daytona Beach, FL. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii and more.

**NEW! Regency® MX7000-GR**
List price $899.95/CE price $469.95

This low cost scanner is a drop in replacement for your present Transceiver with nearly all the same features. The MX7000 is an economical, hand-held scanner with 10 channels covering ten frequency bands. It features a keyboard lock switch to prevent accidental entry and more. Also included, Price, tax and $3.00 per antenna. Operates on 8 1/2 Volts rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries. (Included).

**NEW! Bearcat® 800XTL-GR**
List price $499.95/CE price $317.95

- **12-Band, 4 Channel - No-crystal scanner**
- **16-Band, 8 Channel - No-crystal scanner**
- **16-Band, 8 Channel - Instant Weather Frequency**
- **12-Band, 4 Channel - No-crystal scanner**

The Bearcat® 800XTL is an economical, hand-held scanner with 16 channels covering ten frequency bands. It features a keyboard lock switch to prevent accidental entry and more. Also included, Price, tax and $3.00 per antenna. Operates on 8 1/2 Volts rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries. (Included).

**Bearcat® 210XW-GR**
List price $339.95/CE price $209.95/SPECIAL

- **10-Band, 5 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**
- **5-Band, 3 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**

- **NEW! Bearcat® 145XL-GR**
List price $179.95/CE price $102.95/SPECIAL

- **10-Band, 5 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**
- **5-Band, 3 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**

- **NEW! Bearcat® 145XL-GR**
List price $179.95/CE price $102.95/SPECIAL

- **10-Band, 5 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**
- **5-Band, 3 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**

- **NEW! Bearcat® 145XL-GR**
List price $179.95/CE price $102.95/SPECIAL

- **10-Band, 5 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**
- **5-Band, 3 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**

- **NEW! Bearcat® 145XL-GR**
List price $179.95/CE price $102.95/SPECIAL

- **10-Band, 5 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**
- **5-Band, 3 Channel - Handheld Search/Scan**
EDITORIAL

I just received a letter insisting that the editorial content of Radio-Electronics is being bought by our advertisers. The letter mentioned Dick Smith Electronics specifically and said: "Isn't it funny that one month you get this new advertiser out of nowhere, and then feature their kits in numerous articles?"

That's a very easy question to answer, because Radio-Electronics has a strict policy that separates our Editorial and Advertising departments. Even if Dick Smith Electronics buys twenty pages of advertising per issue, we'll never give one of their kits any coverage if we don't think that kit deserves it. On the other hand, if they never bought one single page of advertising, our January 1986 issue would still have featured their $99 satellite-TV receiver, and it would still have been our cover story.

Take a look at the projects that we've featured over the last few months. Our July cover displayed a 1.2-GHz frequency counter that was designed and sold by a small company in Florida that has never (as far as I know) advertised with us. Our August cover featured a radar speed-gun calibrator that is available in kit form from another company that has never advertised in this magazine. Last month's cover shows a stun gun that is available as a kit from a company that usually runs a 1/6-page ad, and this month's cover story is available as a kit from a company that has run a one-inch classified ad a few times.

What has me a little confused is that I don't really understand what some readers are complaining about. Are they saying that we shouldn't cover a great construction project because it's commercially available as a kit? Just because a circuit is available as a kit doesn't mean we shouldn't cover it in Radio-Electronics. When we run a story based on a kit, we treat it as we do every other construction project—with complete schematics, circuit descriptions, and printed-circuit patterns. Remember: We're not just covering a kit; we're covering circuits and technology.

We do our best to ensure that you don't have to buy the kit or specific parts from a specific supplier. The circuit is there for you to build whether you buy parts or pull them out of your junkbox. But don't forget that, for many of our readers, having a supplier of parts and complete kits can make the difference between building or not building a project.

Now that I've re-affirmed our long-standing policy, it seems like a good time to offer an invitation to all individuals, companies, and corporations, whether or not you advertise in Radio-Electronics: If you have an electronics project that you think will interest our readers, let me know about it.

Brian C. Fenton
Managing Editor
### TEST EQUIPMENT BONANZA

#### POWER SUPPLIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>4WD</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEADER</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIMPSON</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### COUNTERS/FREQUENCY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TOWARD WITH DIGITAL MTR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### VIZ DIGITAL METERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### GLOBAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### POWER DESIGN STR WRNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### COUNTERS/FREQUENCY ONLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FUNCTION GENERATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BENCHMARK DIGITAL METERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### HANDHELD DIGITAL METERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### HAMEG WITH/COMPONENT TESTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### HITACHI CCTV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### OSCILLOSCOPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAK</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>0-100v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500V</td>
<td>0-500v</td>
<td>0-3A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CALL US TOLL FREE

1-800-732-3457
1-800-272-4225

### ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE

- $0 to $250.00: $4.50
- $251.00 to $500.00: $6.50
- $501.00 to $750.00: $8.50
- $751.00 to $1000.00: $12.00
- Over $1000.00: $15.00

### Master Charge, Visa, COD, Money Order, Check

### ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE

- $0 to $250.00: $4.50
- $251.00 to $500.00: $6.50
- $501.00 to $750.00: $8.50
- $751.00 to $1000.00: $12.00
- Over $1000.00: $15.00

### Prices subject to change without notice.
**What’s News**

**New CR display tube has flat tension mask**

A new cathode-ray display tube with a perfectly flat and almost reflection-free faceplate was announced by Zenith at the recent annual symposium of the Society for Information Display. The new Flat Tension Mask (FTM) tube is 80 percent brighter than a conventional tube at equivalent levels of resolution and contrast, and has a 70 percent increased contrast ratio, as well as greater resolution and color fidelity than conventional tubes. It is freer from glare and reflection because it doesn’t reflect light like a convex tube, and because its flat surface can be economically treated with both anti-glare and anti-reflection coatings.

In a conventional color CRT, a curved shadow mask is supported by a frame and suspended by springs inside the tube. As electron beams strike the mask, it heats up and moves. In the new Zenith FTM, the shadow mask is held under tension directly behind the tube’s flat glass faceplate. It does not move even at brightness levels that cause discolored images in conventional tubes.

The new mask is sealed to the tube with melted ground glass (frit-sealed). Heated by that process, the mask goes into tension upon cooling to room temperature. Stretched tight, the mask is virtually immune to the deformation that plagues conventional shadow masks.

The flatness of the tube also simplifies the problem of a protective faceplate. Ordinary flat glass can be used for the plate, resulting in lower cost and facilitating both anti-reflection and anti-glare surface treatments.

**Electrical measurements may be made with light**

The National Bureau of Standards is reviewing the economic and technical advantages that may result from using new optical technologies for measuring voltages and current. Those advantages may be particularly great in power systems, where such measurements are traditionally made with bulky but accurate transformer systems.

The advantages are: isolation from electrical circuits (important at some of the extremely high voltages used in power transmission); high speed (optical methods have been used to measure nanosecond pulses), and economy (optical fibers are much cheaper than transformers).

Optical measurements depend on three opto-electric phenomena: the Faraday effect, in which the application of a magnetic field to a suitable material produces a change in the material’s index of refraction; the Pockels effect, in which the application of an electric field produces the same kind of change, and the Kerr effect, also one in which the index of refraction is changed by an electric field. In the Pockels effect, the change is proportional to the change in the field; in the Kerr effect it is proportional to the square of the change.

Various methods may be used to apply those effects to electrical measurement. For example, a number of turns of optical fiber may be coiled around a conductor. Light from a laser is beamed through the fiber. Changes in refraction due to the current result in changes in the intensity of the light transmitted by the fiber. The output of the optical fiber is focused on a photodiode that detects those changes in output and transforms them into changes in electrical current.
IWATSU OSCILLOSCOPES...QUALITY BY DESIGN!

DC-60 MHz
4 Input, 8 Trace, Portable
- Typical Frequency Of From DC To 70 MHz, – 3 dB
- Reliable Time Difference Between Channels
- Built-In TV Sync Separator
- 3 Year Warranty
SS-5710 — $1245
SS-5710C — With Counter $1799
SS-5710D — With Counter/DMM $1995
CIRCLE 64 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DC-40 MHz
SS-5705—DC-40 MHz  SS-5706—DC-30 MHz
- 3 Input, 6 Trace (SS5705); 3 Input, 3 Trace (SS5706)
- Versatile Trigger Capability With TV-SYNC
- Jitter-Free Circuitry And Variable Hold-Off
- High Accuracy For V. And H. (± 2%)
- Accurate Calibrator (Amplitude ± 1% And Frequency ± 1%)
SS-5705 — $899
SS-5706 — $749
CIRCLE 201 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DC-200 MHz
4 Input, 8 Trace, Portable
- Reliable Time Difference Between Channels
- Freerunning Ground Facility
- High-Grade 6 Inch Quadrupole-Lens, Dome Mesh CRT
- Combination Trigger Probe (SS-0071) Optional
- 3 Year Warranty
SS-5712 — $2999
CIRCLE 203 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DC-100 MHz
4 Input, 8 Trace, Portable
- Typical Frequency Of From DC To 120 MHz, – 3 dB
- Reliable Time Difference Between Channels
- Jitterless Circuitry For Stable Triggering
- 3 Year Warranty
SS-5711 — $1695
SS-5711C — With Counter $2295
SS-5711D — With Counter/DMM $2495
CIRCLE 198 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DC-10 MHz
Digital Storagescope
- Built-in GP-IB (General-Purpose Interface Bus)
- High-Brightness CRT
- 3-Channel 10 MHz Oscilloscope Function
- 8-bit x 2048 Word/Channel, 1µs/word Digital Storage
- Both Real-Time And Digital Storage Waveforms Can Be Displayed On The CRT Simultaneously
SS-5802 — $2750
CIRCLE 204 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Instruments For Your Success
IWATSU INSTRUMENTS, INC.
430 Commerce Boulevard, Carlstadt, NJ 07072 PHONE: (201) 935-5220; TLX. 710-989-0255
Today's world is the world of electronics. To be part of it, you need the right kind of training, the kind that can take you to a fast growing career in business, aerospace, medicine, science, government, communications, and more.

Specialized training.
You learn best from a specialist, and that's CIE. We're the leader in teaching electronics through independent study, we teach only electronics and we've been doing it for over 50 years. You can put that experience to work for you just like more than 25,000 CIE students are currently doing all around the world.

Practical training.
You learn best with practical training, so CIE's Auto-Programmed® lessons are designed to take you step-by-step, principle-by-principle. You also get valuable hands-on experience at every stage with sophisticated electronics tools CIE-designed for teaching. Our 4K RAM Microprocessor Training Laboratory, for example, trains you to work with a broad range of computers in a way that working with a single, stock computer simply can't.

Personalized training.
You learn best with flexible training, so we let you choose from a broad range of courses. You start with what you know, a little or a lot, and you go wherever you want, as far as you want. With CIE, you can even earn your Associate in Applied Science Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology. Of course, you set your own pace, and, if you ever have questions or problems, our instructors are only a toll-free phone call away.

The first step is yours.
To find out more, mail in the coupon below. Or, if you prefer, call toll-free 1-800-321-2155 (in Ohio, 1-800-523-9109). We'll send a copy of CIE's school catalog and a complete package of enrollment information. For your convenience, we'll try to have a representative contact you to answer your questions.

CIE MAKES THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS YOURS.

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th St. Cleveland, Ohio 44114

YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog including details about the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in:

☐ computer repair  ☐ television/high fidelity service
☐ telecommunications  ☐ medical electronics
☐ robotics/automation  ☐ broadcast engineering
☐ other ________________

Print Name ____________________________________________
Address ________________________________________ Apt. ______
City __________________________ State __________ Zip _________
Age ________ Area Code Phone No. ______________
Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits
☐ Veteran  ☐ Active Duty

MAIL TODAY!
OR CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-321-2155
(In Ohio, 1-800-523-9109)
**VIDEO NEWS**

**DAVID LACHENBRUCH**
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

- **Beta I returns.** In the beginning there was Beta I, which delivered excellent picture quality, but only about one hour of recording time. Then came VHS, which initially delivered two hours of recording time, but later could allow tapes as long as eight hours to be made. Of course, the longer tapes came at the expense of picture quality. The Beta camp responded with Beta II and later Beta III, which also offered longer recording times at the expense of video quality.

  Much to the dismay of some Betaphiles, in the rush to offer longer playing time, the Beta group ceased to offer the Beta I recording speed, although some recorders that could playback Beta I tapes were still available. Those Betaphiles will be pleased to learn that Beta I has made a comeback. Sony's latest top-of-the-line SuperBeta VCR will record and play back in the Beta I speed as well as in all the others. In addition it has a wireless remote control containing a professional-type jog-and-shuttle dial, which can operate two VCR's and control editing functions previously possible only with professional-type VCR's. The combination of the Beta I speed and the SuperBeta highband recording-technology provides what probably is the best picture available from a consumer VCR.

- **HDTV on UHF band?** High-definition TV may be coming down to earth. Many of the proposals for the new super service (more than 1,000 lines, widescreen aspect ratio) have centered on inaugurating it via direct satellite transmission, or possibly over special cable channels. An industrywide working group, Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), has been looking into the entire subject. Now, for the first time, there are strong hints that HDTV could actually start on the standard broadcast frequencies—in the UHF band—as a compatible service. Here's how it would work: A UHF channel would transmit a standard 525-line picture, receivable by any conventional TV set. An adjacent channel would simultaneously transmit the additional information needed to provide a 1,080-line widescreen picture to special advanced HDTV receivers. (UHF probably would have to be used because there's no room in the VHF band for such adjacent-channel broadcasts.) CBS and others have already outlined basic parameters for such compatible systems, and there are indications that the FCC would look with favor on proposals for testing.

**Swansong for Beta?** Although the Beta VCR-format is still preferred by many videophiles—particularly those who pioneered in the field—it seems to be fading from the mass-market scene. In this space we've enumerated the defections from the Beta camp in the past, as major Beta manufacturers have added VHS units to their lines. More recently, NEC, which was an original member of the Beta group and later added VHS, said it was phasing out of Beta in the U.S. because of low demand. Toshiba, whose VHS sales now eclipse those of its Beta line, is adding no new Beta models for the U.S. and says it will continue to supply Beta units upon demand. The only home VCR manufacturers in the Beta camp that do not now offer VHS models are Beta's inventor, Sony, and its affiliate, Aiwa. Sony is now pushing 8mm for both camcorders and home decks, while continuing to offer Beta in the SuperBeta models, which produce pictures demonstrably better than the original Beta units.

**Tubeless TV.** Trying to estimate the size of the market for TV-sets that use LCD's (Liquid Crystal Displays) instead of picture tubes is an exercise in futility. There are now four major brands offering those pocket TV's—Casio, Citizen, Epson, and Seiko—and their estimates of sales this year vary from 350,000–400,000 (Casio) to more than 2,000,000 (Citizen). The fact remains that those little sets are coming into the U.S. in increasing numbers, in both color and monochrome models, and that their picture quality is constantly improving. Some proponents estimate that the LCD TV's—after large-screen versions are developed—will represent 40-50% of all TV sets sold by 1995. No matter what, one thing is certain—most major TV-set manufacturers are seriously considering moving into the LCD-TV field, now occupied almost exclusively by Japanese watch and calculator makers.
BP Video Processor gives you precision picture control.

You'll get 5 units in one! The BP Video Processor functions as a Stabilizer to end video guard distortion...as an Enhancer to provide peak sharpness...as an RF Converter to feed signals from video cameras, computer or VCR in your TV...as a Video Fader for professional fade-in and fade-out effects...and as a Dual Output Distribution Amplifier to send TV signals to other sets.

Model V-1880 $79.95

Preserve your memories on videotape

The video-cine converts your slides and home movies to VCR tape with any video camera. This easy to use model features precision optics and rear projection. Macro lens attachment available for cameras without close-up capability.

Model V-1701 $34.95

Macro Lens Attachment Model V-14 $14.95

Increase the life of your VCR head and tape with BP VHS or Beta Tape Rewinders.

Don't risk worn-down heads and tape damage by rewinding on your VCR. BP Tape Rewinders feature counter, soft button action, controlled speed and automatic shut-off.

Model V-7779 VHS $59.95 Model V-7780 BETA $59.95

A small investment...buys BIG VIDEO PERFORMANCE!

Get the most out of your video and stereo equipment

Add Stereo to your Video

The mini speaker with maxi sound. 3" long throw woofer, 1" soft dome tweeter, 2" extended midrange speaker. Max power 50 watts.

Model HF-9 $29.95 per pair

FM Antenna fine-tunes your fm/stereo reception.

You'll get clear, crisp, undistorted sound from this high quality, directional FM antenna. Mounts instantly indoors, comes complete with coaxial cable and transformer.

Model FM-9700 $34.95

Model V-1895 $149.95

Get true-to-life color...and reduce noise...with Audio Video Color Processor.

This versatile color processor corrects off color tape, eliminates single color dominance and restores sharpness in detail. Plus, it stabilizes copy guarded tapes and filters audio noise.

Fordham
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788

Toll Free 800-645-9518
In NY State 800-832-1446
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WHERE IS TRUE NORTH?
I have all the components for a TVRO system and I'm ready to install the dish. I plan to use my old magnetic army compass to orient the dish. But some "experts," including my son, say that I can't use the compass until I correct its readings for "True North," whatever that is. The compass seems to work OK and points north as far as I can tell. What are my friends talking about? How can I fix the compass?—H. W. McD., Orlando, FL.

Barring outside influences that might be exerted on the compass needle by large steel structures, nearby power lines, or magnetic ore deposits, a magnetic compass points to the magnetic North Pole, which is not located at exactly the same place as the Earth's geographic North Pole. It is some distance away in a location that is constantly and slowly changing with respect to the geographic or true North Pole.

From most points on the globe, there will be an angle between true north and the magnetic north indicated by the compass needle.

The angle of separation between these two poles is called variation and is measured in degrees east or west of true north. Variation varies with locality and time. In some areas, magnetic north is west of true north; that is called variation west or westerly variation. On the other hand, when magnetic north is east of true north, we have easterly variation.

At a number of points through the southeastern and central United States there is no (zero degrees of) variation, and the directions for true north and magnetic north coincide. An imaginary line passing through the points of zero-variation is called the agonic line. As a rule, magnetic variation ranges from about 25 east in the Washington State/British Columbia area to about 15 west in the Maine/Nova Scotia area.

So, to correct your compass to get a heading for true north, you must first determine the amount and direction of variation. You can get this from marine or aviation navigation charts. Check with the operators of a local airport or marina. If there are none in your area, check with a local surveyor.

When variation is westerly add the amount of variation to the compass reading to get the true bearing. And, when variation is easterly, subtract the amount of variation from the compass reading. For example, suppose variation is 15° west in your area. True north will be 15° east of magnetic north.

If you're really out in the boon-docks and can't get help, you can use the stars. The North Star, or Polaris, appears directly over the geographic North Pole and its position is accurate to within 1 degree. The Big Dipper can help you locate the North Star.

The two stars (called pointers) forming the side of the dipper farthest from the handle are in a line pointing directly to the North Star, as shown in Fig. 1. The distance (A) from the pointer star at the dipper's lip is about five times the distance (SA) between the two pointer stars. The Big Dipper constellation (among others) rotates around the North Star during the night and may not be aligned as shown in the drawing on your first attempt to locate the North Star. If you're not sure that you've identified the Big Dipper or located the North Star, look to the east for a five-star grouping that forms the letter "W" or "M," depending on how you view it. In any case, the bottom of the "M" or top of the "W" points to the North Star.

When you've pin-pointed the North Star, drive a stake at the point where you're standing and then, sight along the line toward True North and drive a second stake 100 yards or so from the starting point. With this line indicating
Make your home into something special!

That's exactly what your home will be when you fill it with Heathkit electronic products—products that make your life easier and more enjoyable. Within our diverse line are kit and assembled products sure to enhance each room in your home.

1. Make your entryway more secure and easy to use with the Keyless Doorlock. You'll never again be locked out because of lost or forgotten keys. All it takes is a simple fingertips entry of a four-digit code, and the Keyless Doorlock unlocks your door.

2. Add a new dimension to your living room with your own computerized Weather Station. This Digital Weather Station displays up-to-the-minute temperature, wind, and barometric pressure readings, along with time and date.

3. Give your kitchen a unique blend of style and efficiency with our Digital Wall Clock. This easy-to-build kit keeps time with quartz-crystal accuracy. And with its simulated oak wood-grain finish cabinet, you'll have a timepiece that fits into almost any decor.

4. Put your den to greater use with this IBM PC AT Compatible Computer. Do word processing, personal accounting and more when you run exciting IBM-compatible software on your fast and powerful HS-241. And you can build it yourself in just a few hours.

5. Bring the latest in digital technology to your bathroom. This Digital Scale lets you closely monitor your weight with electronic precision. And, it's battery operated so it's safe to use right out of the shower.

6. Add a video entertainment center to your bedroom. Our 19”-diagonal stereo TV kit gives you an extra-sharp color-corrected picture with full stereo sound, and convenient viewing that you can control from your bed. Comes in a simulated walnut cabinet that complements your room.

7. Transform your rec room into a haven for hobby fun. Put our Deluxe ORP CW Transceiver in this room and enjoy superb HAM radio operation that excels in performance and features. It offers expandable transmission and reception capabilities.

8. Give your workbench a touch of professionalism with this oscilloscope. Whether you're a service technician or a hobbyist, you'll love the wide range of measurement capability our laboratory-grade Dual Trace 10 MHz Oscilloscope gives you.

9. Add practicality to the utility room and save money, too. Avoid expensive food spoilage with our Freezer Alarm that warns you when the inside temperature of your freezer rises too high. Prevent water damage with our Food Alarm that warns you of water that's where it shouldn't be.

10. Make your coming and going easier than ever. Your garage door will open with incredible ease and dependability with our Deluxe Garage Door Opener. Easy to install, this opener is durable and includes a handy security light.

You'll find fun and excitement with every Heathkit product. Whether they're in kit form or already assembled, our products will help you enjoy your home more than you ever dreamed possible.

Heathkit Company

Send NOW for your FREE Heathkit Catalog. Send to: Heath Company, Dept. 020-464 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ___________________ State _______ Zip ________

A subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation CL-789A
Capacitance, logic and more. For less.

Now, a fully-loaded DMM combines a capacitance meter, logic probe, and an hFE meter, all for the price of a DMM.

TTL Logic Probe: 20 MHz
Hi/lo/off indications
Detects 25nS pulse width
Capacitance: 5 ranges (2nF to 20μF)
hFE (NPN or PNP): 1 range (1000)
DMM: DCV-5 ranges (2V to 1kV)
ACV-5 ranges (.2V to 75V)
DCA-4 ranges (200mA to 10A)
ACA-3 ranges (20mA to 10A)
Ohms-7 ranges (200 Ohms
to 2000 Megohms)
Continuity beeper
Diode check
Built-in bail
Anti-skid pads

See one now at your local Beckman Industrial distributor.

DM25L... $89.95

True North, use it to calibrate your compass. Take your compass and sight along the line. Record the angle of variation between the line and magnetic north, as indicated on the compass.

Remember that if variation is west, add the deviation to the compass reading, and subtract deviation when it is east. If you want to point the dish toward the west (270°) and variation is 12° west, simply aim the dish on a compass heading of 282 degrees (270 + 12). If variation is 8 degrees east then aim for 262 degrees.

BALUN FOR TV RHOMBIC WHERE'S THE FIGURE?

You answered a question in your August issue regarding a balun for a rhombic antenna. You referenced a figure, but I couldn't find any. Am I missing anything?—G.S.W., New York, NY.

No. Your weren't missing anything, but we certainly were missing something! The figures that we referred to are shown here in Fig. 2. Please accept our apologies for that embarrassing omission.

ELECTRONIC TIME DELAY

Please show me how to build a time-delay circuit that can be adjusted for up to five minutes. Either an electromechanical or a solid-state relay will be OK.—C. C. S., Holiday, FL

Figure 3 shows the circuit of an inexpensive general-purpose timer based on a 555 IC. The time delay T in seconds is:

\[ T = \frac{1.1 \times C \times (R_1 + R_2)}{2} \]

Resistances should be specified in megohms and capacitance in microfarads. The sum of R1 and R2 should not be less than 1000 ohms nor higher than 20 megohms. Pressing S1 starts the timing cycle. You could use a low-going pulse, instead of S1, to initiate the timing cycle.

Suppose that you have a good 5-megohm linear pot that you want to use as the adjustable control. Then \( C_1 = 300 / (1.1 \times 5) = 55 \mu F \). Since that's not a standard value, use the next highest standard value, 75 μF. The actual value of a device with 20% tolerance can range from 60 to 90 μF. So the maximum time delay (with R2 at 5 megohms) will be 5 minutes and 30 seconds if the value of C1 is 60 μF, or 8 minutes and 15 seconds if C1 is 90 μF.

With the values shown in the diagram, and allowing for the tolerances of the 200-μF capacitor, the delay will range from 4 minutes and 50 seconds to 7 minutes and 26 seconds.

The output terminal, pin 3, of a 555 is normally low and switches high during the timing cycle. The output can either sink or source currents up to 200 mA. Therefore a load such as a relay coil can be connected between pin 3 and \( V_{cc} \) or between pin 3 and ground, depending on circuit requirements. When the relay is connected between pin 3 and ground, as in Fig. 3, it is normally de-energized, so it is energized only during the timing cycle. Connecting the relay to ground will save power and allow the IC to run cool.
PERFORMANCE
THAT IS OUT OF THIS WORLD...

$389.00
MODEL 2000 20MHz
DUAL TRACE

$549.00
MODEL 3500 35MHz
DUAL TRACE DELAYED SWEEP

...AT A DOWN TO EARTH PRICE

At last! Truly affordable test equipment with no compromise in design, and features you would expect to find only on oscilloscopes costing hundreds of dollars more! JDR Instruments presents two, new, high-performance models backed by a two year warranty and technical support which is only a phone call away. Perfect for the technician or advanced hobbyist, both models feature Dual Trace capability and a variety of operating and triggering modes, including CH-B Subtract and X-Y operation.

MODEL 2000 has a 20 MHz bandwidth and 20 calibrated sweeps ranging from .2s to .2μs. A convenient built-in component tester provides additional diagnostic power.

MODEL 3500 features a 35 MHz bandwidth and exceptional 1mV/DIV sensitivity. Delayed sweep and variable holdoff allow stable viewing of complex waveforms.

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-538-5000
800-662-6279 (CA)

JDR INSTRUMENTS
1224 South Bascom Avenue
San Jose, California 95128 (408) 995-5430

COPYRIGHT 1985 JDR INSTRUMENTS. EARTH P-407D COURTESY OF NASA.
THE JDR INSTRUMENTS LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES. JDR INSTRUMENTS IS A TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES.
Train for the Fastest Growing Job Skill in America

Only NRI teaches you to service all computers as you build your own 16-bit IBM-compatible micro

Now that computers are firmly established in offices by the millions—and in homes, too—the demand for trained computer service technicians surges forward. The Department of Labor estimates that computer service jobs will actually double in the next ten years—a faster growth than any other occupation.

**Total systems training**

No computer stands alone…it’s part of a total system. And if you want to learn to service and repair computers, you have to understand computer systems. Only NRI includes a powerful computer system as part of your training, centered around the IBM-PC compatible Sanyo 550 Series computer.

As part of your training, you’ll build this highly rated 16-bit IBM-compatible computer system, assemble Sanyo’s “intelligent” keyboard, install the power supply and disk drive, interface the high-resolution monitor and dot matrix printer, even expand the memory from 128K to 256K RAM. It’s confidence-building, real-world experience that includes training in programming, circuit design, and peripheral maintenance.

Even if you’ve never had any previous training in electronics, you can succeed with NRI at-home training.

**No experience necessary, NRI builds it in**

You’ll start with the basics, then rapidly build on them to master such concepts as digital logic, microprocessor design, and computer memory. You’ll build and test advanced electronic circuits using the exclusive NRI Discovery Lab, professional digital multimeter, and logic probe. Like your computer system, they’re all yours to keep as part of your hands-on

---

Learn Computer Servicing Skills with NRI’s “Hands-On” Training...

You’ll set up and perform electronics experiments and demonstrations using your NRI Discovery Lab. You’ll even interface the lab with your computer to “see” keyboard-generated data.

After you build this digital logic probe, you’ll explore the operation of the Sanyo detached “intelligent” keyboard and its dedicated microprocessor.

The power supply is assembled in the main unit of the computer. You check out keyboard connections and circuits with the digital multimeter included for training and field use.
NRI's total systems training includes:
- NRI Discovery Lab, Digital multimeter,
  Digital logic probe for visual examination of
  computer circuits
- Sanyo 550 Series computer with "intelligent" keyboard and 360K
  double-density, double-sided disk drive
- High-resolution monochrome monitor
- RAM expansion module gives you 256K
  memory
- Dot matrix printer
- EasyWriter I, WordStar, CalcStar bundled software

You even get over $1,000
worth of software, including the
popular WordStar and CalcStar.

Send for 100-page
free catalog

See all the training equip-
ment you get in this exciting,
state-of-the-art computer course,
including the educator-acclaimed
NRI Discovery Lab, digital multi-
meter, and logic probe. Read
detailed descriptions of each
lesson, each experiment you
perform. And check out other NRI
high-tech training like Robotics,
Digital Electronics Servicing,
Data Communications, TV/Audio/
Video Servicing, and more.

Mail the postage-paid card
today, and see how NRI can
prepare you for advancement, a
new career—even a business of
your own
in the
exciting world of electronics. If
the card has been used, write to
NRI at the address below.

as You Build Your Own Sanyo Computer System.
LETTERS

LASER TECHNOLOGY
Thanks for Josef Bernard's report on laser technology in the June 1986 Radio-Electronics. I agree with his view that the laser is one of the most significant inventions of this century.

Regarding the brief description of semiconductor lasers, I would like to add that such lasers can produce high-power outputs. For example, pulsed gallium arsenide and aluminum arsenide laser diodes can emit pulses having a peak power of 100 watts or more. If watts continuously when driven by a forward current of from 25 to a few hundred milliamperes. Experimental laser diodes with lasing thresholds on only a few mA have been fabricated.

FORREST M. MIMS, III
Seguin, TX

KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY
John Iovine's article on Kirlian Photography (Radio-Electronics, May 1986) is an extremely interesting project. I hope that many of you carry out some of his interesting experiments and add your own observations to the phenomena, while observing all of the safety precautions—particularly the one about not grounding a live subject!

If, however, any of you are encouraged to experiment with Kirlian Photography, please let me recommend an article that appeared in The Skeptical Inquirer: "A Study of the Kirlian Effect," by Arleen J. Watkins and William S. Bickel (Spring 1986). The article describes the numerous experimental parameters and controls that must be considered before any Kirlian photographs can be considered as evidence of paranormal phenomena.

To receive a copy of the article, please send me a self-addressed, 22-cent stamped envelope. (Permission to copy the article has been obtained). I believe that it is extremely important to carry out your experiments with adequate controls and an understanding of the many parameters that are involved. If that is not done, erroneous conclusions will be drawn.

ERNEST L. LIPPERT, JR.
2228 Barrington Drive
Toledo, OH 43606-3149.

COMPLEX CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
I was scanning the "Letters" column in the May 1986 issue, and noticed Troy Laminack's letter. I have been a Radio-Electronics reader for some time now (+ 25 years), and have watched your magazine's direction change with the times...from vacuum tubes, to transistors, to integrated circuits. I have also watched the demise of a few other electronics magazines at the same time.

Reader Laminack bemoans the inclusion of some of your more complex electronics construction projects in lieu of more simpler (and perhaps more practical) beginner's projects. To quote: "While the $2500 IBM look-alike (PC Compatible Computer, July, 1985) would be great to build, and was fun to read, and while a $200 see-in-the-dark-doo-hickey (See-In-The-Dark Viewer, August, 1985) would be fun for a few weeks, how practical is it really, and how many of your thousands of readers have hundreds of bucks to spend on that type of tinkering?"

I'd like to answer his question. To begin with, I don't have hundreds of bucks to spend on that type of tinkering. I almost never build the more complex construction projects featured in Radio-Electronics, or in any of the other magazines, either. What I do with those articles is to learn about how such devices work, and to extract any circuit ideas from them that may be useful to me at a later date. Many of the projects that I build result from fragments of circuits that I have seen elsewhere.

While I haven't built many of the projects, I have learned a great deal about how things work, circuitry in general, and various fac-

FIG. 1
ets of electronics design. I owe a
great deal to the knowledge that I
have gained over the years from
magazines such as Radio-Elec-
trons.

In closing, please enter my vote
to keep the content of the maga-
zine substantially the same. The
balance you now present is good
as it stands. Anything else would
narrow your focus.
RICK CHINN
Redmond, WA

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
HANDICAPPED

We are a non-profit organization
founded to help the handicapped
and disabled to acquire job skills
and jobs with the assistance of per-
sonal computers. Our staff helps
coordinate the efforts of re-
habilitation agencies and educa-
tional institutions; whenever pos-
sible, we supply the needed PC
equipment at no cost, and provide
training in use of the equipment.

To disseminate information,
reach, and encourage the hand-
icapped and disabled, we publish
a bi-monthly newsletter, Personal
Computer Opportunities for the
Handicapped. Anyone wishing to
subscribe, please send your name
and address. We ask that you make
a contribution of at least $10.00.
That contribution is fully tax de-
ductible. If you are handicapped,
or prefer not to make a contribu-
tion, drop us a note and we will
give you a subscription at no
charge.

JAMES R. NICHOLS, Chairman
Personal Opportunities for the
Handicapped,
P.O. Box 374
Spicer, MN 56288

PHOTON BUSTER

We read your review of the
Melville Technologies Phot-On-
Off CD Cleaner with great interest.

The argument that photons may
collect underneath the clear plas-
tic surface of a CD sheds some
light on the subject of telecom-
munication via fiber-optics cables.
A problem very similar to the one
you described in the April, 1986
issue of Radio-Electronics exists
with the fiber-optic telephone
lines.

Everyone has, at one time or an-

Analyze defective waveforms
closer, more accurately, and
more confidently — every time
or your money back

with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer
Patented  $2,995

If you value your precious time, you will really want to check
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero
chance of error.

End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier
than ever.

Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented
3,000 VPP input protection — eliminates expensive "front end" repairs
and costly equipment downtime.

Make only one circuit connection and push one button for each
circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak-to-peak
volts and frequency 100% automatically with digital speed and accuracy.
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder.

Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze
glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents
between levels; direct in frequency or microseconds.

Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide
and multiply stages is quicker and error free — no time-consuming
gromatic counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results.

To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338,
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.
other, had the unfortunate experience of using a "bad link." That bad link is usually a fiber-optic cable which has a large photon accumulation. It manifests itself as a "static"-like sound or a reduced received-voice level.

The solution to the problem is gamma radiation, as in the case with CD's. We are in the process of developing such a device for a major long-distance carrier. It will be introduced next April (1987). It will be called "Photon-buster," and will allow the user to efficiently rid fiber-optic cable of excess photon buildup.

For further information, please telephone us at 1-800-PHOTONS.

ART COPPER and HARRY STEEL, Engineers
Photon Technologies
6006 West John Street
Hicksville, NY 11802

MUSIC MAKERS
Congratulations on the greatest magazine ever! I look forward to every single issue; even if the constructional projects don't interest me, I always enjoy all the other sections—especially "Letters."

A new interest is developing at an incredible rate in projects devoted to music-makers. I'm one of those musicians who struggle to hunt down a high-quality music peripheral (i.e. sequencer). As you know, computers and synthesizers are all one and inseparable in these days of the MIDI link. Please consider running a series on dedicated music-assisting tools that are on par with the overpriced ready-built units.

I'd like to describe my setup briefly: KORG MS-20 Modular Mono Synthesizer, which I'd love to accompany with a sequencer. How about a micro-interfaceable DAC, which is run off the Timex/ Sinclair 1000, with 16K RAM (very fair, don't you think?) I'm sure you'd have no problem in starting the design. I'll leave the rest of the design up to you, as I'm sure that you know the necessary requirements of such a versatile musical instrument.

I'm hoping to spark an interest amongst your readers to support my request. Please consider it seriously; many of us just can't afford the commercial units, and using a cheap micro (such as a ZX81) as a dedicated controller is a rock-bottom start for many struggling music experimenters.

TONY KALOMIRIS
Quebec, Canada

VOICE-SWITCHED SPEAKERPHONE

I would like to thank you for mentioning Motorola's Voice-Switched Speakerphone IC, the MC34018, in your April issue (page 6). We have received almost two dozen inquiries from hobbyists around the country since that issue's distribution. In order to speed up our response to those who write to Motorola for data sheets and applications information, I would like to provide a more direct mailing address for the department responsible for the MC34018. Please send inquiries to: Dennis Morgan (PR340), Motorola Semiconductor Products, 7402 S. Price Rd., Tempe, AZ 85283. All inquiries will be an-
swered with the latest available information.
DENNIS MORGAN
Applications Engineering, Motorola, Inc.

IC PACKAGING


The author, T. J. Byers, gave an excellent overall picture of the various packages and the handling of them. There is one very important feature that I think was glossed over. The SMD’s (Surface Mounted Device) offer a substantially lesser amount of parasitic impedance than the DIP packages. At higher frequencies, that is of extreme importance. Above 100 MHz, although that figure may be argued, lead inductance (in series) and stray capacitance (in parallel) must be taken into account, and compensated for, to ensure a “clean” signal. SOIC’s, PLCC’s and LCCC’s have a 12 to 15% better rise/falltime than DIP packages. Also, $\frac{V_{IC}}{f}$ noise, pin-to-pin crosstalk, and noise-margin problems are of a lesser problem.

An excellent article on the subject appeared in the December 1985 issue of Design Technology, entitled “SMD’s Make Bipolar Quick and Quiet.” The authors are Charles Heiner and Rich Moore, from Texas Instruments.

DANA C. GLEN
San Leandro, CA

MORE ON IC PACKAGING

I would like to comment on the article, “A Revolution in IC Packaging,” that appeared in the May 1986 issue of Radio-Electronics. It seems that our world is getting more complicated and changing at a rapid pace, as well as being more “global” in nature.

For example: There was a time when you could say “TO-92, TO-3, or TO-5” and people would know what kind of package you were talking about. Now, some use a number—TO-236; some use a name—“super-mini type,” and some another name—“small outline transistor.” Isn’t that confusing?

We at JEDEC recognize TO-236 because it’s our standard; the jap-

Exclusive, triple patented dynamic cap and coil analyzing . . . guaranteed to pinpoint your problem every time or your money back

with the all new LC75 “Z METER 2”
Capacitor Inductor Analyzer
Patented $995

The “Z METER” is the only LC tester that enables you to test all capacitors and coils dynamically — plus, it’s now faster, more accurate, and checks Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) plus small wire high resistance coils.

Eliminate expensive part substitution and time-consuming shotgunning with patented tests that give you results you can trust every time. Test capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR dynamically; with up to 600 volts applied for guaranteed 100% reliable results — it’s exclusive — it’s triple patented.

Save time and money with the only 100% reliable, in- or out-of-circuit inductor tester available. Dynamically test inductors for value, shorts, and opens, automatically under “dynamic” circuit conditions.

Reduce costly parts inventory with patented tests you can trust. No more need to stock a large inventory of caps, coils, flybacks, and IHTVs. The “Z METER” eliminates time-consuming and expensive parts substituting with 100% reliable LC analyzing.

Turn chaos into cash by quickly locating transmission line distance to opens and shorts to within feet, in any transmission line.

Test troublesome SCRs & TRIACs easily and automatically without investing in an expensive second tester. The patented “Z METER 2” even tests SCRs, TRIACs, and High-Voltage Diodes dynamically with up to 600 volts applied by adding the new SCR250 SCR and TRIAC Test Accessory for only $148 or FREE OF CHARGE on Kick Off promotion.

To try the world’s only Dynamic LC Tester for yourself, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.
anese recognize SC-59, and others recognize Philips's designation SOT-23. Your article uses TO-236/ SOT-23, and then quickly drops the TO-236 part, saying that SOT-23 is popularly accepted. I don't see why we need to use three numbers if the parts are the same; and if they are different, we should not say that they are the same.

But there are differences. And for the popular SOT-23, we get disagreement on how you make it, even to the extent of putting j-bend leads on it.

What furthers the confusion is that people want to use the JEDEC 2N numbers on surface-mount parts. For example, the popular 2N3904 transistor is registered in a TO-92 (we know what it is) package. Now people want the 2N3904 in an SOT-23 package—but the package cannot handle the heat generated by the part. Is it still a 2N3904? It can't meet the JEDEC specification.

The SO-8 SOIC package that your article referred to is also a Philips design. JEDEC has a standard width on SOICs both in the .150" width (MS-012) and the .300" width (MS-013). We prefer to use the JEDEC numbers because they have had the review of the entire semiconductor industry, and because JEDEC controls the drawing.

The PLCC's that your article refers to are also JEDEC standards. The square version is the MO-047, and the rectangular is the MO-052 with 50-mil leadspaceing. If people would like to see the US-approved packaging standards, JEDEC sells Publication 95. Copies can be obtained from our address below.

KEN McGHEE
JEDEC Solid State Products Engineering Council,
2001 Eye Street NW
Washington, DC 20006
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS

Heathkit Model GR-4500
Projection-TV Kit

The first build-it-yourself projection TV.

CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MANY YEARS BACK, HEATHKIT (THE Heath company, Benton Harbor, MI 49022) developed and marketed the first color TV-set in kit form that was sold to the general public. Easy to build, thanks to the meticulous instructions that accompanied the unit, that TV-set, as well as many of the ones that followed, became favorites among electronics enthusiasts.

Now, Heath has a new first: It's the GR-4500, the first projection TV-set to be offered in kit form. As you might expect from Heath, the

WM. B. ALLEN has unbelievable prices on LEADER!

LPS151 TRIPLE OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY
0 to +6V, 0 to +25V
0 to -25V all adjustable,
0 to 6V output; 3.0A max.,
+25V-0.5A max.
REGULARLY $425.00
NOW ONLY $392.00

LAG-27 SINE/SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR 1 MHz
10MHz : 1MHz range, 600 Ohm output impedance approx., Square wave frequency range 10Hz-100KHz, Output voltage 5V p-p or more (unloaded).
REGULARLY $225.00
NOW ONLY $207.00

LBO5825 TWO CHANNEL DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
5MHz sampling rate, 35MHz analog bandwidth, A/D converter each channel, 1k word per channel, two channels. Memory protect, X-Y recorder, Roll function, 5MHz storage.
REGULARLY $2850.00
NOW ONLY $2565.00

LFG1300S FUNCTION/SWEEP GENERATOR
Sine, square, triangle, ramp and pulse output, Adjustable pulse width, Linear or log sweep,1000:1 range.
REGULARLY $495.00
NOW ONLY $426.00

FOR PRICES ON OTHER LEADER PRODUCTS, CALL WM. B. ALLEN TOLL FREE!

WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.
ALLEN SQUARE
300 BLOCK, N. RAMPART STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112
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projection TV is not a stripped-down, bare-bones model. Instead it offers an array of features that will satisfy even the most ardent videophile, and at a price of only $1695.00.

Heathkit GR-4500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price/Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Features

The GR-4500 is a 45-inch (diagonal measure) rear-projection television receiver. It uses liquid-cooled, high-definition projection tubes, with optically-coupled projection optics, and a black matrix projection screen to yield a picture with superior contrast. Further, the screen acts to absorb ambient light, thus reducing glare and room reflections.

The top-notch optics are complemented by a stereo-audio system complete with MTS decoder for stereo-TV or SAP audio. The amplifier has an output of 5-watts-per-channel into an 8-ohm load with less than 2% THD (Total Harmonic Distortion). The built-in speakers include 2 6 1/2-inch woofer and 2 1/2-inch tweeters. For maximum flexibility, audio I/O jacks are provided that allow you to feed the output of the amplifier to a pair of external speakers, feed a line-level signal to a separate stereo-audio system, or to feed a stereo-audio signal from an external source to the set's speakers. The set has, of course, an infrared remote control. Among other things, that remote offers parental lockout, a quick view function for rapid switching between two stations, a volume control, and a stereo-sound select function. If you own a Zenith VCR, it is likely that the remote can also be used to operate that unit.

Other features that one would expect to find on a high-end piece of video equipment are all present. Those include PLL tuning, on-screen time and channel display, and a comb-filter for the highest possible resolution. The tuner is "cable-ready" and can receive 178-channels of programming if available. The set can be used with the newer HRC cable systems.

The set does not include a resolution control. Instead that function is handled by a preset filter. When switched out, resolution is at its greatest, but so is the video-noise level. If you live in a fringe area, or otherwise suffer from low signal levels, the filter can be used to remove some of the video noise (static, sparkles, etc.), but it will also reduce the set's resolution somewhat.

One item you won't find in any other projection TV is a built-in cross-hatch generator. That is used in aligning the set and eliminates the need to buy additional test equipment. Therefore it is possible to build the unit using just common tools.

Building the set

That brings us to building the unit. In the past, when we've reviewed other kits in this space we've used the "Heathkit" test: That is, how good are the instructions, etc., compared to those found in Heath products. The highest compliment we could pay a kit is to say that it is just as good as a Heathkit. This is a Heathkit.

Those of you that have dealt with that company's products in the past know what we are talking about. Illustrations are detailed and complete. Every step in the set-up, construction, and alignment process is painstakingly explained. As a result, if the instructions are carefully followed, the odds of obtaining a correctly working product the first time are high.

To top it off, in keeping with Heath's policy, all stages that are difficult to build or align are pre-assembled. In a kit of the complexity of a projection TV-set, that means that just about the entire unit is contained within a series of pre-assembled modules. The electronic construction is pretty much limited to a single small board. Even the wire harness comes pre-assembled. The result is that the kit can be built in just a few eve-
Discover—Explore—Experience
Today’s Electronics With ...

McGraw-Hill’s
Contemporary Electronics Series

Now you can meet the challenges of today’s electronics quickly and easily. This professional level learning series is as innovative as the circuitry it explains and as fascinating as the experiments you build and explore! And it’s for anyone who has an interest in electronics... from the hobbyist to the professional.

Thousands Have Already Experienced the Excitement!

Today’s high-tech world demands an entirely new and innovative approach to understanding electronics. That’s why McGraw-Hill has developed this unique “hands-on” learning method that brings to life the dynamics of the new electronics. It’s a unique combination of interactive materials that gets you involved as you build and experiment with today’s latest electronic circuitry.

Just how well this innovative learning approach meets the challenge of the new electronics is confirmed by those who have already completed the Series... “You have put me right into the middle of an extraordinary learning experience. With each lab exercise I have gained a new understanding of the intricacies of today’s electronics.” Or... “For me, the Series was just the answer. I felt confident within my specialty, but my grasp of other areas of electronics was slipping away. Your Series helped me upgrade my knowledge of the latest electronics concepts.” Or this from a company director of training... “We manufacture sophisticated electronic products, with a lot of people in sales, assembly and purchasing. McGraw-Hill has answered a real need in helping our employees see the total picture. They now communicate with customers and each other more effectively.”

Your Involvement in the New Electronics Begins Immediately.

You master one subject at a time with 15 McGraw-Hill Concept Modules, sent to you one every 4 to 6 weeks. You waste no time on extraneous materials or outdated history. It’s an entertaining, lively, nontraditional approach to the most modern of subject matter.

Your very first module takes you right to the heart of basic circuit concepts and gets you ready to use integrated circuits to build a digital oscillator. Then, you’ll verify the operation of different electronic circuits using a light emitting diode (LED).

And each successive module brings you up to speed quickly, clarifying the latest advances in today’s electronics from digital logic and microprocessors to data communications, robotics, lasers, fiber optics, and more.

Unique Combination of Interactive Instruction Materials Makes Learning Easy.

Laboratory experiments, vividly illustrated text and interactive cassette tapes all blend together to give you a clear, simplified understanding of contemporary electronics.

With each module, you receive a McGraw-Hill Action-Audio Cassette that brings to life the facts and makes you feel as if you’re participating in a lively dialogue with experts.

Your ability to quickly make this knowledge your own is further aided by strikingly illustrated texts that use diagrams, explanations, illustrations, and schematics to drive home and reinforce the meaning of each important point. Carefully indexed binders conveniently house all this material, as well as the instructions that will guide you through your “hands-on” lab experiments.

Throughout your Series, laboratory experiments reinforce every significant concept. With this essential “hands-on” experience using actual electronic components, you master principles that apply all the way up to tomorrow’s VLSI (Very Large Scale Integrated) circuitry.

Discover, Explore, Experience for Yourself—15-Day Trial.

In all ways, the Contemporary Electronics Series is an exciting learning experience that offers you the quickest and least expensive method available to master today’s electronics... and the only one with “hands-on” experience.

To order your first module for a 15-day trial examination, simply complete the card and send today! If the card is missing, write to us for ordering information.

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20016
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The Best
Now Costs Less

Introducing lower pricing on 3M's A P Products™ brand Super-Strip® and Circuit-Strip®

3M's A P Products brand Super-Strip and Circuit-Strip are the world's best solderless breadboard units. No others can compare on quality and reliability. Now the best costs less.

Design, prototype and test electronic circuits, faster and easier, with A P Products brand Super-Strip and Circuit-Strip.

A P Products brand solderless breadboards, laid out on a 0.1" x 0.1" matrix, accept all DIP sizes and a wide variety of discrete components with lead diameters of up to .032".

Super-Strip features 840 plug-in tie points and Circuit-Strip has 610 tie points. Both have separate distribution buses for power, ground and signal lines.

Call your A P Products Prototype & Test Devices distributor today. For immediate response call 800-321-9668, or (216) 354-2101 in Ohio to find the name and location of your nearest distributor.

We Solve Problems.

Super-Strip – WAS $20.95
NOW $16.95

Circuit-Strip – WAS $13.00
NOW $10.95

Suggested retail prices in U.S. currency.

 Associated Electronics/3M
A P Prototype & Test Devices
9325 Progress Parkway
P.O. Box 540
Mentor, Ohio 44060
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HAMEG Oscilloscopes with Component Tester

2-year warranty

HM 203-6 DC to 20MHz $489.00
- Rectangular screen, internal graticule 8x10cm.
- Deflection: 5mV/cm to 20V/cm
- Timebase: 0.5us/cm to 0.2s/cm
- Component Tester
  - Test voltage: max. 8.5V rms (open circuit)
  - Test current: max. 24mA rms (shorted)

HM 204-2 DC to 20MHz $629.00
- Component Tester
- Deflection: 5mV/cm to 20V/cm
- Timebase: 0.1 us/cm to 0.5s/cm
- X-Magnification x 10
- Hold
- Output speed
- Sample storage, Dot Hold

HM 605 DC to 60MHz $899.00
- Component Tester
- Deflection: 5mV/cm to 20V/cm
- Y-Magnification x 5
- Y-Output from Ch.I or Ch.II:
  - 45 mV/cm into 50Ω.
- Timebase: 50ns/cm to 1 s/cm
- X-Magnification x 10
- Sweep delay: 100ns to 0.1s.

HM 205 $799.00
Real-time • See 203-6 Specifications

Digital Storage
- Operating modes: Refresh and Single with Reset (incl. LED indication for Ready), Hold Ch.I, Hold Ch.II, 1024x8 bit for each chan.
- Sample rate: max. 100kHz. Resolution: vertical 28 pts/cm, horiz. 100 pts/cm.
- Option: Interface for plotter.
- Component Tester

HM 208 $2,380.00
HM 208-I $2,660.00
(with IEEE interface)

Real-time • See 203-6 Specifications

Digital Storage
- Operating modes: XY, Roll, Refresh, Single (LED ind.), Hold Ch.I, Hold Ch.II, Plot I and Plot II with read-out check on screen, backing storage. Dot Joining button. 2 x 1024 x 8bit for each ch.
- Sample rate: max. 20MHz. Resolution: vert. 26 pts/cm, horiz. 200 or 100 pts/cm.
- Plotter output: vertical 0.1V/cm, horizontal 0.1V/cm.
- Output imped.: 100Ω each. Penlift: TTL/CMOS compat.
- Output speed rate: 5-10-20/10-20-40 s/cm.
- Option: Lithium battery for memory backup.

HM 202 $1,950.00

ATTACHES TO ALL HAMEG SCOPES ON THIS PAGE!

HM 8001 2 BAY Mainframe $228.00
HM 8002 4 BAY Mainframe call SOON
HM 8011-2 Digital Multimeter 4½ digits 298.00
HM 8014 Milli Ohm Meter 298.00
HM 8021-2 Counter, 0.1Hz-1GHz 324.00
HM 8027 Distortion Meter 248.00
HM 8030-2 Function Gen. 0.1Hz-1MHz 288.00
HM 8032 Sine Wave Gen. 20Hz-20MHz 288.00
HM 8035 Pulse Generator, 2Hz-20MHz 455.00
HM 8037 Low Dist. Sine Gen. 5Hz-50kHz 248.00
HM 8040 Triple Power Supply 278.00
HM 8045 Oscilloscope Calibrator 378.00
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CALL US TOLL FREE
1-800-732-3457
IN CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE 1-800-272-4225

RAG ELECTRONICS, INC. / 21418 Parthenia Street / Canoga Park, CA 91304 / 1-818-998-6500

Prices subject to change without notice.
pressed when the printer is online, the printer's correspondence mode (called Vintage-12 by Diconix) is selected. Similarly, the line feed switch advances the paper one line or selects the draft quality mode. Print quality may also be chosen through software.

Several other options are available through the switches; some, but not all, are also available through software. One innovative and useful feature is the envelope mode. The printer enters the envelope mode when you press the line feed key while powering the printer up. Then you insert a #10 business envelope into the model 150 sideways. Last, you send the data to be printed (as many as 20 lines of 100 characters each). Upon receipt of a form feed [CHR$(12)], the model 150 will then print the envelope with all characters rotated 90° clockwise. Multiple copies of an envelope can be printed without resending the same data.

Another special mode is enabled by pressing all three pushbutton switches simultaneously. At that point, the on line and paper empty LED's begin flashing alternately. The flashing indicates that the model 150 is recharging the five Ni-Cd cells. You cannot print while recharging.

To save space, Diconix has cleverly chosen to use the platen to store the Ni-Cd's. They must be purchased separately at extra cost. A fully-charged set of batteries will power the model 150 for about 50 minutes of continuous printing, in which time about 150 pages may be printed in draft mode.

The printer measures about 2 × 10½ × 6½ inches and weighs about four pounds—that's less than most portable computers! It comes with a parallel interface; a
What Pomona knows about Grabbers™ would fill a book.

The Pomona Electronics line of Grabber test clips is a perfect example of our commitment to stay on the leading edge of electronic test technology. A quality product designed to fill a specific need, and to do it well.

Design engineers have made their professional lives a little easier by using our Grabbers to reach and test discrete components and terminals in tight places. They like the ease of operation and positive connection.

In our 1986 General Catalog you'll find more than 50 different Grabber versions to simplify your exacting test requirements. We have even added seven new models to test surface mounted devices.

Here's how to get your copy of our 1986 General Catalog: Just circle the reader service number below; call us at (714) 623-3463; write us at ITT Pomona Electronics, a division of ITT Corporation, 1500 East Ninth Street, P.O. Box 2767, Pomona, California 91769.

Our products are available through your favorite electronics parts distributor.
Our impressions

The model 150 is certainly compact enough to be stowed in a briefcase along with a portable computer such as the Radio Shack model 100. And its ability to operate from batteries makes it very handy for field use.

The model 150's print quality is not bad. It's definitely not good enough for business correspondence, but it is good enough for program listings, student papers, and the like. And its Epson/IBM compatibility should make it compatible with 90% of the software on the market, for personal computers ranging from Apples to CP/M machines to IBM PCs.

Print quality is very dependent on the paper that you use. Rough bond paper that is highly absorbent gives smeared characters; polished tractor-fed paper we use for everyday printouts produced results almost indistinguishable from the special ink-jet paper.

One thing that we particularly like about the model 150 is that it is quiet—quiet enough to use with a sleeping baby in the next room. The printhead is easy to change, and configuring the single DIP switch for set-up is also easy.

There are several things we don't like about the model 150. The paper feed mechanism is weak and poorly designed. It's hard to get single sheets aligned properly, and it's easy for printed sheets (either single or tractor-fed) to loop back into the feed mechanism and jam it.

Also, the plastic cover that allows access to the batteries in the platen is held by two weak clips that look as if they could break easily. If one (or both) did break, there would be no way of keeping the batteries in place. The manual is only so-so and lacks an index.

The $479 price of the Diconix 150 is a little steep; other battery-powered portable printers are available for as little as $100. But most of the very inexpensive units are thermal types that require special paper, and that have much poorer print quality, as well as much less flexibility.
Now electronics technicians can get into VCR Servicing quickly and easily

Learn professional VCR servicing at home or in your shop with exclusive videotaped demonstrations

Today, there are more than 10 million VCRs in use, with people standing in line to have them serviced. You can bring this profitable business into your shop with NRI professional training in VCR servicing. This top-level training supports the industry's claim that the best technicians today are those who service VCRs.

Integrated Three-Way Self-Teaching Program

In one integrated program, NRI gives you a study guide, 9 instructional units, 2 hours of video training tapes accompanied by a 32-page workbook that pulls it all together. At home or in your shop, you'll cover all the basic concepts of video recording, mechanical and electronic systems analyses, and the latest troubleshooting techniques. Your workbook and instructional units also contain an abundance of diagrams, data, and supplementary material that makes them valuable additions to your servicing library.

The "How-To" Videotape

Your NRI Action Videocassette uses modern communications technique to make learning fast and easy. You'll enjoy expert lectures and see animation and video graphics that make every point crystal-clear. You'll follow the camera eye into the heart of the VCR as step-by-step servicing techniques are shown. Both electronic and mechanical troubleshooting are covered...including everything from complete replacement and adjustment of the recording heads to diagnosing microprocessor control faults.

Plus Training on All The New Video Systems

Although your course concentrates on VCRs covering Beta, VHS, and 1/2" U-Matic commercial VCRs, NRI also brings you up to speed in other key areas. You'll get training in capacitance and optical video disc players, projection TV, and video cameras. All are included to make you the complete video technician. There's even an optional final examination for NRI's VCR Professional Certificate.

Covers Beta and VHS systems with actual instruction on videotape.

The Best Professional Training

This exclusive self-study course has been developed by the professionals at NRI. NRI has trained more television technicians than any other electronics school! In fact, NRI has consistently led the way in developing troubleshooting techniques for servicing virtually every piece of home entertainment equipment as it appears in the marketplace.

Satisfaction Guaranteed . . . 15-Day No-Risk Examination

Send today for the new NRI Self-Study Course in VCR Servicing for Professionals. Examine it for 15 full days, look over the lessons, sample the videotape. If you're not fully satisfied that this is the kind of training you and your people need to get into the profitable VCR servicing business, return it for a prompt and full refund, including postage. Act now, and start adding new business to your business.

Special Introductory Offer

This complete VCR training course with two hour videotape is being offered for a limited time only, on orders received from this ad, at our low introductory price of $179.95. Save $20 by acting now!

NRI Training For Professionals
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, DC 20016

YES! Get me started in profitable VCR servicing. Rush me my NRI self-study course in VCR Servicing for Professionals. I understand I may return it for a full refund within 15 days if not completely satisfied.

PLEASE SPECIFY TAPE FORMAT DESIRED □ VHS □ BETA

Name (please print) ______________________________

Company: ______________________________

Street: ______________________________

City State Zip: ______________________________

Enclosed is my □ Check □ Money Order for $179.95 (DC, residents add 6% tax). Make check payable to NRI

Charge to □ VISA □ MasterCard ______________________________

Card Number: ______________________________

Expiration Date: ______________________________

Interbank Number: ______________________________

Signature: ______________________________

(required for credit card sales)
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DESIGNING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. By R. G. Middleton. 351 pp., 192 illus. Covers virtually every category of circuits commonly used. This practical manual provides the basic design, analysis, and troubleshooting vital to effective electronic circuit design. Plus over 60 start-to-finish procedures are featured along with scores of computer programs to help you design and analyze electronic circuits.

POWER INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: Physics, Design, and Applications. Edited by P. Antognetti. 544 pp., 410 illus. This comprehensive book offers an exceptionally thorough overview of the state of the art in design and technology—including the latest design advances in voltage regulators, audio amplifiers, analog-to-digital devices, MOS power ICs, and improved transistor structures.

TROUBLESHOOTING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WITHOUT SERVICE DATA. By R. G. Middleton. 303 pp., 162 illus. and tables. Packed with charts, diagrams, and case histories, this practical handbook shows how to pinpoint detective electronic circuitry when no service data is available.

STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS. T. G. Hicks. Editor in Chief. 1,468 pp., 1,292 illus. and tables. Now revised, updated, and considerably expanded, this huge handbook provides more than 5,100 step-by-step procedures for solving the kinds of engineering problems you encounter most frequently in your work.

POWER CONTROL WITH SOLID-STATE DEVICES. By Irving M. Gottlieb. 372 pp., 218 illustrations. This comprehensive book discusses every type of solid-state device and circuitry now available for power electronics. It covers both the proven practical power control systems and the avant-garde—as well as some promising combinations of the older and newer devices and circuitries.

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN. By B. Hoidsworth. 338 pp., 192 illus. All of the recent advances in digital design techniques are presented here in depth. It’s both a text covering basic concepts and a practical guide to design techniques for combinational, sequential, and state-driven circuits.

ANTENNA ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, 2/e. Edited by R. C. Johnson and H. Jasik, with contributions by 57 recognized authorities. 1,408 pp., 946 illus. This widely acclaimed Handbook gives you the guidance you need to solve problems in antenna design and application.

HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 5/e. By J. F. McPartland. 416 pp., 300 illus. This volume provides a step-by-step explanation of designing electrical systems for industrial, commercial, and residential applications.

CONTRAL SYSTEM DESIGN: An INTRODUCTION TO STATE-SPACE METHODS. By B. Friedland. 513 pp., illus. Covers feedback control, dynamics of linear systems, frequency-domain analysis, linear observers, linear, quadratic optimum control, random processes, and many other topics.

FUNDAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN AND SWITCHING THEORY. By A. D. Friedman and R. R. Menon. 261 pp., 233 illus. Covers both theory and design techniques, this is an easy-to-understand introduction to the analysis and synthesis of digital circuits and their interconnection to create digital systems.

CHOOSING AND USING CMOS. By M. J. Walsh. 304 pp., 155 illus. Offers a comprehensive overview of the semiconductor technology used... gives practical advice on circuit techniques to make your job easier. Specifications, characteristics and applications are included.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. By R. Graf. 760 pp., 1,256 illus. This large volume provides circuits for virtually every type of application in 98 different categories. Each has a clear and concise explanatory text accompanying it.

TELEVISION ENGINEERING HANDBOOK. By K. B. Benson. 1,478 pp., 1,091 illus. Packed with the technical information and know-how you need to design, operate and maintain every type of TV equipment in current use.

68000 MICROPROCESSOR. By W. A. Triebel and A. Singh. 335 pp., 129 illus. This guide to Motorola’s 68000 microprocessor uses a systems approach that includes extensive coverage of the 68000, its architecture, assembly language programming, and hardware interfacing techniques.

MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK. Edited by J. D. Greenleaf. 656 pp., 222 illus. This first-ever handbook helps you select the best microprocessor, enables you to understand the operation of a microprocessor you are now using and provides easily accessible coverage of the most popular 8 and 16-bit microprocessors currently available.

MCGRAW-HILL CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. Editor-in-Chief S. F. Parker and the Staff of the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. 2,065 pp., 1,600 illus. This volume serves every need for understanding today’s science and technology. Written by over 3,000 of the world’s topmost experts, including 19 Nobel Prize winners, it covers 75 disciplines from Acoustics to Zoology.
CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS DESKBOOK Compiled By H. Heims, 272 pp., 442 circuit diagrams. Packed with clearly reproduced circuit diagrams, all proven-in-action, covering the entire spectrum of electronics technology. Each diagram includes a title, a brief description, type numbers or values for significant components and a citation of the original source. 379-802 Pub. Pr., $29.95 Club Pr. $23.50

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO FREQUENCY DESIGN By W. H. Hayward 383 pp., illus. This comprehensive vol. prepares you to actually design HF, VHF, and UHF equipment and enables you to follow much of the current literature. Structured equation sets make it easy to write programs for small computers or calculators. 582784-6 Pub. Pr., $27.95 Club Pr., $22.95

MCGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTERS. By S. P. Parker, Editor-in-Chief 960 pp., 1,266 illus., indexed 8½ x 11 format. It's a single-volume library that covers the entire world of electronics from Edison's pioneering work in electricity right up to optical fiber communications, control systems, lasers, radar, TV receivers, artificial intelligence, and computer storage technology. 454-870 Pub. Pr., $67.50 Club Pr., $41.50

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS By C. R. Hafer 236 pp., more than 200 illus. Actually two books in one—a quick prepara tion manual to help you pass your P. E. exams on the first try and a rich source of practical electronics engineering information and know-how. 254-303 Pub. Pr., $32.50 Club Pr., $25.50

COMPUTER METHODS FOR CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN, 11/e. By J. Viach and N. Singh. 416 pp., illus. Computational methods have become an integral part of circuit analysis and design. And a solid understanding of the basics of computer-aided design is a must for engineers who want to achieve their career objectives. 582855-3 Pub. Pr., $46.95 Club Pr., $35.95

MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS REFERENCE MANUAL. By J. Markus. 1,264 pp., 3,666 circuit diagrams. Complete with values of components and suggestions for revisions—plus the original source of each circuit in case you want additional performance or construct on details. 454-461 Pub. Pr., $70.95 Club Pr., $57.95

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e. By T. O. Finke and H. Beatty. 2,442 pp., 1,144 illus. Today's most widely used source of electrical engineering information and data serves you as no other single work when you need detailed, timely, and reliable facts. 209-74X Pub. Pr., $85.00 Club Pr., $51.00

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club®
PO Box 382, Hightstown NJ 08520-9939

Be sure to consider these important titles as well!


MODERN COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS. 587-302 Pub. Pr., $43.95 Club Pr., $32.50


DATA COMPRESSION: Techniques and Applications. By T. J. Lynch 582897-4 Pub. Pr., $44.50 Club Pr., $31.25

DESIGNING DIGITAL FILTERS By C. Williams 582747-0 Pub. Pr., $36.95 Club Pr., $27.95

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. By D. A. Hodges and H. G. Jackson 291-525 Pub. Pr., $44.95 Club Pr., $35.95

HANDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN. By D. E. Stoult & V. Kaufman 617-973 Pub. Pr., $48.50 Club Pr., $32.45

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS HANDBOOK, 2/e. By J. J. Tuma 654-298 Pub. Pr., $41.50 Club Pr., $31.00

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS. By J. Proakis 580-271 Pub. Pr., $45.95 Club Pr., $37.25

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS. By R. J. Hardy 582311-8 Pub. Pr., $37.95 Club Pr., $26.95


MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club®
PO Box 382, Hightstown NJ 08520-9939

Please enroll me as a member and send me the two books indicated billing me for the $2.88 premium and my first selection at the discounted member price, plus local tax, shipping and handling charges. I agree to purchase a minimum of two additional books during my first year of membership. I authorize my Card to be charged under the Club plan described in this ad. A shipping and handling charge is added to all shipments.

Write Code No. of $2.88 selection here Write Code No. of first selection here

Signature _____________________________

Name ________________________________

Address/Apt. # _______________________

City —__________ State —________ Zip

This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All prices subject to change without notice. Offer good only to new members.
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NEW PRODUCTS

**OSCILLOSCOPES**, the model 2245 and the model 2246, feature four channels, 100-MHz bandwidth, and lend themselves to a multitude of applications in design, field service, and manufacturing.

Each model has a sensitivity of 2 mV to capture low-level signals, and 2% vertical and horizontal accuracy. Good timing resolution results from a 2 nS/div sweep speed and a delay jitter of 1:20,000.

The model 2246 offers additional accuracy in DC voltage measurements and in delta voltage measurements via pushbutton measurement capability and cursors.

The model 2245 is priced at $1800.00; the model 2246 oscilloscope is priced at $2500.00.—Tektronix, Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97007.

**FIBER OPTIC CABLE TESTERS**, the model 6800, (850 nm) and the model 6810, (1300 nm) fiber optic cable testers feature transmit and receive fiber testing, plus a six-function digital multimeter (with K-type thermocouple) capability in one compact tester. The tester is designed for making on-site, optical attenuation measurements in communication cables, for testing electrical characteristics of optical devices, and for measuring temperature when finishing the end surface of plastic cables.

Both power input in nW and light input in dBm measurements at the light-receiving connector are provided. A relative value may be established by setting the current input value to “zero” by enabling a reference switch. That permits direct reading of input value changes without the necessity for calculations. Light output is achieved with an integral LED with —30 dBm or greater output power. Accessories included are: 1300
nm sensor for the model 6810 and 850 nm sensor for the model 6800.

(2) FC-type connector adapters, wavelength-sensitivity response chart, 4 AA batteries, AC adapter, carrying case, and comprehensive instruction manual.

The model 6800 (shown in photo) is priced at $500.00; the model 6810 costs $2995.00.—Triplett Corporation, One Triplett Drive, Bluffton, OH 45817.

HANDHELD COMPUTER, the model PC-1600, is the first to feature random-access floppy-disk storage. It has an optional 2½" micro floppy-disk drive with 128K mass storage, and also includes the first fiber-optic interface to be offered on a handheld unit.

The new model is software compatible with the model PC-1500A, with many peripherals fitting both units. That is because the ROM-resident BASIC interpreter and 60-pin I/O bus are the same in both models. The model PC-1600’s Z80-like processor is about 2.5 times faster than the PC-1500A’s, making it a complement to the unit’s increased memory capacity.

Measuring 3½ by 8 inches, and weighing less than a pound, the model PC-1600 features an easy-to-read, four-line, 26-character display. The standard configuration includes 16K RAM, expandable to 80K. The unit also has an analog input and an RS-232C serial port.

Suggested retail prices for the model PC-1600 and options are as follows: PC-1600 pocket computer: $345.00; CE-1600F micro floppy drive: $210.00; CE-1600; CE-1600P 4-color pen plotter/cassette interface: $315.00; CE-1600M 32K RAM module: $155.00.—Sharp Electronics Corporation, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430.
can format results exactly as required. A ratio function is also available for comparison of any one measurement to any other measurement.

Using Solatron's exclusive pulse-width conversion technique, DC voltages from 100 nV to 1000 V are measured to an accuracy of 0.0005%. A true RMS AC function provides readings from 1 volt to 750 volts over a 10 Hz to 500 kHz bandwidth with a 10:1 crest-factor capability. Additional functions include AC and DC current, high-accuracy ohms, and temperature.

The model 7061 is priced at $2795.00. A lower-cost version, the model 7062 provides identical performance with simplified front-panel controls, and costs $2595.00.—Solatron Instruments, 2 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523.

VOICE-RECOGNITION SYSTEM, the VOTAN TeleCenter, is a full-featured interactive messaging system for companies or departments with 20 to 400 employees. Acting as a centralized message system, VOTAN TeleCenter will record, playback, and distribute messages for all callers; it can work with a company's PBX or function as a stand-alone voice mail system.

The system enhances a company's telephone-message operation by allowing callers to leave confidential messages in a user's voice mailbox—messages that might be too long or too complicated to leave with a receptionist.

Prices range from $10,950.00 for a 2-channel system with 30 megabytes of memory to $19,450.00 for a 4-channel system with 60 megabytes of memory.—VOTAN, 4487 Technology Drive, Fremont, CA 94538.
Radio-Electronics mini-ADS

60 dB SIGNAL ELIMINATOR—for removal of undesirable TV/FM/VHF signals. Can be tuned precisely to ANY signal within these ranges: *Model 26 - Ch's. 2-6 plus FM (54-108 Mhz) *Model 1422 - Ch's. 14(A) - 22(1) (120-174Mhz) *Model 713 - Ch's. 7-13 (174-216 Mhz) Highly selective not adjustable strength. Singles $30. Quantity discounts to 60%. STAR CIRCUITS - P.O. Box 8332 - Pembroke Pines, FL 33084 CIRCLE 94 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DESCRAMBLE THE NEW VIDEO TAPE COPY PROTECTION SCHEME. When you rent or buy a recent movie release, stop the vertical jumping and jittering of your TV picture with the LINE ZAPPER. This project detects and removes selected lines of video that have been modified and often interfere with normal television operation. Get your kit today only $49.95 plus $2.00 for shipping and handling. ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, Box 41865-L, Phoenix, AZ 85080. (602) 581-1973. MasterCard and Visa accepted. CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

NEW SATELLITE DECODER, Parts kits assembled units. BASIC KIT with PC board, all parts, manual—$59.95. COMPLETE KIT—$109.95. COMPLETE UNIT (no RF modulator, but ready to run)—$169.95. COMPLETE UNIT w/ RF MODULATOR—$189.95. PC BOARD & assembly manual—$24.95. TWO BASIC KITS... Get the third free—$139.90. PILGRAM VIDEO PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 3325, Plymouth Center, MA 02361. CIRCLE 197 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SIMPLY SNAP THE WAT-50 MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER on top of a 9v battery and hear every sound in an entire house up to 1 mile away! Adjustable from 70-130 MHz. Use with any FM radio. Complete kit $29.95 + $1.50 S&H. Free shipping on 2 or more! COD add $4. Call or send VISA, MC, MO DECO INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford Hills, NY 10507. (914) 232-3878. CIRCLE 127 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS $69.95. Now including shipping and Lifetime warranty. We repair all types of Downconverters. Cable Converters and equipment available! Jerroid 400 wireless Convertor $72.95 plus shipping. Coax cable, T.V. parts, accessories, connectors, T.V. amplifiers. Write for free catalog or call for prices. BLUE STAR IND., Dept. 105-RE10-86, 4712 Ave. N, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234 (718) 338-8318 Ext. 105. CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

ZENITH SSAVI $169 EACH, beat the price increase. UHF gated pulse $199. Reconditioned original equipment or UHF chs. 27,48,51 60, etc. Quantity discounts. Satellite equipment. Surplus TV equipment: N-12, SB-3, Hamlin 1200, converters, amplifiers, etc. Catalog $1. SSAVI modification troubleshooting handbook $6.50 ppd. AIS SATELLITE, INC., P.O. BOX 1226-E Dublin, PA, 18917. 215-249-9411. CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD


"SODDER" WITH THE NEW BUTANE POWERED PORTASOL. No matter how you spell it Portasol is the heaviest soldering iron around. Seven inches long. Variable power: 10 to 60 watts. 60 minutes use per refill. Only 29.95 + 2.00 P&H. Replacement tips: 1.2, 2.4 (standard), 3.2, 4.8, 7.5 + .50. Butane: 3.50 + .50. VA add 4% tax. Quantity discounts dealers invited. Visa MC orders: (703) 323-8600. Mail check $39.95, plus $3.25 P&H. 5100 Rosemead Blvd., Suite 201, Rosemead, CA 91770. (818) 287-8400, 1-800-554-9838 (outside CA). CIRCLE 193 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH... on the full-featured AR-140K 3½ digital multimeter KIT from the manufacturer. 0.5% accuracy guaranteed. DCV range 0-1000V. 5 ranges ACV range 0-750V, 2 ranges DCA range 0-10A, 6 ranges Resistance measurement up to 20M ± 0.5% ± 0.5% ± 0.5%. Plus diode check. Includes test probe and manual. $44.95 plus $3, plus postage and handling. Use MC or Visa. AMERICAN RELIANCE, INC. 9241 E. Valley Blvd., Suite 201, Rosemead, CA 91770, (818) 287-8400, 1-800-554-9838 (outside CA). CIRCLE 187 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Which Way To YOUR Future?

Are you at a crossroads in your career? Have you really thought about it? Are you planning for your future, or perhaps refusing to face the subject? Which way will you go — down the same old road? Or are you ready for something else?

In electronics you can't stand still. If you are not moving ahead, then you're falling behind. At the crossroads of your career, various choices are available — and, yes, decisions have to be made.

Which road will you take — one that doesn't go where you want to be, or one that leads to hard work but also to the better life? Ah, decisions, decisions!

Career decisions are so important that you need all the input you can get before locking-in on one of them. Grantham College of Engineering offers you one source of input which may help you in making that decision. It's our free catalog.

Ask for our free catalog and you may be surprised to learn how it is easily possible to earn a B.S. degree in electronics without attending traditional classes. Since you are already in electronics (you are, aren't you?), you can complete your B.S. degree work with Grantham while studying at home or at any convenient place.

But don't expect to earn that degree without hard work. Any degree that's worth your effort can't be had without giving effort to the task. And of course it is what you learn in the process, as much as the degree itself, that makes you stand out above the crowd — that places you in an enviable position, prestige-wise and financially.

Grantham College of Engineering
10570 Humboldt Street
Los Alamitos, California, 90720

Grantham offers this program, complete but without laboratory, to electronics technicians whose objectives are to upgrade their level of technical employment.

Recognition and Quality Assurance
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, as a degree-granting institution.

All lessons and other study materials, as well as communications between the college and students, are in the English language. However, we have students in many foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the United States of America.
The Raid on HBO

Here's one way Captain Midnight might have engineered his daring raid on HBO.

WILLIAM SHEETS and RUDOLF GRAF

In the early morning hours of April 27, 1986 the satellite-communications industry received a jolt that it's not likely to forget. For roughly four to five minutes, a satellite "pirate" commandeered HBO's east-coast feed, located on Galaxy I, transponder 23. Viewers of a movie entitled "The Falcon and the Snowman" were suddenly treated to a color-bar display. Superimposed on the display was the following message: "Good evening HBO From Captain Midnight $12.95/month No way! (Showtime/Movie Channel beware)"

Public reaction to the incident ranged from joy to outrage. But no matter what the reaction to the event, almost everyone asked the same question: How did Captain Midnight engineer his stunning "heist?"

HBO and other satellite-industry sources were in no hurry to reveal all that they knew about the incident; as you read on you'll come to realize why. As a result there was much misinformation in the media. One report stated that the feat required a great deal of technical expertise and about $60,000 worth of equipment.

TVRO "hackers" must have had a few chuckles over that one. The truth of the matter is that taking over a private communications satellite is so terribly simple that the surprise is that no one had done it before.

And that fact, so clearly illustrated by Captain Midnight's escapade, has HBO and the rest of the satellite-communications industry scared silly.

A little background

In the beginning, satellite TV was the province of the professionals. The broadcast- or cable-network program producers used satellite to distribute their products to local TV stations or cable companies.

If you happened to live in a city or town serviced by one or more TV stations or cable companies, that arrangement sufficed because you had access to that programming either for free or for a monthly fee. But if you lived in one of the many areas of the country that had no such service, you were out of luck.

The early TVRO pioneers had no desire to "rip off" the cable companies. Their only aim was to obtain TV programming the only way possible—directly from satellites.

Early experimenters were faced with incomplete information and expensive equipment. Later on, savings were made possible by using salvaged radar gear and other surplus equipment. Eventually, the market grew large enough to encourage some companies to mass-produce TVRO gear.

All the while, a shadow of legality hung over the infant industry. The major producers all considered TVRO users a nuisance. Their position was that any unauthorized reception of their signals was against the law. But, partially due to pressure from their cable affiliates and partially due to the headache of having to track hundreds if not thousands of individual accounts, the cable networks refused to give authorization to TVRO owners, even if those owners offered to pay a fee.

Legislation passed in 1984 allowed everyone to receive satellite signals in their own homes as long as that reception was for personal use. The satellite industry took off. Prices fell as more and more manufacturers jumped into the TVRO field. For instance, the price of a good (85°K) LNA was once greater than $500; today it is less than $100.
By now, the original aims of the TVRO pioneers were largely forgotten. Many new TVRO buyers were mainly interested in “beating” the cable companies. Small hotels, motels, bars, and restaurants were racing each other to install dishes to attract customers. In some cases, the programming was even being sold by the dish owners; that was particularly prevalent with apartment-house systems. In most cases, those users paid nothing to the program suppliers.

A more serious problem was presented by the cable affiliates themselves. Many were habitually late in paying their bills. Others understated the numbers of their subscribers. Some didn’t bother paying their bills at all.

**Enter scrambling**

The cable networks, led by HBO, answered back by scrambling their feeds. That one act achieved two goals: It enabled the programmers to control who could receive their signal, and it brought the cable affiliates into line.

Scrambling, though recognized by many as a necessary evil, did not come without bitterness. Used to receiving their programming for free, TVRO users were now required to shell out just under $400 for a decoder, providing one could be located. Further, most services charged a monthly fee for their programming.

No one realized how much bitterness there was until that fateful night in April.

**The raid**

It is generally assumed that the raid was carried out by using a remote uplink to overpower HBO's signal and commandeer its transponder on Galaxy 1. See Fig. 1. Let's spend some time and see what the technical requirements are to conduct such a raid. Particularly, we will see what dish sizes and power levels are needed. Note that the information provided is illustrative only. We will show what is theoretically possible, not what was actually done. The authors have not had any direct contact with Captain Midnight nor have they had a chance to examine that individual's facilities. (*See box—Editor)*

Let's see what the requirements are for a minimal satellite link. To do that we need to make a few assumptions and a few calculations. To calculate the range of a signal we need to know the transmitter power, transmitter-antenna gain, receiver-antenna gain, receiver bandwidth, and receiver noise-figure. The last three of those factors can be found by examining the technical details of the satellite we wish to transmit to. Determining the first two factors is the point of the following exercise.

Let's start off by determining the path loss between the transmitter and receiver. That is found from:

\[ PL = 37 + 20 \log(f) + 20 \log(D) \]

where \( PL \) is the path loss in dB, \( f \) is the frequency in MHz, and \( D \) is the distance between two points in miles. Assuming an uplink frequency of 6000 MHz (6 GHz) and a distance of 22,500 miles, the resulting path loss is:

\[ PL = 37 + 20 \log(6000) + 20 \log(22,500) \]

\[ PL = 37 + 75.56 + 87.04 \]

\[ PL = 199.6 \]

At a downlink frequency of 4 GHz it is slightly less. Sparing you the mathematics, it is about 196.1 dB.

Next, let's do the calculations for a typical satellite downlink. A typical Effective Radiated Power (ERP) level for a transponder is 36 dBw (dB's referenced to one watt). That means that the effective transmitter power is 3981 watts (or approximately 4000 watts). Actual transponder output levels are typically about 8 watts, or 9 dBw. Therefore, typical antenna gain is 36 - 9 = 27 dBw.

On earth, a typical TVRO will have a receiver bandwidth of 30 MHz, a noise figure of 1.5 dB, and a 10-foot dish. From Fig. 2 we see that a the gain of a 10-foot dish at 4000 MHz is about 40 dB. Now that we have all of the facts, we can calculate the power of a received signal.

\[ P_R = ERP - PL + \text{antenna gain} \]

\[ P_R = 36 - 196.1 + 40 \]

\[ P_R = -120.1 \text{ dBw} \]

or, converting to dBm (decibels referenced to a milliwatt), -90.1 dBm. Note that assuming a 50-ohm input, 0 dBm = 223 mV; we'll need that figure in a moment.

Continuing with our calculations, since:

\[ dB = 10 \log(P2/P1) = 20 \log(V2/V1) \]

\[ 90.1 = 20 \log(0.223/V_R) \]

where \( V_R \) is the received signal. Continuing:

\[ 4.505 = \log(0.223/V_R) \]

\[ V_R = 6.97 \mu V \]

Receiver sensitivity can be found from:

\[ S_R = NP + \log(BW) + NF \]

where \( S_R \) is the receiver sensitivity in dBm. \( NP \) is the noise power in dBm per Hz at 25°C, BW is receiver bandwidth in Hz, and \( NF \) is the noise figure. A typical noise power value would be -174. Solving:

\[ S_R = -174 + \log(30 \times 10^6) + 1.5 \]

\[ S_R = -97.72 \text{ dBm} \]

The resulting S/N ratio can be found from:

\[ S/N = P_R - S_R \]

Since our received signal is -90.1 dBm and our receiver sensitivity is -97.7 dBm, the resulting signal-to-noise ratio is 7.6 dB.

Incidently, that is a marginal signal. Generally a TVRO receiver requires an 8-dB or greater S/N ratio for good performance. To improve signal performance, a larger dish (say 12-feet) would be called for. Many transponders output signal levels higher than our illustration; those could be viewed with satisfactory results.

We are getting off the track here a bit, so let's push on. Our point thus far was to lay the groundwork so that we could supply the missing data. The parameters required for a successful downlink do not differ greatly from those required for a successful uplink. Let's assume that we want to supply to our satellite-borne receiver an S/N of at least 10 dB, and prefer-

---

**FIG. 1—IN THE MOST LIKELY SCENARIO, Captain Midnight commandeer HBO's transponder on Galaxy 1 by transmitting to the satellite from a secret uplink sight.**
ably one of 16 dB. Also, assume that the receiving antenna on the satellite has the same gain as the transmitting one. Finally, assume a satellite receiver NF of 1.5 dB and a receiver bandwidth of 36 MHz. We can plug those values into our equation for signal-to-noise ratio and solve for the required power level:

\[ S/N = P_R - S_R \]

\[ P_R = -174 + 75.56 + 1.5 + 16 = -108 dBm \]

Let’s round that off to -81 dBm. With an antenna gain of +27 as previously calculated, the effective received-power level required would be -81 - 27 = -108 dBm. We earlier saw that at 6 GHz, path loss is 199.6 dB. Therefore, the effective transmitted power required would be 199.6 - 108 = 91.6 dBm, or +61.6 dBW.

Assuming a modest 10-foot dish diameter with a gain of about 42 dB, the transmitted power would be 61.6 - 42 = 19.6 dBW. That translates to a transmitter power level of 91.2 watts.

In other words, all that is needed to uplink to a satellite is about 91 watts into a 10-foot dish. Smaller dish sizes could also be used. For instance, with a 6-foot dish the job could be done with 280 watts. With larger dish sizes, less power would be needed.

Granted it is not cheap to generate those types of power levels at 6 GHz, but it does not really pose much of a technical obstacle. It’s even easier to generate pulse power at those levels. Intelligence could not be conveyed, but a prospective jammer could achieve his aim of knocking a transponder out of service. Further, an encoded signal presents an easier target. All that a would-be pirate needs to do is to disrupt the signal enough that the system’s decoders cannot do their jobs.

As you can now see, large dish sizes and high power levels are not needed to establish satellite communications. With a moderate-sized dish, a few tens of watts are all that are needed at microwave frequencies. It is feasible, in fact, to mount a satisfactory uplink system in a small truck or van.

**Other considerations**

So far we have seen what is needed to establish satellite communications. But what is needed to snatch control of a transponder that is already in use? A characteristic of FM systems is the so-called “capture effect,” which allows the system to receive only the strongest of two or more competing signals. Usually the weaker signal is suppressed by between 20 and 30 dB. The difference between signal levels, called the capture ratio, need not be great for the capture effect to take place. In high-quality receivers, capture ratios of less than 2 dB are common.

Of course, FM is used for both video and audio satellite communications. That means that to take over a transponder, a pirate need only have a signal that is a few dB stronger than that of the legitimate user.

**Repelling the raiders**

Now that we have a little insight into how a pirate might take over a transponder, what can the programmers do to stop or catch him? Unfortunately, the answer is not much. Let’s see why.

HBO has stated that it will simply increase power to override any future would-be pirate. But that approach presents its own problems. Some satellite...

Captain Midnight Unmasked!

On July 22, an Ocala Florida man surrendered to Federal authorities and admitted to being Captain Midnight.

As part of a plea-bargain agreement, John R. MacDougall was to be fined $5000 and sentenced to a year’s probation in exchange for a guilty plea to one count of interfering with an FCC authorized transmission, a misdemeanor. That offense normally carries a maximum penalty of one year in jail and/or a $100,000 fine.

MacDougall, 25, owns a TVRO dealership and also worked part-time as an operator for Central Florida Teleport, a satellite TV uplink facility. He used that facility’s equipment when he interrupted HBO’s Galaxy 1 uplink from Hauppauge, NY on April 27.

The FCC used information provided by HBO and Hughes Communications, owner of the Galaxy bird, as well as analysis of several videotape recordings of the interfering signal to track down MacDougall. Further, the investigators also learned that another transmission, consisting of a color-bar pattern only, had over-ridden HBO’s signal nearly a week before the celebrated message from Captain Midnight.

Using the supplied data, the FCC was able to determine approximate dish size (seven meters) and the model of character generator used. Examining the nearly 2,000 professional uplink sites in this country, those factors, and others such as transmitter power, allowed the investigators to narrow their search to less than a dozen sites.

Further, the Central Florida Teleport was the only one of those facilities that was not otherwise in use at the time of the April, 27 incident. Sealing the case was the fact that both interfering transmissions occurred just after scheduled programming from the Florida facility had ended and the operator on duty both times was MacDougall.

Ased to speculate as to why the Captain turned himself in, investigators revealed that several of MacDougall’s associates at the Central Florida Teleport had been questioned and that he himself had been subpoenaed. No other individuals or organizations have been implicated in the jamming incident.
Satellite-TV Descrambler

VICTOR J. TERRIO, JR. and JAMES PERODI

Learn about one of the more popular satellite-TV scrambling systems, and how it can be decoded.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR AN EASY-to-build satellite decoder, your wait is over. Here is a relatively simple unit that can be built in just a few evenings. In the process, it can teach you about some of the technology behind satellite-TV scrambling.

Before you get too excited, we should tell you that the unit will not decode HBO, Showtime, or any of the other services that use the VideoCipher II system. Instead, it decodes the Telease-Maast system. That medium-security system is used by two adult-oriented direct-broadcast systems, as well as by a few sports-programming services.

Next, heed this important warning: The use of an unauthorized descrambler may constitute a violation of federal or local laws. It is up to the user to determine what the requirements for use are, and to meet them fully before using the unit. The details presented in this article are for informational purposes only.

Design philosophy

The decoder represents the latest version of a series of decoders that have been developed over the last five years. We took the best features of previous designs and combined them with the latest technical advancements to achieve the unit described here. The unit offers a number of convenience features, including front-panel-mount phase-control adjustments and crystal socket.

The unit is designed to accept baseband audio and video inputs; outputs of that type are available from just about any satellite-TV receiver. The unit as described in this article features an RF modulator. It is an easy matter to eliminate that modulator and bring out baseband audio and video outputs for connection to a VCR, etc. If applicable, that modification is recommended. It will be fully described later on.

The Telease-Maast system

The Telease-Maast, or Telease system is a medium security system that uses analog audio and video scrambling. By contrast, to the high-security VideoCipher II system uses analog video scrambling and digital audio scrambling.

That's not to say that a Telease-encoded signal is simple to descramble. In the Telease system the video is inverted, its level is reduced to one half of normal, and it is modulated by a 94-kHz sinewave. The audio is modulated by a 15.67-KHz sinewave before being placed on the usual 6.8-MHz subcarrier. To further complicate matters, no attempt is made to precisely control the frequency of the scrambling oscillator at the uplink and no reference signal is transmitted with the scrambled signal. Finally, 94 kHz is nearly 6 times the TV horizontal-scan frequency (15.734 kHz), but not exactly. If the scrambling sinewave is not completely cancelled, the 6th harmonic of the horizontal frequency (94.4 kHz) can beat with the sinewave to generate an annoying 400-1-Hz interference signal.

Descrambling Telease

A block diagram of the descrambler circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Circuit details for that unit are shown in the schematic of Fig. 2. Refer to both of those figures as we describe the operation of the circuit.

Transistors Q1 through Q4 form a balanced differential video amplifier. The baseband video input jack, J1, is connected to the inputs of Q1 and Q2. The signals at the collector of Q3 and the emitter of Q4 are inverted with respect to each other, and are also 180° out of phase. Those signals are fed to the inputs (pins 1 and 4) of IC3, an MC1496 balanced demodulator. That IC removes the 94-kHz carrier from the video signal. The outputs of IC3 appear at pins 6 and 12; the outputs differ in phase by 180°.

The outputs of IC3 are fed to IC1-a, a 1of a TL084CN quad bFET op-amp. That amp takes the outputs of the balanced demodulator and uses them to develop an error voltage that in turn is used to control operation of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO).

The VCO, which consists of XTAL1, varactor diode D2, and Q9, is part of a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL). The other stages of the PLL consist of a divide-by-16 counter, a divide-by-4 counter, and a 94-kHz bandpass filter. The PLL accurately tracks the scrambling sinewave frequency and allows the decoder to generate the reference signal needed for descrambling. The output of the VCO, taken from Q9, is fed to Q8 and then Q7 for amplification and buffering. It is then fed to pin 1 of IC5, a 4024 7-stage binary ripple counter that is set up as a divide-by-16 counter. The output of that stage (pin 6) is then fed to IC4, a 4027 dual J-K flip-flop that is set up as a divide-by-4 counter. Three outputs are taken from IC4. One, taken from pins 6 and 15 and labeled CLOCK1 in Fig. 1, is led to a 94-kHz bandpass filter built around IC1-b. The output of that filter serves as a reference signal for IC3.

The second output, taken from pins 1 and 11 and labeled CLOCK2, is fed to another 94-kHz bandpass filter, which is built around IC1-c. The output of that filter is the correction signal used to remove the scrambling sinewave. It is fed to the cancel- and phase-adjust stage, which consists of R70, R65, R39, R47, R49, C10, and C11. That stage is used to adjust the phase of the correction signal for proper cancellation of the scrambling signal.

The actual cancellation of the scrambling signal takes place in the clampp- and adder stage. In that stage, which consists of transistors Q5 and Q6 the scrambled video, which is taken from the output of the differential amp, is summed with the correcting sinewave to yield an unscrambled video signal.

The third output of IC4, taken from
pins 2 and 10, is fed to IC6, a divide-by-2-through-10 synchronous counter configured as a divide-by-6 counter. The output of that IC is used as a reference signal by IC2, a second MC1496 balanced demodulator. That demodulator removes the 15.67-kHz scrambling sine wave from the audio and passes the audio to a differential audio amplifier, which is the last of the four op-amps of IC1-d. The output of that amp is fed either to an audio output or to the RF modulator, if it is used.

Building the unit

The first step in building the descrambler is to obtain the board. An appropriate double-sided PC pattern is shown in PC Service, found elsewhere in this issue. Otherwise, a board can be purchased from the supplier mentioned in the Parts List.

A parts-placement diagram for the board is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the version shown includes an RF modulator. If you have a VCR, TV, etc. that can accept direct audio and video inputs, the RF modulator and its associated components (D1, C1, and R46) can be deleted. If that is done, the audio and video inputs to the modulator can be brought out to the rear panel of the case and terminated with standard phono plugs. If your TV, VCR, or other equipment can accept direct audio and video inputs that is the recommended approach as it will yield superior picture and sound.

Building the unit is a fairly straightforward procedure, although a few things bear special mention. Before mounting S1, trim the lead nearest the outer edge of the board so that it does not make contact with the board when the switch is mounted. Connect the lead stub to the appropriate pad in the center of the PC board with a jumper as indicated in Fig. 3. The unused pad beneath the switch becomes the ground connection for the external power supply (more on that in a moment).

The crystal socket should be accessible from the front panel so that you can switch between services easily. There are a number of ways to accomplish that. One is to use a panel-mounted socket and to make the connections to the PC board with short jumpers. Another is to mount a PC-mounted socket on Y-shaped PC-mount tie points, creating a 90° crystal socket.

As mentioned, the PC board is double-sided. If you buy the board from the supplier mentioned in the Parts List, it will be provided with plated-through holes. Otherwise, you should solder all component leads on both sides of the board and you must also install feedthroughs at all unused pads. Use short, uninsulated pieces of wire for that and be sure to solder them on both sides of the board. Clipped resistor, capacitor, etc. leads are ideal for use as feedthroughs.

Three components, C17, R74, and R75, are installed on the solder side of the board. One end of R74 shares a mounting hole with the base of Q5; one end of R75 shares a mounting hole with Q6. The other end of both resistors is tack-soldered to the ground plane. One end of C17 connects to the junction of C8/R43; it shares its mounting hole with either of those components. The other end of the capacitor is connected to the ground plane. You likely will need to extend the lead length of the capacitor with a jumper to make that connection.

The unit requires ±5 volts, and ±12 volts if the optional RF modulator is used. Most aftermarket computer power supplies are capable of supplying the needed voltages and current levels.

Note that the components are tightly spaced in some regions of the board. Because of that, some of the resistors must be mounted vertically.

For easiest construction, if used, mount the RF modulator last. Otherwise you might run into difficulty when mounting the surrounding components. Note that the output channel is selected by the
CHANNEL SELECT lead. For a Channel 3 output, that lead should be grounded; otherwise, clip the lead. Finally, be sure to solder all four of the modulator's mounting lugs to the ground plane. Note that many of the resistors are 1% precision types. Do not substitute 5% units for them.

Checkout

Before you test or use the unit, read the following notice:

It may be unlawful to operate a descrambler to decode certain satellite transmissions without authorization. It is up to the user to determine what the requirements are for legal use of the descrambler and to meet them.

Once you have obtained the needed authorizations, if any, you may proceed with the testing.

Plug in the power pack and switch S1 to the on position. LED1 should light up. Check the power-supply voltages at the following locations: B, +5; Y, -5; R, +12; and cathode side of D3 (if RF modulator is used), +6. All voltages should be within 5% of the given values. Assuming that all voltages are correct, plug an appropriate crystal into the socket and monitor the unit for signs of overheating. If none of the transistors or IC's become hot, you can proceed.

Actually, we've gotten a little ahead of ourselves. Let's backtrack and say a few words about selecting and obtaining the crystal.

Table 1 lists the required crystal frequencies to decode some of the satellite services that use the Telesee system. Note that the crystal's resonant frequency must be within 150 Hz of the listed center frequency for acceptable picture locking.

Crystals can be obtained from several sources. Among those are JAN Crystals (2400 Crystal, Fort Myers, Fl. 33917) and B&D Crystal Company (1727 West Galbraith Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45239). Further, crystals are available from a source mentioned in the Parts List. However, due to Federal law, it is illegal to supply a descrambler in assembled or kit form with a crystal. Thus, the kit supplier will not honor orders for crystals.

Once you have selected and obtained the proper crystal, and obtained any required authorization, it is time to do the final checkout.

Connect the baseband-video and the audio outputs of your satellite receiver to the appropriate inputs on the descrambler. If using the RF modulator, connect the modulator's output to the VHF terminals on your TV set. Be sure to use only the highest grade shielded cable and to terminate that cable with a 75-ohm-to-300-ohm matching transformer. If using direct video outputs, connect the video and audio outputs of the descrambler to the ap-

FIG. 2—THE DESCRAMBLER CIRCUIT uses just a handful of IC's and transistors to restore a Telesee-encoded signal to normal.
**PARTS LIST**

All resistors ¼ watt, 5% unless otherwise noted

- R1—75 ohms
- R2—37.5 ohms
- R3—R15—220 ohms
- R16, R17—140 ohms, 1%
- R18—100 ohms, 1%
- R19, R20—1000 ohms
- R21, R22—698 ohms, 1%
- R23—26—681 ohms, 1%
- R27, R28—165 ohms, 1%
- R29, R30—22,000 ohms
- R31—1000 ohms 1%
- R32—R35—4750 ohms, 1%
- R36—1780 ohms, 1%
- R37—787 ohms, 1%
- R38, R39—51,100 ohms, 1%
- R40—R42—100,000 ohms
- R43—1 megohm
- R44—1400 ohms, 1%
- R45—1800 ohms, 1%
- R46—160 ohms, ½ watt
- R47, R48—24,900 ohms, 1%
- R49—R50—523 ohms, 1%
- R51—100,000 ohms, 1%
- R52—8450 ohms, 1%
- R53—R55—39,000 ohms
- R56, R57—33,000 ohms
- R58—16,900 ohms, 1%
- R59, R64—10,000 ohms
- R65, R69—560 ohms
- R66—120 ohms, 1%
- R67, R68—47,000 ohms

R70—2500 ohms, potentiometer, PC mount
R71—25,000 ohms, potentiometer, PC mount
R72—75 ohms, 1%
R73—357 ohms, 1%
R74, R75—4700 ohms

**Capacitors**

- C1—C5—10 µF, 25 volts
- C6, C7—0.01 µF
- C8—0.1 µF
- C9—0.0056 µF
- C10—C13—330 pF
- C14—C16—0.001 µF
- C17—22pF

**Semiconductors**

- IC1—TL084CN quad BIFET op-amp (Texas Instruments)
- IC2, IC3—MC1496P balanced modulator (Motorola)
- IC4—4024B CMOS 7-stage binary ripple counter
- IC5—4027B CMOS dual J-K flip-flop

*Other components*

- S1—SPDT toggle switch
- J1, J2—phono jacks, PC mount
- Miscellaneous: PC board, regulated power supply (+5 volts, 0.9 amps, -5 volts, 0.1 amps, +12 volts, 0.3 amps), RF modulator (optional, Astec UM-1285-8 or equivalent), crystal socket (see text), additional phono jacks (optional, for direct video/audio version), cabinet, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

**Note:** The following are available from Pilgrim Video Products, 33 Grasshopper Way, Marshfield MA 02050: Complete kit including PC board, RF modulator, case, power supply, and all parts except the crystal, $109.95; basic kit, including PC board, power supply, and all components except the crystal, but minus the modulator and case, $69.95; PC board alone, $24.95; Assembled and tested unit, minus the crystal, $189.95. Other components and kit configurations are available; contact the supplier for more information. Please add $2.50 for postage and handling. All MA residents must add 5% for sales tax.

Crystals are available from Blackboard, P.O. Box 737, Prudential Center Station, Boston, MA 02199 for $22.00 each. Be sure to specify frequencies desired. All MA residents must add 5% for sales tax.

**FIG. 3—FOLLOW THIS PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM when building the decoder. The patterns for the double-sided PC board are provided in PC Service.**

Proper inputs on your TV-set, monitor, or VCR.

Turn the unit on, using S1. You should now be receiving clear audio. Adjust potentiometers R70 and R71 until the picture looks right. That's all there is to it. If you run into trouble, go back over your work looking for things like cold solder joints, solder bridges, or out-of-place components. If you've satisfied yourself that all is as it should be, your crystal may be off frequency. Remember, one that is off by as little as 150 Hz will cause the unit to fail to function. Obtain a different one and try again.

**TABLE 1—CRYSTAL FREQUENCIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italian Soccer</td>
<td>6.052167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese Soccer</td>
<td>6.056800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy Channel</td>
<td>6.020412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Triple Ecstasy</td>
<td>6.028440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrestler/Mania</td>
<td>6.025140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J1, J2—phono jacks, PC mount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous: PC board, regulated power supply (+5 volts, 0.9 amps, -5 volts, 0.1 amps, +12 volts, 0.3 amps), RF modulator (optional, Astec UM-1285-8 or equivalent), crystal socket (see text), additional phono jacks (optional, for direct video/audio version), cabinet, wire, solder, hardware, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVERY ELECTRONICS HOBBIEST HAS BUILT a crystal set. What? You haven’t? Then this vintage-style crystal radio is the one to build! It’s a high-performance receiver that tries its best to remain true to its era.

Crystal radios capture the imagination because they need no power source and they bring back the days when radio was “magic.” There is, of course, nothing magic about a crystal set that works well. But careful design can make a receiver something special. This design uses the signals captured by the antenna very efficiently. Of course, the attractive polished wood base helps make the receiver special, too—even to those who aren’t usually fascinated by the “magic” of crystal radios.

**A high-performance circuit**

The schematic of the receiver is shown in Fig. 1. One of the features of the design is that the antenna-tuning circuit is separate from the main frequency-selection circuit. The antenna-tuning circuit is made up of an 80-turn, 10-turn coil (L1), a coupling coil (L2), and an optional fixed capacitor (C1). It acts as a pre-selector for the main tuning circuit. In other words, it maximizes the strength of the signals received by the antenna at a particular frequency or frequency band.

The inductance of L1 is varied by selecting one of the coil’s taps. The energy from the antenna-tuning circuit is inductively coupled to the main tuning circuit via L2 and L3. The degree of coupling is variable. As shown in the photo in Fig. 2, L2 can pivot about its mounting point. The variable coupling results in a more selective receiver.

The main tuning circuit is made up of L3 and C2. RF energy from that tank circuit is tapped off by S2 and detected by D1. Switch S2 isn’t a conventional switch. Instead, it is an alligator clip that is moved from tap to tap. The detected audio signals are fed to jack J1, and then to a pair of high-impedance (4000 ohm) headphones. Capacitor C3 acts to bypass RF past the headphones, which must be a high-impedance type.

**Building the receiver**

How you build your receiver is, of course, a personal choice. But we’ll show you what we think is the right way to do it. If you lack the skills or the materials that are needed to put together an authentic-looking crystal radio, then you might be better off buying the kit that’s available from the source mentioned in the Parts List.

**Here’s how to build a vintage-style crystal radio receiver with performance that might surprise you.**

**PAT O’BRIAN**

---

**FIG. 1—THE CRYSTAL RADIO SCHEMATIC** The coils are hand-wound. Their starting points are indicated by bold dots. Note that switch S2 is not a standard switch—it is an alligator clip at the end of a “flying lead.”
List. (The receiver shown in the photos was built from a kit.) If you choose to put yours together from scratch, don’t hesitate to change our layout to suit the components you find. Just try to keep the flavor of the past by following our prototype and by using things like brass screws. DCC (Double Cotton Coated) wire, bakelite mounting panels, etc.

Before we can build the receiver, we have to get all the components together. It will take some scrounging but it can be done. The best place to start is with the components you’ll have to make yourself: the three “spider-web” coils.

Winding the spiderweb coils is perhaps the most difficult part of building the receiver. It’s actually not that difficult if you follow our directions carefully. Two of the coils, L1 and L3, are wound identically. They consist of 80 turns of 26-gauge enamel-coated wire wound on a 9-spoke spiderweb coil form with a diameter of 4½ inches.

The coil is wound as ten separate 8-turn coils. After they are wound, they are connected together—the connections become the taps. Figure 3 shows what your coil form should look like, and indicates some of the winding specifics.

The coils are wound from the “front” of the coil forms, which is the side where the “L” mounting brackets are attached. Start at the inside of the coil and work outward. To start each 8-turn coil, feed about 10 inches of wire through the appropriate hole from the front of the form, taking it around the right side of the mounting spoke (which we’ll call the anchor spoke), and feeding it again through the same hole and pulling it tight. That anchors the start of each coil in place. Now wind the wire around the coil form, under the first spoke, over the second, under the third, and so on.

The “finish” end of the coil is pushed through the next hole toward the outside of the form, and it is anchored to the spoke by bringing the wire around the the left side of the mounting spoke and through the hole and pulling it tight.

The start of the next coil is anchored at the hole where the preceding coil ended. Be sure to wind the coils tightly so that a total of 80 turns will fit on the coil form, and so that you don’t cover holes on the anchor spoke.

When all ten 8-turn coils are wound correctly on the coil form, you should be left with 9 pairs of wire, and two single wires (the start and end). Twist each pair together tightly, and cut to an appropriate length. Solder the 9 pairs together, and tin the start and finish leads. You’ll have to apply a good amount of heat from the soldering iron because you need to melt the enamel coating. If you do it right, you won’t have to scrape the leads bare. You can check your work by measuring connected.
Inside the telephone

In any communications system, the basic goal is to transmit intelligence from one point to another with a minimum of distortion. To transmit intelligence using the telephone system we must convert sound into an electrical signal, send the electrical signals over the wires to a distant point, and then convert the electrical signals back into sound energy.

It is important that all of that occur with a minimum of distortion. In face-to-face communications much information is exchanged by facial expression, gestures, etc. With a telephone, all of that information must be exchanged by sound only. Feelings, emphasis, and the like are therefore conveyed by voice tones and, as a result, the recreated voice at the receiving side of the link must be as accurate as possible.

Because of that, the key link in the telephone system is the

In this look inside the telephone, we'll learn how one of man's most important inventions does its job so reliably.
The telephone system shown in Fig. 1-a uses a transducer that converts sound energy to electrical energy. The telephone is its complement: it converts electrical energy into sound energy. Power for the system is supplied by the battery. If two such circuits were combined, a simple telephone system would be formed.

Let's take a closer look at the transducers. In Fig. 2 we see a diagram of a simple carbon microphone. Such microphones have been used in telephones almost since the beginning.

FIG. 1—TWO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS. A mechanical system that is often experimented with by children is shown in a. The electrical system shown in b is the basis of our modern telephone system.

FIG. 2—IN A CARBON MICROPHONE, the vibration of a disc causes the compression of carbon granules inside a bellows to vary. That in turn varies the load across a battery.

FIG. 3—IN A TELEPHONE EARPHONE, current passing through coils wound on a permanent magnet causes variations in the field of that magnet. That causes a large metal diaphragm to vibrate, which generates sound.

FIG. 4—COMMUNICATING WITH LIGHT. A basic fiber-optic communications system is shown here.

The microphone contains a flat, round, metal diaphragm. When sound strikes that diaphragm it vibrates. The diaphragm is connected by a rod to a bellows that is filled with carbon granules. The vibration of the diaphragm causes the bellows to expand and contract, varying the compression of the carbon granules. That varying compression presents a varying load to the battery, causing a time-varying current to be created. That current is passed through a coupling transformer and sent down the telephone line to the earphone.

The earphone converts the varying current back into sound. A diagram of an earphone is shown in Fig. 3. The current passes through the coupling transformer and then through a coil that is wound on a permanent magnet. That generates a time-varying magnetic field. That field causes the rigid metal diaphragm to vibrate, reproducing the original sound.

The principles behind the communications loop we have described have remained essentially unchanged since the invention of the telephone. However, technology does evolve. Currently, the telephone system is in the midst of one of its most significant changes. It is changing from a system based on wires and electric current to one that is based on optical fibers and light.

Figure 4 shows how a light-based communications loop works. At the transmitter end, a microphone is used to modulate the output of an LED. The light from the LED is conducted to the receiver by an optical fiber. At the receiver, the varying light levels are translated to a varying current by a phototcell and fed to an earphone. The earphone turns the current into sound as previously described.

A modern telephone

As we've seen, the telephone started out as a relatively simple instrument. But it evolved quickly into a complex piece of electronic equipment as shown in Fig. 5. In addition to performing its basic task of communications, a telephone is required to perform a number of functions that help the telephone switching system make the proper connections. It also performs some basic signal-processing functions. For instance, it automatically compensates for variations in speech amplitude.

The simple telephone system that we've described thus far is of limited usefulness. That's because it can only be used to communicate between two established points. If an individual wanted to communicate with a number of people, he would need a separate telephone "system" for each of those. To overcome that limitation, we need a way to connect one telephone to a number of other telephones. That capability is provided by a system of local, exchange-area, and long-distance switching networks.

On the local level, switching functions are handled by a central office. That facility contains the switching and signaling equipment for a local area or exchange, as well as the batteries for the local system.

Each subscriber telephone, or individual telephone number (extension telephones are merely extensions of the subscriber telephone) is connected to the central office via a local loop. The loop consists of a color-coded wire pair. The positive wire is always green, while the negative wire is always red. Those wires are also designated as ring (negative) and tip (positive). That corresponds to the tip and ring connections of the plugs used in manual switchboards.

The central office and all of the local loops that it serves make up the local exchange or local network. A block diagram of a typical local exchange is shown in Fig. 6. The geographical area served by a local exchange can vary greatly. In urban areas, it might cover less than 12 square miles, while in rural areas a local exchange might serve a region as large as 130 square miles.

Central offices in a region are linked together into what is known as an exchange-area network. An exchange-area network might cover several cities and towns over a wide geographical area or just a single city or part of a city. Its coverage area is of course determined by the number of subscribers it must serve.

Figure 7 shows a simplified diagram of an exchange-area network.
Calls to points outside of your exchange area require use of the long-distance or long-haul network. In that network, exchange-area networks are interconnected. Figure 8 shows a portion of the long-haul network. That portion covers the busy West Coast of the United States.

Because of the high amount of volume it must carry, the links in that network have become highly sophisticated. Overhead cable has largely been abandoned in favor of microwave, satellite, and fiber-optic technologies.

Making connections

As we previously stated, a telephone would be of limited use if it could not be used to communicate with a number of different parties. In the early days, all switching was done manually. That is, a user would signal the operator, perhaps by turning a crank, that he wished to place a call. The operator would come on the line and request the identity of the party that the caller wished to reach. The operator would then complete the call by physically connecting the local loops of calling and desired with a patch cord.

While manual switching adds a pleasant touch to the process of making a telephone call, it is not terribly efficient. That led to the development of the rotary-dial telephone and its associated automatic switching system by Almon B. Strowger in 1892. That type of equipment is still in widespread use, so let's spend a few moments and examine its characteristics.

The signaling mechanism in a rotary-dial phone is spring loaded and designed to produce pulses at a rate of 10-per-second. Therefore, it takes 1 second to output a 1 (10 pulses) and 1/10 second to output a 1. A governor in the dial mechanism prevents any changes in that rate, no matter how the dial is manipulated. The reason that the constant rate must be maintained is that the line switches at the central office are designed to act only at that rate. Any disparity will result in inaccurate switching.

Since the dialing pulses are all of the same duration, and the spacing between pulses is identical for all digits, some small time interval is required between digits. That interval is called the Interdigit time.

The switching time or pulse duty cycle is also constant. It is specified as 39%; that is, the pulse waveform is high 39% of the time for each digit. That low duty cycle is used to conserve battery power.
The first tone-dialed telephones appeared in 1964. Those units were extremely sophisticated for their time but still relied on electromechanical bells, a carbon microphone, and a pushbutton pad that consisted of 120 separate components. In modern versions of that device, the circuitry is contained in IC's, the bells have given way to piezoelectric ringers, and the carbon mike has been replaced by a dynamic unit. A block diagram of a tone-dial phone is shown in Fig. 9.

While tone dialing is a relatively recent development, tones have been used for various system-signaling functions for a very long time. Among the tones that should be familiar to you are the dial tone, ringback tones (normal and busy), receiver off-hook tone, and circuits-busy or congestion tone. Most of the signals are actually made up of tone pairs, though some use a single tone while others use multiple tones. A summary of the most common tones, their frequencies, and their duty cycles (on time vs. off time) is provided in Table 1.

In tone or Dual Tone MultiFrequency (DTMF) dialing, each press of a key generates a duplex tone. (That type of dialing is also called Touch-Tone, which is a trade mark of AT&T.) Figure 10 shows the frequencies for each digit. Note that the frequencies can be classified as low or high. There are four frequencies in the low range (697-, 770-, 862-, and 941-Hz) and three frequencies in the high range (1209-, 1336-, and 1377-Hz). Also note that none of the frequencies are harmonically related. That ensures that a signal harmonic will not confuse the telephone company's switching equipment.

The presence of a keypad does not in itself indicate whether a telephone uses tone or pulse dialing. Many keypad-equipped telephones have pulse-dial capability that allows them to be used with any telephone system. Remember that not
Odds and ends

Telephone systems can handle tone dialing, although the number with that limitation is shrinking rapidly.

Incidently, keypad pulse-dialed telephones require some type of memory device. That's because you generally can key in a number faster than the telephone can output its pulses. The pulse-duration requirements that we mentioned earlier hold whether the phone is equipped with a rotary dial or a keypad.

Odds and ends

Figure 11 shows the frequency response of the telephone system. While the human voice can generate sounds over the range of 100 Hz to 6 kHz and beyond, that entire range is not needed for communications. In the telephone system, a voice "channel" of 4 kHz is used. Within that channel, frequencies between 300 Hz and 3 kHz are passed. While the conversations such a system allows are not "Hi-Fi," they are certainly intelligible enough for satisfactory communications.

That voice channel and voice bandwidth are just two of the operating standards adopted many years ago. Others cover such things as handset dimensions, sound-pressure levels, and ringing voltage and frequency. Some of those parameters are summarized in Table 2.

One parameter not listed in that table is the Ringer Equivalence Number (REN). When your phone is on-hook, only the ringer bell is connected across the line. No current flows in your local loop because of a capacitor connected in series with the ringer circuit and no power is consumed from the central office battery. As we know, there are thousands of telephones to be run from each central office, but since we are dealing with battery power, only a finite amount of power is available to ring all of those telephones. As a result, the telephone company only guarantees to supply enough power to each subscriber to sound five standard electromagnetic ringers. That amount of power is referred to as 5 REN.

The importance of that to a subscriber is that it limits the number of devices that can be connected to a line. For instance, if five standard telephones are connected to a line, each must have an REN no greater than one. Otherwise, there's no guarantee that any of the ringers will sound for an incoming call.

These days, the REN has taken on greater importance because a number of telephones and telephone accessories draw power for their features from the ringing voltage. Those include telephone-answering machines, extension bells, telephone-hold circuits, etc. On the other hand, many new telephones have electronic sounders that draw very little power. Some may be rated at as little as 0.1 REN. It's important to remember that you must notify your local phone company whenever you hook up a new device to your line and supply them with its REN.

All telephones that have been registered with the FCC by their manufacturer have an REN. It is usually stamped on the bottom of the unit along with the serial number and similar data. Sometimes, the REN may be followed by a letter (A, B, etc.). That letter refers to the ringing frequency. Table 3 lists the various ringing frequencies and their letter designations. The telephone company automatically provides a type A frequency to all single-party subscribers. As a result, most telephones are designed to respond to a type A frequency. If no letter is specified, it is safe to assume your telephone is one of those.

Next time

In the past, customers were prohibited from tampering with their telephone equipment in any way. If you wanted a telephone installed or moved, telephone company personnel did the job, for a fee. That all has changed since the break-up of AT&T. Now, you pretty much can do what you want—as long as you know what you are doing! A service call to correct an error, or for any work for that matter, can be extremely expensive. Next time, we will provide you with a crash course in telephone installation that can help you save time, money, and aggravation.
THE MICROPROCESSOR IS TURNING UP IN some very unlikely places these days. You might find one in a TV remote control, an automotive ignition and timing circuit, a video game, or even a microwave oven. But a microprocessor can't do the work all by itself: It requires permanent memory that stores the data and instructions that allows it to do its job. And that's where the EPROM comes in. It can provide a low-cost way of developing, testing, and even distributing data and programs for many types of computer systems.

EPROM's aren't used solely with computers, of course. Often a complex logic problem that would require numerous individual gates can be solved with a small EPROM.

So, sooner or later, whatever your involvement with digital electronics, you'll find it necessary to burn (program) an EPROM. And we've got an inexpensive way of doing so. Our EPROM programmer can be built for about $60 (less PC board) in its basic form, and it can burn all of the popular five-volt EPROM's in both 24- and 28-pin packages, as well as several popular types of EEPROM's. The unit allows you to burn single locations one by one, burn one value into a number of consecutive locations, or copy one entire EPROM to another. An optional multi-EPROM board allows you to program up to six EPROM's simultaneously.

Features

The programmer is a stand-alone unit; no computer or ASCII display terminal is required to operate it. It has input/output lines (labeled A-G in Fig. 1) that you can use to automate control of all functions.

In the basic programmer, data input is provided by an eight-position DIP switch (S8), and addresses are selected by means of LATCH (S5) and STEP (S6) switches. Address and data lines are displayed in binary by 22 discrete LED's (LED1-LED22). An optional display board allows you to view the address and data lines in hexadecimal.

The programmer has a verification feature that allows you to view the contents of each EPROM location after that location has been programmed.

Personality modules are used to accommodate a variety of EPROM's. The personality module matches the operating requirements and pin assignments of each EPROM to the address, data, programming and timing signals developed on the programmer board. By using the appropriate personality module, you can program the 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764,
Circuit description

Except for the AC transformer, the entire power supply is contained on the main PCB. As you can see in Fig. 2, the regulated five-volt supply is derived from an eight-volt AC input. That AC is rectified by bridge BR1, filtered by capacitor C7, and then regulated by IC14, a 7805 regulator. Output capacitor C6 and bypass capacitors C10 through C17 further filter the +5-volt line. Optional resistor R57 provides extra power for the optional display board.

The 25-volt AC input is rectified and filtered for two purposes: to provide the +35-volt programming voltage (Vpp), and to provide the 120-Hz clock signal that is the core of the circuit's timing chain. Diodes D4 and D9 isolate the clock circuit from the Vpp output. Zener diode D10 clips the positive half-cycles of the filtered output at about 9 volts. Then IC7-b and IC7-c square up those pulses.

The programming voltage, Vpp, is what "burns" each bit into an erased EPROM. Digital control of Vpp is provided by IC7-f and IC7-a. When a high level signal is fed through the personality module (SO3) to pin 13 of IC7-f, the output of IC7-a goes high. Q1 turns on, Q2 turns off, and that allows D2 to bring the base of Q3 up to +25 volts.

At that point Q4 turns on and allows approximately +25 volts to appear at its emitter. That voltage is fed back to pin 8 of SO3. Capacitors C2 and C3 prevent a transient overshoot of the +25-volt line during switching. An overshoot of more than one volt could ruin the EPROM you are programming. Components in some personality modules reduce the +25- to +21-volts, for EPROM's that need +21 volts.

Transistor Q5 is used to prevent Vpp pulses from damaging an EPROM when power is removed from or applied to the circuit. As stated previously, Q2 normally conducts and shorts out Zener diode D2. However, Q2 is biased from the +5-volt supply line. If for any reason during power up the +35-volt line receives power, an instant before the +5-volt line, Q3's base would shoot up to about +26-volts, and a +25-volt program pulse would appear on the Vpp line.

To prevent that surge, Q5's emitter is connected to the +5-volt supply, and its base is biased at +4.7 volts from the voltage at Q3's base by means of Zener diode D3. So, if the base of Q3 were trying to go up to +26-volts, and the +5-volt supply were not quite up yet, Q5 would be forward biased, so it would conduct through R52, and thereby reduce the voltage at the base of Q3.

Address circuit

Overall operation of the circuit is governed by the function switch, S3. When that switch is in the run position, the 120-Hz clock signal causes operations to occur sequentially every 1/60th of a second. When S3 is in the step position, addresses must be set manually, and program switch S2 must be pressed for each location that is to be programmed by the EPROM programmer.

Addresses are selected by pressing switches S5 and S6. When switch S6 is pressed, it is debounced by IC5-a, which delivers one pulse through IC6-b and IC6-c to IC8, a 4040 12-stage binary counter. That pulse increments the address held in IC8 by one. On the other hand, when switch S5 is pressed, it connects the 120-Hz clock signal to IC6-b and IC6-c, and then to IC8, which then increments at a rate of 120 Hz.

Since larger EPROM's have as many as 14 address lines, and the 4040 has only 12 outputs, IC3-b is also used as an address counter. When pin 1 of IC8 goes low, IC3-b increments. Its A, B, and C outputs provide the A12, A13, and A14 address lines. Two IC's buffer the current address for display on LED1-LED14: IC9 and IC10.

Reset

Switch S7 forces the system to reset. When that switch is pressed, a reset pulse is fed to all counters and flip-flops. Also, a reset pulse occurs at power up by means of C1's charging up through R8.
FIG. 2—THE EPROM PROGRAMMER IS DRIVEN BY A 120-Hz clock circuit that is generated by IC7-c and IC7-d; LED's indicate addresses and data in binary.
Programming circuitry

Assume that S3 is in the step position. Then, when S2 is pressed, a program cycle begins. That switch is debounced by IC1-a, which clocks IC1-b. The Q output of IC1-b allows the 120-Hz clock (at pin 2 of IC2-a) to be fed to IC3-a. The first count to reach IC3-a is fed to IC4-b, which provides the 67-mS data gating pulse. The second pulse presets IC4-a and begins the 50-mS program pulse. Both signals stay high until count 8, which clears IC4-a and ends the 50-mS pulse.

When count 9 arrives NAND gate IC2-c clears IC1-b, which prevents the 120-Hz signal from passing through IC2-a and counter IC3-a. At that time Q of IC1-b also goes high, resets IC3-a, and clears IC4-b. That ends both the 50-mS program pulse-and the 67-mS gating pulse.

If S3 is toggled to the run position, NAND gate IC2-c never receives the ninth count, so IC1-b is not cleared, and IC3-a continues to count until the tenth pulse, at which time it internally resets to zero. Since there is no reset signal from Q of IC1-b, IC3-a continues to count, so IC4-b is not cleared, and the 67-mS pulse line remains high. Also, count eight (available at pin 6 of IC3-a) is used to increment the address counter (IC8) in this mode. If S3 is toggled to the step, the next count of nine will reset the programming cycle.

Data verification

When S3 is in the step position, the 4040 address counter is not incremented until S2 is released and Q of IC1-a goes low. That low-going transition passes through S3 and IC6-d to the clock input of the 4040 and increments the address by one. So, if you hold S2 down after a location is programmed, you can see whether that location has the correct data by examining LED15-LED22. When you’re ready to go to the next location, release S2. There is no way to “back up” by one location (or more than one). You’ll just have to reset the prom burner, or cycle all the way around through 0000.

Data section

The programmer has an eight-bit data bus. The logic levels of all bits are displayed by LED15-LED22. The 4040 is driven by IC11 and IC12. The data displayed by those LED’s (and used to program an EPROM) is chosen via switch S4, SOURCE. When S4 is in the EPROM position, the EPROM in SO2 provides data; when S4 is in the switches position, DIP switches S8-a through S8-h provide data.

Pushbutton switch S1 can be used to view the contents of the source EPROM in SO2. When that switch is pressed, IC4-b is preset, and that activates the 67-mS data gating pulse, which places the program EPROM in a standby mode. In addition, that signal places the source EPROM in a read mode, and connects its data input pins to the data bus. That allows you to view the contents of the source EPROM before programming.

Component selection

With that basic understanding of the circuit in mind, let’s build a programmer now.

Our PC board was designed for miniature, PC-mountable switches like those sold by Alco, C & K, and other companies. But you can use any switches that are functionally equivalent. If you use the PC-mountable switches, you can, with careful planning, secure the PC board directly to the front panel of your enclosure. To do so, just drill holes in the appropriate locations on the panel, and secure the PC board to the panel with the switch-mounting hardware. If you don’t want direct-panel mounting, simply run wires from the pads on the PC board to the appropriate terminals on the switches.

In addition, for panel mounting, two 28-pin wirewrap sockets should be mounted at the correct height above the board in the holes provided for SO1 and SO2, then plug the ZIP sockets into those sockets. The same applies to SO3, the socket for the personality modules, and S8, the data input DIP switch. A 20-pin socket is required for SO3, and a 16-pin socket for S8.

Pay attention to the circuit’s power requirements. If you are going to use the two option boards, you’ll need 8-volts AC at 1.2 amps and 25-volts AC at 280 mA. The two AC supplies must be separate; they cannot be taps on one winding or in any other way be connected to each other. Two separate windings on one transformer will suffice. Don’t apply more than 10 volts to the 8-volt input pads on the board, nor more than 30 volts to the 25-volt pads. In addition, the circuit works only with a power-line frequency of 60 Hz, because the timing circuitry is locked to that frequency. Also, it’s not a bad idea to fuse the primary of the transformer. A 1/4-amp, 250-volt fuse will do.

Don’t use bargain transistors; they can be destroyed at power up. For example, Q4 is a 2N2222A. Make sure your transistor has the A suffix, because a plain 2N2222 is rated for operation at lower voltages. Nor should you use a PN2222, which has limited power dissipation.

The personality modules are built on 20-pin headers which may be hard to find. If you have trouble locating them, you can substitute 20-pin machined-contact, solder-tail IC sockets instead. Those sockets have pins that are sturdy but thin enough to fit into an IC socket.

Although 74LS series IC’s were used in our prototype, you may want to experiment with 74C and 74HCT devices. They are CMOS versions of the 74LS series, and they feature speed and drive capacity comparable to those of the 74LS series, but with the advantage of CMOS’s low power consumption.

Last, use good quality LED’s. We have found that LED’s vary greatly in quality and light output. Some hobbyist-grade LED’s require a great deal of current to produce much light, and the 7805 can’t provide a great deal of current and drive all the other circuitry. So stay with prime LED’s or get high-brightness LED’s.

Construction

Due to the complexity of the project, we recommend that you use a PC board to build the programmer. Foil patterns for one side of double-sided board are presented in PC Service; the other side will appear in next month’s issue. A preetched and drilled board is also available from the source in the Parts List.

If you etch your own board, it likely will not have plated-through holes. In that case use wirewrap IC sockets mounted a little above the board so that you can solder each pin to both sides of the board. Make sure that you solder all other components on both sides of the board.

Referring to Fig. 3, mount all components on the board as follows. First solder the two jumpers to the board using insulated wire for each. One is located to the left of Q3 in the lower left corner of the board; the other is located to the left of IC8 in the upper center of the board.

Begin soldering parts to the board, starting with the lower-profile components (resistors and diodes) and working up to the larger components (C8, SO1, SO2, and all switches). All the discrete LED’s should be mounted so that their cathodes (usually the flat side) face IC14, the 7805. Be careful to mount all polarized components correctly.

Personality modules

Shown in Fig. 4 are the modules for each of the EPROM types mentioned above. Some of the modules are very simple; others require several components. We’ll give construction hints only for the more complicated modules. After you verify that each module works correctly, pot it with epoxy, mark pin 1, and label it with the type of EPROM it is used with.

The 2532, 2732, and 2732A modules, shown in Fig. 4-c, Fig. 4-e, are the only ones that are hard to build. When building them, wire the jumpers and the discrete components first, and then install the 4001 CMOS IC. Break off pins 4, 10, and 11 of the IC. Then bend pin 3 under the IC and solder an insulated jumper to it; that jumper will connect later to pin 15 (for the 2532) or pin 14 (for the 2732 and the 2732A) of the module.

Short the unused input pins (5, 6, 8, 9, 12, and 13) to pin 7, and connect that pin to pin 4 (ground) of the module. Finally, bend IC pins 1, 2, and 14 so that they can
FIG. 3—THE EPROM PROGRAMMER'S PC BOARD is double-sided; all components mount as shown here. Since a home-made board's holes are not plated through, the IC sockets must be mounted slightly above the board so that the socket pins can be soldered to the top side of the board.

**PARTS LIST**

All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% unless otherwise noted.

R1–R15, R38–R50—3300 ohms
R16–R37—300 ohms
R51—20,000 ohms
R52—200 ohms
R53—10,000 ohms
R54—1800 ohms, 1% watt
R55, R56—1000 ohms
R57—25 ohms, 5 watts (see text)

**Capacitors**

C1—1 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
C2, C5, C10—C17—0.1 µF, disk
C3, C9—0.01 µF, disk
C4—4.7 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
C6—100 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
C7—2200 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C8—470 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic

**Semiconductors**

IC1, IC5—74LS74 dual flip-flop
IC2—74LS01 quad 2-input NAND gate
IC3—4518 CMOS dual BCD counter
IC4—4013 CMOS dual flip-flop
IC6—74LS32 quad 2-input OR gate
IC7—74LS04 hex inverter
IC8—4040 12-stage binary counter
IC9, IC11—IC13—74LS244 octal 3-state buffer
IC10—74LS367 hex 3-state buffer
IC15—7805 5-volt regulator
BR1—1-amp 50-PIV bridge rectifier
D1—1N34A germanium signal diode
D2—1N5253 25 volts, 1 watt, Zener diode
D3—1N4732A 4.7 volts, 1 watt, Zener
D4—D9—1N4002 rectifier
D10—1N4739A 9.1 volts, 1 watt, Zener diode

**Miscellaneous**

LED1—LED22—miniature, high-brightness LED
Q1—2N3904 NPN transistor
Q2, Q3, Q5—MPSA06 NPN transistor
Q4—2N2222A NPN transistor

Other components

S1—SPDT, toggle, momentary
S2, S6—SPDT, pushbutton, momentary
S3—DPDT, toggle
S4—SPDT, toggle
S5, S7—SPST, pushbutton, momentary
S8—8-position DIP switch

Note: The following are available from Lubomir Sawkiew, P.O. Box 555, Rensselaer, NY 12144: A transformer with 25 and 10 volt AC secondaries, $8.00 plus $3.00 shipping and handling; 9368 Fairchild IC's, $4.25 each postpaid. New York residents must add 7% sales tax.

The following are available from E+VSI, P.O. Box 72100, Roselle, IL 60172: main circuit board, $25.00; hex display board: $15.00; gang board, $10.00; set of three boards, $45.00.
attach directly to module pins 1, 3, and 20, respectively. When soldered in place correctly, the IC should sit firmly above the carrier wiring and components.

Initial check-out

Install all IC’s and a personality module in the proper sockets, but don’t install an EPROM yet. Measure the +5-volt DC output of the regulator IC as you power the board. To measure that (or any other) voltage on the board, do not clip the negative lead of your meter to the edge of the board; you would short out the power supply. Rather, connect your negative test lead to the negative side of C6, C7, or C8. After checking the +5-volt supply, measure $V_{PP}$ across C8. The voltage there shouldn’t exceed 40 volts. You need only about 27 volts to do the job; a higher voltage could destroy one of the transistors.

Now remove power and install an erased EPROM into S01. Whether you use a 24-pin device (such as a 2716) or a 28-pin device (such as a 2764), the EPROM should be "bottom justified." In other words, pin 12 of a 24-pin device, or pin 14 of a 28-pin device should be plugged into pin 14 of the socket. After the EPROM is oriented properly, move the socket's locking lever to the closed position.

With power still off, insert the eight-position DIP switch in its socket. Mount it so that switch 1 is closest to the EPROM sockets. That places data bit 0, on switch one and data bit 7 on switch 8. A closed DIP switch puts a low (logic 0) on that line. An open switch puts a high (logic 1) on that line. At this point you should have an erased EPROM, the corresponding personality module, and the DIP switch inserted in the correct sockets. Place S3 in the STOP position, apply power, and press RESET (S7).

Next time we’ll present more testing details, as well as plans for the optional display and gang-programming boards.

FIG. 4—EACH PERSONALITY MODULE is built on a 20-pin header; see the text for information on building the 2532, 2732, and 2732A modules.
Analog Delay Lines

You can use analog delay lines to produce special audio effects such as echo, reverb, room expansion, and many others. Find out how here.

RAY MARSTON

SOLID-STATE DELAY LINES ARE WIDELY USED IN MODERN MUSIC AND AUDIO SYSTEMS. THEY CAN BE USED TO PRODUCE EFFECTS SUCH AS ECHO, REVERB, CHORUS, PHASING, AND FLANGING (SWEEPLABLE FILTERING) FOR PERFORMING ARTISTS. IN ADDITION, DELAY LINES CAN PRODUCE AMBIENCE SYNTHESIS AND ROOM EXPANSION FOR HOME HI-FI SYSTEMS. FURTHER, A DELAY LINE CAN BE USED AS THE HEART OF A CLICK/SCRATCH FILTER FOR A RECORD PLAYER, AND AS A SOUND-ACTIVATED SWITCH.

THERE ARE TWO BASIC TYPES OF SOLID-STATE DELAY SYSTEMS: ANALOG AND DIGITAL. DIGITAL DELAY SYSTEMS TEND TO BE MORE EXPENSIVE AND MORE COMPLEX THAN ANALOG TYPES, EXCEPT WHEN DELAY TIMES EXCEED 250 MS, SO WE'LL CONFINE THIS DISCUSSION TO ANALOG SYSTEMS ONLY. BUT BEFORE WE GET INTO THE HARDWARE, LET'S TALK ABOUT PSYCHO-ACOUSTICS. IN THAT WAY WE'LL LEARN WHY THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY DELAY LINES WORK.

Psychoaoustics

Many of the special effects obtainable with delay lines depend heavily on how the human brain interprets sounds. The brain does not always perceive sounds as they truly are, but it interprets those sounds so that they conform to a preconceived pattern. Therefore, sometimes the brain can be tricked into misinterpreting those sounds. Scientists have discovered several psycho-acoustic laws that explain how the brain interprets various sounds.

1. If the ears perceive two sounds that are identical in shape but time-displaced by less than 10 MS, the brain integrates them and perceives them as a single sound.

2. If the ears perceive two sounds that are identical in form but time-displaced by 10-50 MS, the brain perceives them as two independent sounds, but integrates their information content into a single easily recognizable pattern, with no loss of information fidelity.

3. If the ears perceive two sounds that are identical in form but time-displaced by more than 50 MS, the brain perceives them as two independent sounds, but may be unable to integrate them into a recognizable pattern.

4. If the ears perceive two sounds that are identical in shape but not in magnitude, and which are time-displaced by more than 10 MS, the brain integrates them as two sound sources (primary and secondary), and draws conclusions concerning both the location of the primary sound source and the distance between the two sources.

Regarding location identification, the brain identifies the first perceived signal as the primary sound source, even if its magnitude is substantially lower than that of the second perceived signal. That is known as the Hass effect. So a delay line can be used to trick the brain into wrongly identifying the location of a sound source.

Regarding distance identification, the brain correlates distance and time-delay at roughly 0.3 meters (about 13 inches) per millisecond of delay. So a delay line can be used to trick the brain about how far apart two sound sources are.

5. The brain uses echo and reverberation (repeating echoes of diminishing amplitude) information to construct an image of environmental conditions. For example, if a sound reverberates for a total of two seconds, and an echo occurs every 50 MS, the brain may interpret its environment as being a 50-foot cave or a similar hard-faced structure. But if the reverberation time is only 150 MS, the brain may interpret the environment as being a softly-furnished 50-foot room. Those sorts of facts can be used to trick the brain into drawing false conclusions concerning its environment; in fact, it is those tricks that are used in ambience synthesizers and room expanders.

6. The brain is highly sensitive to sudden increases in sound intensity, such as clicks and scratches on record albums, but it is insensitive to sudden decreases in intensity. We're speaking now of transients that last only a few milliseconds. Those facts are what make click/scratch filters possible. We'll discuss how to do that later, but first let's discuss some of the basics of how delay lines work.

Delay-line basics

Modern analog delay lines come in integrated-circuit form and are commonly known as CTD (Charge Transfer Device) or bucket-brigade delay lines. Those devices contain a number of analog memory cells (buckets). Each cell is actually a sample-and-hold circuit and, usually, 512, 1024, or 4096 cells are wired in series. Analog input signals are applied at the first cell and the delayed output is taken from the last cell.

Figure 1-a illustrates the basic components of an analog delay line. Each bucket
consists of a small-valued capacitor and a MOSFET which function together as a sample-and-hold stage. As shown in Fig. 1-b, a signal fed to the input of a delay line will appear at the output at a later time; as we’ll see below, that time depends on both the clock frequency and the number of buckets. The input signal is applied to the delay line via a lowpass filter that has a cutoff frequency one third (or less) of the clock frequency. The lowpass filter is used to overcome aliasing (intermodulation) problems. The output of the delay line is passed through a second lowpass filter, which also has a cutoff frequency one third (or less) of that of the clock. That filter also rejects clock-breakthrough signals and integrates the output of the delay line into a faithful (but time-delayed) replica of the original input signal.

As shown in Fig. 2, an electronic switch is placed at the input of the delay line; that switch is externally biased to a pre-set voltage. Charges can then be shifted from cell to cell, one cell at a time, at a rate determined by an external two-phase clock. One phase of the clock controls shifting, and the other phase drives the input-sampling switch. The operating sequence is as follows.

On the first half of the clock cycle, the contents of each bucket are shifted to the next bucket in line and a sample of the input signal is fed to the first bucket via S1. On the second half-cycle, all charges (including the most recently sampled one) are shifted to the next bucket, but the input is not sampled. That double-shifting process repeats on each clock cycle, and input samples are repeatedly taken and then shifted.

Near the end of the delay line two sections of buckets are wired in parallel. Those sections differ in that one section has an extra bucket. There is also a phase difference between the clock signals applied to the parallel sections. So the circuit has two outputs which, when added together, effectively fill in the “gaps” in the main delay line. The outputs can be summed either by shorting them together or, preferably, by connecting them to a balance potentiometer, as shown in Fig. 2. The final output of the delay line is thus a time-delayed replica of the original input signal.

Figure 3 shows the essential components of an analog delay circuit. The delay-line MOSFET’s have a tetrode structure, so the IC needs two supply voltages (V_{DD} and V_H) plus a ground connection. The input terminal must be biased into the linear mode by resistors R1 and R2. The two outputs of the device are added together, as discussed earlier. Last, the IC must be provided with a two-phase clock signal; usually that signal is a pair of out-of-phase squarewaves that switch fully between V_{DD} and ground. Some analog delay lines have clock dividers so that only a single-phase clock input is needed. We’ll discuss specific IC’s later in this article.

How much delay?
The cells of an analog delay line are alternately empty and charged. Each complete clock cycle shifts a charge two stages along the delay line. Therefore the maximum number of samples that a line can take is equal to half the number of stages. For example, a 1024-stage line can take only 512 samples. The actual time delay available from a line is given by t = ST/2, where T is the time in seconds, S is the number of stages, and T is the period of the clock. In terms of clock frequency, that equation is t = S/2f.

For example, a 1024-stage delay line using a 10-kHz (100 μs) clock gives a delay of 1024 / (20,000) = 51.2 ms. A 4096-stage line gives a 204.8-ms delay at the same clock frequency.

It’s worth pointing out that the bandwidth of an analog delay line is limited to about one third of the clock frequency. Hence a delay line clocked at 10 kHz has a useful bandwidth of only about 3.3 kHz.

Simple effects
Figures 4–15 illustrate a variety of applications for analog delay lines. In these block diagrams we will, for the sake of simplicity, not show the usual input and output lowpass filters. An actual circuit
signals are derived from a VCO that is modulated by a slow oscillator, so that the delay times slowly vary. The effect that results is that a solo singer’s voice sounds like a pair of singers in loose or natural harmony.

Figure 7 shows how three ADT circuits can be wired together to form a "chorus" machine. Each delay line has a slightly different delay time. The original input and the three delay signals are summed; the net effect is that a solo singer sounds like a quartet, or a duet sounds like an octet, etc.

Comb filters

Figure 8 shows a delay line configured as a comb filter. In that circuit, the direct and the delayed signals are added together. In-phase components of both signals increase output amplitude, and those that are out of phase cancel each other and reduce output level. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 8-b, the frequency response shows a series of notches; the spacing between notches is the reciprocal of the delay-line time. In the example circuit, the 1-ms delay gives a 1-kHz (1/0.001) notch spacing. Those phase-induced notches are typically about 20–30 dB deep.

The two most popular musical applications of the comb filter are in phasers and flangers. In the phaser (shown in Fig. 9) the notches are swept slowly up and down the audio band via a slow-scan oscillator. Selected components of the input signal are then effectively deleted from the output signal.

The flanger circuit (shown in Fig. 10) differs from the phaser in that the mixer is placed ahead of the delay line, and part of the delayed signal is fed back to one input of the mixer, so that the in-phase signals would have to include filters with the appropriate cutoff frequencies.

Figure 4 shows how the delay line can be used to apply vibrato (frequency modulation) to a signal. The low-frequency sine-wave generator modulates the clock generator’s signal and thereby causes the output signal of the delay line to be time-delay modulated.

Figure 5-a shows a delay line used to give a double-tracking effect. The delay is in the perceptible range (10–25 ms), and the delayed and direct signals are added in an audio mixer to give the composite output. Figure 5-b illustrates the circuit’s input and output signals. One use for a double-tracking circuit is to feed a solo singer’s voice through the unit. The output sounds as if two performers were singing in very close harmony. The double-tracking circuit is also called a mini-echo and a micro-chorus.

Figure 6 shows how the circuit shown in Fig. 5 can be modified to act as an Auto Double Tracking (ADT) circuit. Such a circuit is also called a mini-chorus. Clock
add together regeneratively. Peak amplitudes depend on the amount of feedback, and they can be made very steep. Those phase-induced peaks introduce very powerful acoustic effects as they are swept up and down the audio band.

**Echo and reverb circuits**

Figure 11 shows how to build an echo circuit with a delay line. The delay (echo) may vary from 10 to 250 ms, and it is adjustable, as is the amplitude of the echo. Note that this circuit produces only a single echo, as shown in Fig. 11-b.

The echo/reverb circuit of Fig. 12 produces multiple echoes, or reverberation. It uses two mixers, one before the delay line and one after it. Part of the delayed output is fed back to the input mixer, and that is what allows the circuit to give echoes of echoes, echoes of echoes of echoes, and so on. As shown in Fig. 12-b, the amplitude of each echo is less than that of its predecessor.

Reverb time is defined as the time it takes for the repeating echo to fall by 60 dB relative to the original input signal; reverb time depends on the delay time and the overall attenuation of the feedback signals. Echo delay time, echo volume, and reverb time are all independently variable.

**Hi-fi effects**

Figure 13 shows a block diagram of an ambience synthesizer or room expander. The outputs of a stereo system are summed to provide a mono image; the resulting signal is then passed to a pair of semi-independent reverb units (which produce repeating echoes, but not the original signal). The reverb outputs are then summed and passed to a mono amplifier and speaker; the latter is usually placed behind the listener. The system effectively synthesizes the echo and reverb characteristics of a chamber of any desired size, depending on control settings, so the listener can be given the impression that he is sitting in a cathedral, a concert hall, a small club, etc., although in fact he is sitting in his own living room.

There are many possible variations on this circuit. For example, the mono signal may be derived by taking the difference between (rather than the sum of) the stereo signals. Doing that cancels center-stage signals and overcomes a rather disconcerting "announcer-in-a-cave" effect that occurs in "summing" systems.

**Predictive switching circuits**

Delay lines are particularly useful in solving "predictive" or "anticipatory" switching problems, in which a switching action is required to occur slightly before a random event occurs.

Suppose, for example, that you need to record random or intermittent sounds (thunder, speech, etc.). It would be inefficient and expensive to run a tape recorder continuously, but it would be impractical to try to activate the recorder via a sound switch, because part of the sound will already have passed by the time the recorder's motors get up to speed.

Figure 14 shows a delay-line solution to that problem. The sound input activates a switch that (because of mechanical inertia) turns the recorder's motor on in about 20 ms. In the meantime, the sound travels through the 50-ms delay line towards the recorder's audio input. When the sound arrives, the motors have already been turning for 30 ms, so no sound is lost. When the original sound ceases, the sound switch turns off, but the switch extender keeps the motor running for another 100 ms or so, and that enables the entire delayed signal to be recorded.

**Click/scratch filter**

To conclude our discussion of applications, Fig. 15 shows how predictive switching can be used to help eliminate the sounds of clicks and scratches from an audio system. Sounds of that sort can be detected easily by using stereo phase-comparison techniques.

In Fig. 15, signals from a record album
Delay circuits

Analog delay line. The delay line is built using an RD5106 (512 stages), RD5107 (1024 stages), or RD5108 (4096 stages) delay line. Those IC's are manufactured by Reticon, Inc. (345 Potrero Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086-9930). Radio Shack should have them in distribution by the time you read this.

Potentiometer R2 should be adjusted so that symmetrical clipping occurs under over-drive conditions. The maximum clock frequency is 1.6 MHz: the clock should be a fairly sharp squarewave with a risetime of less than 50 ns. The input signal should be limited to 1.5-volts rms to keep distortion less than 1%.

Clock circuits

The clock signal that is fed to a CTD delay line should be reasonably symmetrical, should have fairly fast rise and fall times, and should switch fully between the supply-rail voltages. CMOS devices make good clock generators because they are capable of generating waveforms that meet those requirements.

The general-purpose two-phase clock circuit shown in Fig. 17 is inexpensive and can be used in many applications where a fixed or a manually-variable frequency is needed. The frequency can be swept over a 100:1 range via R3; the center frequency can be altered by changing the value of C1.

A high-performance two-phase clock generator based on the VCO section of a 4466 phase-locked loop is shown in Fig. 18. That circuit is useful in applications where the frequency needs to be swept over a very wide range, or needs to be voltage-controlled. The frequency is controlled by the voltage at pin 9. Higher voltages correspond to higher frequencies. Maximum frequency is set by the values of C2 and R1, and minimum frequency is set by the value of C2 and the series values of R3 and R4.

The preceding clock circuits can be used to clock many delay lines. Some, however, have high-capacitance (0.001 µF) inputs and therefore require a low-impedance clock drive. One way of providing a low-impedance clock driver is by connecting two 4013 "D" flip-flops in parallel, as shown in Fig. 19. That circuit is driven by a single-phase clock signal, which can be obtained from either of the preceding circuits.

Filter circuits

As we mentioned previously, in most applications a low-pass filter must be inserted before the output of each delay line. The filter is used to shape the frequency response of the overall system according to the specific application requirements.
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Design OSCILLATOR Circuits

JOSEPH J. CARR

Our subjects this month include one-shots, squarewave, and triangle wave oscillators.

Part 4 Last time we discussed several types of sinewave oscillators. This time we’ll investigate three different types of signal generators: one-shots, squarewave oscillators, and triangle-wave oscillators. All our circuits this month are based on op-amps, and they’re easy to build and to customize.

The one-shot

The monostable multivibrator, or one-shot, is so called because it has one stable state, high or low, depending on the circuit configuration. A monostable produces one output pulse for each input pulse. Each pulse has the same duration and amplitude. Monostables are used in a variety of applications: pulse stretching, switch debouncing, and others.

The concept of pulse stretching may be somewhat confusing because a pulse is not really stretched. Instead, a pulse with a short duration is used to trigger one with a longer duration.

Switch debouncing is a common application for one-shots; it is actually a form of pulse stretching. The mechanical contacts in most switches don’t make and break cleanly; they literally bounce. This means that the contacts open and close several times in quick succession. The multiple makes and breaks can fool the circuitry that follows into thinking that several legitimate closures were made. Some analog circuits can absorb the extra pulses, but most digital circuits cannot.

One way to debounce the switch closure is by connecting the switch to a one-shot, and using the output of the one-shot to indicate contact closure. For that to work, the duration of the output pulse must exceed the time during which the contacts are bouncing.

An op-amp based one-shot is shown in Fig. 1; waveforms present at the output of the circuit ($V_{out}$) and across $C_2$ ($V_c$) are shown in Fig. 2. The one-shot has only one stable output state, which in this case is $+V$. The one-shot is triggered at time $t_0$, so the output snaps to the unstable state, $-V$. It will remain in that state for time $T$, which is defined as $t_2 - t_1$.

Normally the output of the op-amp is high ($+V$), but when a pulse is applied to the trigger input, the output snaps low ($-V$). At that instant capacitor $C_2$ will still be charged to a positive voltage (not...
+V_Z because D2 clamps the voltage to about 0.7 volts).

However, the output voltage is -V_Z, so the charge across C2 will begin to approach that potential. It will never reach it, however, because the noninverting input of the op-amp is biased to a fraction of the output voltage. B, as determined by the voltage divider composed of R6 and R7. When the voltage across C2 exceeds BV_O, the output of the op-amp will snap back to the stable (high) state.

**The refractory period**

The period immediately after the output returns to the stable state is called the refractory period. The circuit will not respond to trigger inputs during that period. To understand why that is the case, first assume that R4 and D3 are not present. Then C2 can discharge only through R3, and that takes a long time. However, by including R4 and D3, we can shorten the refractory period. If the resistance of R4 is much less than that of R3, then the circuit will discharge much faster than it will charge. Diode D3 ensures that current flows through R4 only during discharge. The lower curve in Fig. 2 indicates the different discharge times with and without those components.

The duration T of the output pulse is given approximately by this equation:

\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot \ln \left[ \frac{1}{1 - B} \right] \]

In that equation, T is given in seconds, R3 is in ohms, C2 is in farads, B denotes the use of the natural logarithm, and B is the feedback factor. B is determined from the voltage divider equation: B = R6/(R6 + R7).

That timing equation is derived from the time it takes C2 to charge from +0.7 volts to voltage BV_P. We can simplify the equation by making B a constant. For example, if the values of the resistors are equal, then B = R/(R + R) = 0.500, so the equation can be simplified as follows:

\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot \ln \left[ \frac{1}{1 - B} \right] \]
\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot \ln [1.0] \]
\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot \ln [2] \]

Therefore,

\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot 0.693 \]

If R6 = 2R7, then B = R/(R + 2R) = R/3R = 0.333. In that case we can simplify the timing equation as follows:

\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot \ln [1 - 0.333] \]
\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot \ln [0.666] \]
\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \cdot 0.406 \]

B is often given a value of 0.632. Doing so allows us to reduce the timing equation to

\[ T = R3 \cdot C2 \]

Since R7/(R6 + R7) = 0.632, we can do a little algebra and find that R6 = 0.582 R7.

In practical terms, we usually select a capacitor and then calculate resistance values, since there are fewer standard values of capacitance.

**Automatic calculations**

Listing 1 contains a BASIC program that will calculate component values for the one-shot multivibrator. The program is written for the dialect of BASIC used in the IBM-PC and compatibles, but it should run on many other machines as-is, and it should be easy to translate into other dialects of BASIC, if necessary.

When you run the program it asks you for the duration of the pulse (in milliseconds) and a value of capacitance (in µF). The program then calculates the required resistance, and reports it. At that point you can either run the program again, or exit.

**Squarewave oscillators**

As you can see in Fig. 3, an op-amp-based squarewave generator is relatively simple. The timing diagram of that circuit is shown in Fig. 4. Refer to both during the discussion that follows.

In contrast to the one-shot, the squarewave oscillator is called an astable oscillator, because it has no stable output state. In other words, its output snaps back and forth between the high (+V_P) and low (-V_P) states.

The noninverting input of the op-amp is biased by a fraction of the output voltage, as determined by the R2/R3 network; the inverting input is biased by the voltage (V_0) across capacitor C1. That voltage is determined by V_O and by the R1C1 time constant.

When the circuit is initially turned on, the capacitor has no charge, so the inverting input has no potential with respect to ground. Therefore the output will be high. The capacitor will begin to charge toward +V_O at a rate that is determined by the product of the values of R1 and C1.

When that voltage reaches the bias point of the noninverting input (+V_P), the output will snap low. At that point the charging of the capacitor reverses, and the voltage will discharge from +V_P toward zero, and then toward -V_P. When it reaches that negative voltage, the output again snaps high, the capacitor begins to discharge toward zero and then toward +V_P. That oscillating cycle will continue.
The time \( T \) that is required for one cycle is determined by the resistances in the circuit, and by the value of the capacitor:

\[
T = 2 \times R1 \times C1 \times \ln\left(1 + \frac{2R2}{R3}\right)
\]

In that equation, \( T \) is specified in seconds, \( C1 \) is specified in farads, and all resistors are specified in ohms; in again signifies use of the natural logarithm.

By making the value of \( R2 \) equal to that of \( R3 \), we can simplify the equation to:

\[
T = 3.2 \times R1 \times C1
\]

Solving for the resistance,

\[
R1 = \frac{T}{3.2 \times C1}
\]

To work in frequency rather than period, recall that \( T = \frac{1}{f} \). Then we can substitute:

\[
\frac{1}{f} = 3.2 \times R1 \times C1
\]

or

\[
f = \frac{1}{(3.2 \times R1 \times C1)}
\]

Now let’s work a practical example. Calculate the values of the components needed to build a 1500-Hz oscillator. Assume we’ll use a 0.001-\( \mu \)F capacitor.

\[
R1 = \frac{T}{3.2 \times C1}
\]

\[
R1 = \frac{0.00067}{3.2 \times 10^{-9}} = 209,375 \text{ ohms}
\]

The duty cycle of the squarewave circuit in Fig. 3 is 50 percent; in other words, the output is high for the same amount of time that it is low. However, we don’t always want a 50 percent duty cycle: sometimes we need the high portion of the waveform to be shorter than the low portion, or vice versa. There are several circuits that will yield different high and low times.

One alternative is shown in Fig. 5. That circuit uses different timing resistors for the high and low portions of the cycle; the diodes switch \( R_A \) or \( R_B \) into the circuit at the appropriate time. When the output is high, \( D_2 \) is forward-biased, so \( R_B \) controls timing. Similarly, when the output is low, \( D_1 \) is forward-biased, so \( R_A \) controls timing.

Another method of obtaining a nonsymmetrical waveform is shown in Fig. 6. In that circuit we bias the timing capacitor either positive or negative by the actions of potentiometer \( R2 \) and \( R_{OFF} \). The polarity of the bias voltage is determined by the setting of \( R2 \); that voltage can vary anywhere from \(-V\) through zero to \(+V\).

**Triangle-wave oscillators**

There are numerous ways of designing a triangle-wave oscillator, but few have the simplicity of a squarewave oscillator followed by a Miller integrator. The latter is shown in Fig. 7; its timing diagram is shown in Fig. 8.

The slope of the waveform in the lower trace depends on the \( R1C1 \) time constant. When that time constant is long compared with the period of the squarewave input, a

---

**LISTING 2—TRIANGLE-WAVE CALCULATIONS**

```
100 REM Triangle wave generator generator
110 FOR i=1 TO 30
120 PRINT
130 NEXT i
140 PRINT "Fixed or Variable?"
150 INPUT "1. Fixed"
160 PRINT "2. Variable"
170 PRINT "3. Exit"
180 PRINT "Choice: ",A
190 INPUT "Choice: ",A
200 IF A = 2 THEN GOTO 140
210 GOSUB 1100
220 ON A GOTO 238, 480
230 PRINT "Frequency in Hz: ",F
240 PRINT "Fixed frequency: ",F
250 PRINT "What's next?"
260 PRINT "Choice: ",W
270 PRINT "Fixed frequency: ",F
280 PRINT "What's next?"
290 PRINT "Frequency: ",F
300 PRINT "Capacitor in uF: ",C
310 PRINT "Capacitor in uF: ",C
320 IF K = 2 THEN GOSUB 940
330 R = INT(R)
340 C = C*10^6
350 PRINT "Capacitor in uF: ",C
360 PRINT "Capacitor in uF: ",C
370 PRINT "Fixed frequency: ",F
380 PRINT "Component values: ";R1;
390 PRINT "Component values: ";R1;
400 PRINT "Frequency: ",F
410 PRINT "Frequency: ",F
420 IF K = 2 THEN 450
430 PRINT "R: ";R1;
440 PRINT "R: ";R1;
450 PRINT "R: ";R1;
460 PRINT "R: ";R1;
470 GOTO 820
480 PRINT "Variable Frequency"
490 PRINT "What's next?"
500 PRINT "Enter upper and lower values: ";FL
510 PRINT "Length limits in Hz: ";FL
520 PRINT "Length limits in Hz: ";FL
530 PRINT "Input Lower Limit: ";FL
540 PRINT "Input Lower Limit: ";FL
550 PRINT "Input Upper Limit: ";FH
560 PRINT "Input Upper Limit: ";FH
570 PRINT "Capacitor in uF: ",C
580 C = C*10^6
590 IF K = 2 THEN GOSUB 1020
600 PRINT "Capacitor in uF: ",C
610 IF K = 1 THEN RH = .25/(F*C)
620 C = C*10^6
630 RL = INT(RL)
640 RH = INT(RH)
650 PRINT "Component frequency"
```

---

**FIG. 5—TO OBTAIN UNEQUAL DUTY CYCLE in the squarewave oscillator, use two different timing resistors. Resistor \( R_A \) controls the positive half-cycle, and \( R_B \) controls the negative half-cycle.**

---

**FIG. 6—UNEQUAL DUTY CYCLE may also be obtained by biasing the timing capacitor \( C1 \) positive or negative through \( R_{OFF} \) and \( R2 \).**
One of the most difficult tasks in building any construction project featured in Radio-Electronics is making the PC board using just the foil pattern provided with the article. Well, we're doing something about it.

We've moved all the foil patterns to this new section where they're printed by themselves, full sized, with nothing on the back side of the page. What that means for you is that the printed page can be used directly to produce PC boards!

Note: The patterns provided can be used directly only for direct positive photoresist methods.

In order to produce a board directly from the magazine page, remove the page and carefully inspect it under a strong light and/or on a light table. Look for breaks in the traces, bridges between traces, and in general, all the kinds of things you look for in the final etched board. You can clean up the published artwork the same way you clean up your own artwork. Drafting tape and graphic aids can fix incomplete traces and doughnuts, and you can use a hobby knife to get rid of bridges and dirt.

An optional step, once you're satisfied that the artwork is clean, is to take a little bit of mineral oil and carefully wipe it...
PC SERVICE

across the back of the artwork. That helps make the paper translucent. Don't get any on the front side of the paper (the side with the pattern) because you'll contaminate the sensitized surface of the copper blank. After the oil has "dried" a bit—patting with a paper towel will help speed up the process—place the pattern front side down on the sensitized copper blank, and make the exposure. You'll probably have to use a longer exposure time than you are used to.

We can't tell you exactly how long an exposure time you will need as it depends on many factors but, as a starting point, figure that there's a 50 percent increase in exposure time over lithographic film. But you'll have to experiment to find the best method for you. And once you find it, stick with it.

Finally, we would like to hear how you make out using our method. Write and tell us of your successes, and failures, and what techniques work best for you. Address your letters to:

Radio-Electronics
Department PCB
500-B Bi-County Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735

THE COMPONENT SIDE of the EPROM programmer PC board is shown here. Due to space limitations, the solder side will be shown next time.
SINCE THE PC BOARD for the Telease-Maast decoder is double sided, feedthroughs should be installed at all unused pads. Also, be sure to solder all component leads on both sides of the board. The component side is shown here.
HERE'S THE SOLDER SIDE of our double-sided Telese-Maast decoder PC board. For more on the decoder, turn to page 50.
fairly linear output will result, because the capacitor is never allowed to fully charge or discharge. You can think of that graphically as restricting charging and discharging to a small portion of the curve shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7—A MILLER INTEGRATOR may be used to create triangle waves from squarewaves.

The schematic of a complete triangle-wave generator based on the Miller integrator is shown in Fig. 9. In that circuit a Miller integrator is connected to a squarewave generator. That circuit's frequency of oscillation is given by the following equation:

$$f = \frac{R_2}{(4R_1R_3C_1)}$$

In Listing 2 is another program (also in IBM-PC BASIC); that program will calculate the resistor and capacitor values of the triangle-wave circuit in Fig. 9. The program is very similar to the one for calculating the circuit requirements for a one-shot that is shown in Listing 1. The triangle-wave program, however, will calculate resistance values for both fixed- and variable-frequency oscillators. For the latter, a variable resistor (or a series combination of a fixed and a variable resistor) should be substituted for R2.

Next time

In the next installment in this series we'll discuss the crystal-based sinewave oscillator. Future installments will also deal with crystal-based squarewave oscillators; among other things, those circuits are used in computers and in other digital circuits for clocks and other sequence controllers.
receiver systems require that the RF level at the uplink receiver be kept within certain limits. HBO could, of course, increase power by a factor of 100, and place a 20-dB attenuator at the input to the receiver. But aside from being a crude solution, there's always the problem of getting to the uplink receiver.

Another approach would be to adopt a tactic used by 2-way radio repeaters to avoid unauthorized access. That is to require authorized users to place a subaudible tone on their carriers. The repeater cannot be activated by a signal that lacks the tone. Even more security is provided by using a digital access code.

However, once the transponder has been accessed, there is nothing to stop another signal from taking over the transponder, even if it is not encoded. That signal will control the transponder until the appropriate security circuitry detects an improper or absent access tone or code, causing the transponder to shut down. Therefore, even with such a system a pirate would be able to wreak havoc with the authorized user's signal. And, of course, the problem of reaching existing satellite equipment to make the required modifications remains.

What about the possibility of catching a video pirate? Typical dish beamwidths are 2° to 3°. Because of that, it is virtually impossible to detect a transmission from the ground using conventional means.

How about finding the signal from the air? Assuming that the pirate is using a really lousy dish, that is, one with a 3° beamwidth, sidelobes should be detectable out to about 10°. Sparing you the geometry, that translates to a detection area of about 3.14 square miles. (With a better dish, which is likely, the detection area would be even smaller). Consider for a moment the number of aircraft that would be required to cover the continental United States. And what if the signal originated off shore? Further, those aircraft would have to be in place constantly because no one aside from the pirate knows when he will strike next.

In summary, unless someone turns the pirate in, or unless his ego gets the better of him, the chances of finding Captain Midnight are just slightly higher than zero.

The possibility of deliberate interference to a satellite is a weak link in the satellite-communications chain. That fact has been obvious to the military since the dawn of the satellite age. But the military has the methods, and the money, to make their communications links secure. HBO and other programmers do not. It is little wonder that the industry is terrified.
ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
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ROBOTICS

Rovers revisited

THOSE OF YOU WHO HAVE FOLLOWED this column since its inception will remember the simple two-wheel ed mobile platform we presented in the September 1985 issue. That platform consists of a wooden base, two small wheels, and a surplus motor from a Milton Bradley Big Trak. No, there wasn't much to it, but apparently several readers thought that it was just right to start experimenting with robotics.

Then in the October issue we reviewed the Scorpion robot kit that is available from Rhino Robots (3402 N. Mattis, P. O. Box 4010, Champaign, IL 61820). Once again, based on the letters we've received, quite a few of you thought that was just the right way to get started in robotics.

This month we'll visit the subject of rovers again, for two reasons. One, a product has come to our attention that we feel warrants further investigation, and two, we've been revitalizing the simple platform robot.

Meet Ernie

Recently we received a large packet of information from a Canadian company called Microhmea (#6 918 16th Ave. N. W., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 0K3). The package contained the technical manual for their robot rover, who is named Ernie, and is shown in Fig. 1. My first impression was of Ernie was, "Oh no. Not another turtle." In fact, I was quite skeptical because of the Darth Vader sunglasses.

However, a day or so later I picked up the manual and began to read it. The image of a trivial toy robot slowly disappeared; as I read, it became clear that Ernie has designed-in features that I had not previously encountered in a product of his class. Let's look at Ernie in terms of both hardware and software.

Ernie's hardware

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the Ernie system. Keep in mind that Ernie is not Hero 2000, but, basically, a turtle. The CPU is a CMOS version of the popular 6502. That makes it easy to design custom programs for Ernie if you own an Apple II or a Commodore 64/128.

Storage is provided by 2K of static CMOS RAM. It is there that the programs you write and send to Ernie will be stored. The operating system that interprets your commands is contained in a 4K EPROM. I'll explain what's in the EPROM in the discussion of software later.

Motion is provided by two servo drive wheels. The servo mechanism is based on a small DC motor, and feedback to the controller (the microprocessor) is through an optical encoder wheel much like the ones described here in the September 1986 column. You can actually tell the microprocessor how far to move each motor, and it will take care of everything.

A rover needs more than a brain and some muscle to move around in our rather unpredictable world, so Ernie comes with a built-in sonar rangefinder. The sunglasses function as a bezel for the ultrasonic transducers. After discovering why the sunglasses are necessary, I never again winced at Ernie's style of dressing.

Microhmea has not neglected to include some entertainment value with Ernie. Whereas the Rhino Scorpion has a built-in tone generator and LED "eyes," Ernie is much more sophisticated. He sports an allophone-based speech synthesizer. (An allophone is a short sound segment that when combined with other allophones can be used to pronounce words in any language.) Although no
provision has been made for a text-to-speech algorithm (which would convert ASCII-encoded text data into recognizable sounds), the manual does an excellent job of introducing the reader to the use of the synthesizer. A music synthesizer is also included.

Now for the important part. Sure, the CPU, memory, and the extra goodies are nice, but there is one aspect of *Ernie* I haven’t seen in a rover before. *Ernie* has a built-in rechargeable battery pack. The machine comes with a portable charger that allows you to charge *Ernie’s* batteries as simply as charging a calculator. No power-supply wires need be connected during operation (which can last for about two hours on a full charge).

*Ernie* depends on you for ideas. You write a program in his native language and download it to him. That is done over a simple TTL-level serial interface. If you have a computer with a ±12-volt RS-232 interface, use a pair of 1488 and 1489 IC’s to convert those voltages to *Ernie*-compatible levels.

As you can see from our brief description, *Ernie* has the hardware to do some serious experiments. If you’re a beginner and feel that your lack of experience would hamper your use of *Ernie*, I’ve got a pleasant surprise for you. The *Ernie* technical manual not only describes the robot from top to bottom, but it acts as a tutorial introduction to the field of robotics. Each subsystem—from the motors to the speech synthesizer—is described in detail from a beginner’s point of view.

### TABLE 1—ERKIE COMMANDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMANDS</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Move forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Move backward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnleft</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Turn left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnright</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Turn right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookleft</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Look left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookright</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Look right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump To</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jump to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Sonar</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>If sonar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Random</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>If random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ernie*’s software

Built-in software includes a random roam program, a demo program, and a language interpreter. Upon power-up *Ernie* awaits a command. An action is initiated by pressing either of two microswitches located on his base. Pressing the left switch puts him into a “receive data” mode wherein a user-written program can be downloaded from another source.

The language interpreter, of course, is what you use to write control programs for *Ernie*. Programs consist of sentences and paragraphs. Each sentence is composed of special command words that *Ernie* interprets and acts on.

Table 1 lists *Ernie*’s vocabulary. The language itself is called *Ernie’s* Mother. Programs are written on your PC, compiled there, and then transmitted to the robot in special codes. *Ernie* comes with a special disk that aids the compiling and transmission process. The ability
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to write programs in Ernie's high-level language makes it easier to understand and modify those programs later.

As you can see in Table 1, Ernie has many typical commands for motion. In addition, there are conditional statements that check the sensors and act according to the presence or absence of a signal.

Ernie has much to offer the experimenter. The robot comes completely assembled and ready to go. The host software supports several popular personal computers, and more are on the way. The price for Ernie had not been fixed as of this writing, but it should be in the $500 range. Contact Microhmega directly for current price and availability.

Build it yourself

For those die-hards in the group, let's now revisit the motion platform mentioned earlier. Outside of the base and the motor controls, no electronic control circuits were presented. Since that discussion I've been busy adding to the system.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the platform and the mechanical configuration as it now exists. The control circuitry is mounted on perboard and the assembly is mounted on a second platform. After much investigation, I decided not to design the robot using any particular microprocessor. Instead, a "personality pack" plugs continued on page 91

HAMEG Instruments

Scope and new Modular System 8000 to make a compact test set-up

HAMEG's range of oscilloscopes is complemented by a growing number of measuring and generator modules, fitting in a matching mainframe with power supply.

2-year warranty
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The screwdriver serviceman

There are so many different types of screws and other fasteners in use today that you can never find the right screwdriver, nutdriver, etc., when you need it. So you have to maintain a collection of fancy expensive tools, like those shown in Fig. 1, that are seldom used, but indispensable when you need them.

However, as bad as things are now, they’re much better than they used to be. In the (not necessarily good) old days, there were Phillips, Reed, and Prince screw heads, and several other types that showed up mostly on European sets. When you took the cover off a foreign set, you never knew what kind of arcane fasteners you would find. The Prince type has a crosspoint like the Phillips, but with smaller lands.

Fortunately, things are better today because parts of all kinds are much more standardized than they used to be. So we can often get by with only a few standard straight blade screwdrivers, a few Phillips cross-point screwdrivers, and a ¼-inch nutdriver.

Loose screws

I used to bring a bottle of screws on every service call. Then, if I ran into a set with oddball heads, I replaced all the non-standard screws with standard ones. (You can see that I was planning on being the next serviceman to work on that set!)

I’ll never forget the TV that had four bolts in the bottom. After taking them out, the set remained as firmly fixed as before! I couldn’t figure out what was going on until finally I woke up and found two more bolts that I hadn’t seen! They were shipping bolts that were used to hold the chassis firmly in place during transit, and they should have been removed when the set was installed. I removed them and the chassis slid right out.

The good old days are gone, and it’s all right with me if they never come back! I remember the days when my tube caddy was full of wrench sets and assorted thingamajigs for removing oddball fasteners. And I’m happy now that my toolbox is not so full of tools I hardly ever use.

SERVICE QUESTIONS

CAN'T TUNE LOWER CHANNELS

I’ve been working on a Toshiba TV, model C998, that has a scanning tuner and a memory. The problem is that the higher channels—7 and up—can be tuned, but not the lower ones. Any help you can give would be deeply appreciated.—F.K., Port Hope, MI

It’s times like these that make me understand why technicians are leaving the repair field by the droves. As television technology becomes more and more complex, the information that we have to work with becomes less and less helpful.

According to Sams Photofact for your set, the tuner has two input terminals (VHF high and VHF low). But the tuner schematic doesn’t take us any further than that, so that we can see how the two inputs are used. However, we must conclude that each terminal is turned on by a voltage being applied to it at the right time.

If that is taking place, it’s safe to assume that some other event is failing to occur in the tuner. But if it’s not, you’ll have to work your way back to the band-select switch and the control unit (IC101) to find what’s happening in an earlier stage.

READER INPUT

Perhaps your readers might be interested in hearing about an experience we had at our Magnavox service center. We’ve had a number of sets come in recently that had repeated failures in various sweep-circuit components of several E34018 chassis.

On one set, we noticed that the flyback was running hot. After plenty of “hair pulling,” we discovered that the picture tube required a higher G2 setting on our CRT tester. When we installed a new tube, the chassis ran much cooler.

We’ve spoken to the factory technicians who said that it was a new one to them, but that they would look into it.—Thanks to Chris Mild, Kirksville, MO
The Ku change

The new 1112-GHz or Ku-band satellites have had marginal impact on the video field to date. However, some people firmly believe that, as the Clarke Orbit Belt fills up, the next satellite revolution will take place on the higher frequencies. And the revolution has already begun; as you can see in Fig. 1, there are at least 15 satellites offering Ku-band service. But the Ku revolution is not going as smoothly as originally hoped; let's see why that is so.

The original C-band (3.7–4.2-GHz) satellites were launched in spite of the protests of AT&T and other terrestrial users of the C band. The Bell system's point-to-point microwave network covers the entire North American continent and is concentrated around major metropolitan areas. So there are many locations, in and around big cities, where you cannot install a C-band dish system without experiencing interference from signals originating from the Bell system's terrestrial communications network on C-band satellite channels.

Special filters and traps are available to reduce or eliminate that type of interference, but currently-available traps and filters leave much to be desired. The point is that the C band is not the ideal part of the spectrum to transmit weak signals back to Earth.

The Ku-band frequencies were reserved from the start for satellite-to-earth transmissions. There are actually two separate bands, both residing in the 11- to 12-GHz range. One is for something called “fixed service,” which we won't discuss here; the other has been slated by the FCC for DBS (Direct Broadcast Satellite) service, which is the service we're interested in. Without interference from AT&T's terrestrial microwave sources in those two 500-MHz-wide bands, it is unlikely that there will be problems with those bands in and around metropolitan areas.

Currently there are only a few terrestrial users of those bands. They have been given a few years to move to a new band, but even today they operate in only a few locations, such as the Los Angeles basin.

**Interested in TVRO?**

For nearly two years Bob Cooper has provided a no-charge kit of printed materials that describes the challenges and opportunities in selling TVRO systems today. With the present intense interest in scrambling systems, Coop's CSD has made available a new no-charge service.

The SCRAMBLE FAX hotline is a 24-hour-per-day telephone service that provides accurate, detailed, and hard-to-find facts concerning the changeover to scrambling in the satellite communications industry. Information describing satellite scrambling systems, wholesale rates of scrambling equipment and services—all are provided on the SCRAMBLE FAX hotline. There is no charge for that service, other than your long-distance telephone expenses. Simply dial (305) 771-0575 for a concise and timely three-minute capsule report that covers the latest in scrambling news.

The FCC's original plan, which was formulated in 1979, called for satellite transmitter powers of about 230 watts per channel. Had that been technically feasible, dish antennas (on Earth) in the two- to three-foot range would have provided wideband video service. Since the plan was formulated, however, several technological changes have occurred:
- Receivers have become more sensitive, making it possible to receive weaker signals with smaller antennas.
- Attempts to produce satellite
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transmitters at the 230-watt power level have failed.

Currently the only time-tested Ku-band transmitters operating on satellites can generate output powers of only 20 to 50 watts. That works out to be 6 to 8 dB less power than had been suggested for Ku-band service. Some of that shortfall can be compensated for by the improved receivers that are available today—they're much better than those that were available in 1979. The rest can only be made up with larger antennas that offer greater gain.

RCA and Ku

RCA, which pioneered the explosion of C-band services in the mid 1970's by launching a pair of 24-channel satellites for domestic use, has now launched a pair of 50-watt Ku-band satellites (Ku-1 and Ku-2). They are presently the most powerful satellites in orbit that offer commercial transponders for lease on the Ku band. Many of the transponders on the RCA birds have already been spoken for by the established cable programmers. And HBO is planning a partnership arrangement with RCA for the third satellite in this series, Ku-3.

So there is clearly much interest in the Ku band and the supposed advantages of shorter wavelengths. But, for all of the apparent advantages (mainly, smaller antennas and greater utility in metropolitan areas), there are some serious disadvantages as well. Rain is one. Moisture in the air, at either the uplink site or at any downlink site, can cause significant degradation of any passing signal. In a two-inch-per-hour rainstorm, losses of as much as 10 dB are possible for receiving sites with low "look" angles.

In 1978 Holiday Inn was a C-band pioneer; they installed terminals at hundreds of motels coast to coast. Now they are replacing the C-band terminals with 4.5-meter (that's about 14-3/4 feet!) Ku-band terminals, and are broadcasting a new five-channel TV service into their franchised and wholly-owned motels. Many of the 4.5-meter Ku-band dishes are actually larger than the C-band dishes they are replacing. Why is that the case, since Ku band is supposed to allow smaller antennas?

First of all, Holiday Inn is using a 20-watt (per channel) satellite; that's an automatic penalty of 4 dB, (compared with RCA's 50-watt satellites). Next, Holiday Inn's engineers are convinced that losses due to rain and heavy fogs will be severe, so they want as much reserved in their systems as possible to prevent loss of signal at any motel.

Years ago the careful planner of a small dish system always gave consideration to something called margin, extra gain simply tucked away in the closet to be used in the event of a rainy day (pun intended). A typical margin was 3 dB. You could build in margin by selecting a larger antenna than what was required for normal, clear-sky reception. The problem is that, on the Ku band, 3 dB will doubtless prove inadequate for many locations; especially those where heavy rains are possible.
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You can actually train yourself to be more composed and at peace. Using your computer, a color monitor and this device, it's easy.
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ON THE COVER
That big, beautiful OKDATA® printer you see on our cover may be little more than a gleam in your eye, but until you can afford to replace the one you have, you can upgrade to get more and better performance. See page 12.

COMING NEXT MONTH
We’ve got an absolutely dynamite issue coming up in November! We’re kicking off with a story on streaming tape for computer backup, and following that with an easy-to-build protocol converter. Then we’ve got a handy-dandy program for helping design Schmitt triggers, and another program that gives you all the TV channel frequencies plus a lot more. And as a wrap-up, you’ll find an excellent piece on retrofitting printers. Of course, we’ll still have our Editorial, our Letters, and our Computer Products. It’s going to be a winner, so don’t miss it!
The changing face of computing

At one time, a “memory” unit consisted of tiny ferrite beads strung on three wires. Today, things have advanced radically. And the room-sized computer that required a controlled temperature and raised floorboards has gone the way of the Reo, the Franklin, the Cord and the Tucker. Today’s personal computer would appear to have reached a zenith, and the small "z" is intended.

But recently, we’ve seen advances in our own state-of-the-art technology that predict even greater things yet to come. Surface Acoustic Wave technology, optical disks, and advanced levels of miniaturization are aborning. If we could pull aside the veil, we’d see wonders as yet hidden and we can but speculate on what those might be.

Tomorrow’s computer miracles are already here. We’ve already got fluorescent flat screens, we’ve got bi-directional high-speed printers, and scientifically-designed keyboards that allow you to almost think with your fingers. And our computers operate faster than the human mind, and accept your input at a faster rate than you can type it in.

Which reveals almost instantly what the weakest link in computing is... It’s us, the human element that slows computing from what it could be to what it is. Our next great advance in computing is to design a new type of human. We should have four eyes instead of just two. In that way, those of us that have to look at the keyboard while inputting would be able to keep two eyes on the keys and two eyes on the screen. And since the typical computer keyboard has 83 keys, we should develop hands with at least 42 fingers on each one. In that way, one finger could rest on a separate key and the need to move the fingers while typing would be obviated. Imagine how that would increase your speed!

While I’m on the subject, we should have an RS-232 jack at the backs of our skulls so we could do away with the monitor entirely. When you’re plugged into your computer, all you’d be able to see would be the screen, and you’d be able to do it without using a separate monitor.

And finally, I want to build an illuminated sign for the top of my monitor, that when it hears the words “DINNER’S READY” it: automatically lights up and says “IN A MINUTE!”

Yes, some great, new advances are coming in the world of computers. I just don’t believe that I’ve outlined any of them.

Byron G. Wels
Editor
LETTERS

The Cost of Change
I bought a new computer and find that my old serial printer won't work with it. An interface would cost almost as much as a used parallel printer. Could any of your readers use my old printer? It's letter quality, and I'd like to get a hundred bucks plus shipping costs.—RT, Trenton, NJ.

We never meant the Letters Column to be "swap shop," but we're willing to help out.

Errors
Whenever I want to build a project in a magazine, I always wait a couple of months to see if there are going to be any corrections. Considering the number of projects you publish, there are relatively few mistakes! —R.S., Sioux Falls, SD.

Thank you! We thought we made a mistake once, but we were wrong!

Help!
I'm desperately looking for a program called "Computer Novel Construction Set" from Hayden Software. It's no longer being produced, and I'm willing to pay for it, or a copy of it. Can anybody help me?—L.S., Massapequa, NY.

If you can help, write to ComputerDigest.

Caveat Emptor!
If I buy a piece of computer equipment am I better off to buy something expensive or something far-less costly and upgrade it by putting in add-ons? I am a capable electronics technician but was wondering about the economics.—F.L., Ft. Lauderdale, FL.

It's hard to say. Usually we advise people to buy the best they can afford, thereby making their first expense their last. But if you construct your own, work carefully and install with equal care, you have the advantage of choosing your own times and costs.

Wants A Book
I read in a recent editorial that ComputerDigest is now three years old. Are you planning a book of "The Best Articles?"—R.S., Atlanta, GA.

Not yet.

Goof-Off
I'm trying to stall a science project for school and told the teacher I had written to you for information. So what's the value of a resistor with three red bands?—M.P., Portland, RI.

22K. Now get to work.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

For more details use the free information card inside the back cover

LINE CONDITIONER, features a surge-protected RJ-11 data link, in addition to a plug-in AC power-surge suppressor, protecting sensitive electronics equipment against voltage spikes and surges, as well as virtually eliminating common-and-normal-mode noise. There is a noise rejection of 130 dB common-mode and 80 dB normal-mode.

A field-replaceable power-line surge arrestor is plugged into the unit and isolates itself if damaged by high-energy strikes. An LED status light continuously monitors its condition. The unit features better than 95% efficiency, potential to handle inrush current up to 10x rating, and multiple service outlets.

Line-conditioner units are available in 500VA, 1, 2, 3k VA power ratings, with end-user prices ranging from $395.00 to $935.00.—Displex, Inc., 1 Alexander Place, Glen Cove, NY 11542.

GRAPHIC TABLET, the model GT 1510, is compatible with every personal computer available today; it interfaces easily with PC's when it is used in conjunction with CAD software.

Included with the model GT 1510 are a pen and puck. It is the only tablet to offer the following as standard features: a legendarable menu-strip area with strips for AUTOCAD and blank for customized CAD instructions. In addition, it comes with a power supply and all cable connections.
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The model GT 1510 Graphic Tablet, complete with cursor puck and pen, is priced at $795.00.—Cherry Electrical Products Corporation, 3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087.
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How to back up a protected disk...

As long as there were newcomers to personal computing the distributors of the most popular programs justified the prices for their software by the myth of software pirates, who made millions of unpaid for and unauthorized copies. Although it was the best of times for software sales—creating multimillionaire overnight—the distributors went to great lengths to prevent unauthorized backups, "unauthorized" meaning a backup for the user who might have just plunked down $300 to $500 for the program. Now, software sales are tough to come by. There are at least five decent versions of every kind of program, and with competition much of the top-selling software is now available in unprotected versions. Meanwhile, thousands of users are stuck with unbackable software, dreading the day when the "original" disk actually wears out (yes, oxide wears), while those who have converted to hard disk find the protected software won't run on a hard disk at all, or requires a "key" disk to be in drive A: (Transaction a key disk eliminates the advantage of a hard disk, as well as wearing the unbackable original.) Either way, the protected programs provide limited use, and the distributors won't swap the protected software for the unprotected version.

A low-cost solution to the problem of older, protected software is a program called COPYIIPC, which can back up either protected disks or protected working disks, or it can bypass hard disk restrictions. A protected working disk is an uncopyable working disk that was created from the distribution (original) program disk by an install program. Either the working copy contains the DOS and is self-booting (but cannot be backed up), or it does not contain the DOS and must be used in Drive B: while the original distribution disk in Drive A: functions as a key. Often, the install program permits an extra backup working disk to be made from the original, but the original disk cannot be run by itself.

There are two kinds of hard disk restrictions. One precludes the program running from a hard disk even if the user can copy it to the hard disk. The other requires the distribution disk to be in Drive A: as the "key." If your computer has the usual one floppy and hard disk configuration, it's obvious that you can't write to a floppy data disk.

COPYIIPC, which resolves the problems, consists of six utilities. Only four are used for making backups and by-passing hard disk restrictions. One of the others is a SETUP program which installs DOS on the disk so it can be made self-booting. (But the DOS must be an unmodified version.) The other is BULKERAS which electronically erases a disk by destroying all data, leaving only the track formatting.

The backup utilities consist of the main COPYIIPC program itself, a special version for the IBM-PC Jr., NOGARD, which backs up software that resists the normal COPYIIPC backup procedure, and NOKEY, which is loaded into RAM or to a program from a hard disk and eliminates the need for a "key" disk in Drive A:

COPYIIPC needs a minimum of 64K RAM but it will use all available memory to speed things. It will back up either single or double sided disks as written. It's equal to the DOS's DISCOPY and DISCOMP utilities combined. The COPYIIPC program also tests the speed of the disk drives used for making backups because even with the drives running at the normal tolerance of 200 rpm backups should be made from the faster drive to the slower (you can run out of disk space if copying from a slower to a faster drive). While the easiest procedure uses two drives, backups can be made using one drive by following the screen prompts on when to swap disks.

COPYIIPC cannot make a functional backup of certain programs, although it might appear the backup is successful the program won't run from the copy. However, it will usually indicate the problem and prompt the user to run the NOGUARD utility, which uses both the original distribution disk and the non-functional backup to create a functional unprotected copy that can even be installed on a hard disk.

Users of hard disks having several hundred dollars invested in software that won't run unless the original distribution disk is installed in drive A: as a "key" will find the most valuable feature of COPYIIPC to be the NOKEY utility, which is loaded into RAM just before the main program. NOKEY "tricks" the restricted program into believing the key disk really is in drive A:. Drive A: cycles once and as far as the hard disk is concerned the key disk really is in drive A:. However, drive A: is empty and available for a data disk, a disk file source, or whatever.

Although COPYIIPC backs up the distribution disk and frees the hard disk restrictions of many commonly-used programs, it doesn't work for everything; at least that's what's implied in the documentation. (Since our collection of software is more or less conventional, everything we tried could be backed up or used on a hard disk.) Central Point Software supplies a long list of some 150 popular programs with which users have reported success using COPYIIPC. If you have software that isn't on the list the best thing to do is phone the distributor direct at (503) 944-5782.

COPYIIPC is available for $39.95 (plus $3.00 shipping and handling) direct from Central Point Software, Inc., 9700 SW Capitol Highway, #100, Portland, OR 97219. It runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT and PCjr., the Compaq, the Columbia, the Corona, and some other very compatible compatibles. If you're not certain it will run on your computer, call the distributor before you buy.
GRAPHIC BIOFEEDBACK MONITOR

Here's a simple and interesting experiment...

Ronald A. Peterson

Biofeedback is a fascinating area of exploration in that it allows you to mechanically produce a physical reaction that is associated with a change in your thoughts. Perhaps some of the fascination comes from the possibility that with a subtle enough device one could draw a line on a computer screen or direct a robot to move an object. Such an advance would give us the ultimate in remote control and would provide an end to many excuses for not doing things, since the thought would be sufficient to trigger the action.

This article describes the interfacing of a simple biofeedback device to a Commodore 64 computer to provide a graphic display of your state of mental relaxation. The most easily measured property of your body which can be linked to changes in state of mind

```
1 REM---BIOFEEDBACK ROUTINES
2 REM---RE DECEMBER 5.1985
3 REM--- RONALD PETERSON
10 REM---LOAD MACHINE ROUTINES
20 FOR I=4096 TO 4165
30 READ A:POKE I;A:CK=CK+A
40 NEXT I
50 FOR I=12288 TO 12366
60 READ A:POKE I;A:CK=CK+A
70 NEXT I
80 FOR I=12544 TO 12557
90 READ A:POKE I;A:CK=CK+A
100 NEXT I
110 IF CK=22442 THEN 120
115 PRINT "ERROR IN DATA STATEMENTS"
116 STOP
120 REM---SET FREQUENCY
130 SYS4096
140 PRINTPEEK(8192)+256*PEEK(8193)
150 FOR I=1TO100:NEXT
160 PRINT "SET TO 50--":";
170 GETA(1):FA(1):" THEN 200
180 GOTO130
190 REM---CLEAR SCREEN
200 POKE53280,0:POKE53281,0
210 FOR I=1024 TO 2023
215 POKEI,160:NEXT I
220 FOR I=55296 TO 56295
225 POKEI,0:NEXT I
230 REM---UPDATE GRAPHICS
240 SYS4096
250 Q=PEEK(8192)+256*PEEK(8193)
260 CL=CL+1:CL=CL\#15:POKE12434,CL
270 FOR J=1 TO 3*Q:NEXT
280 SYS12288
290 GOTO 240
295 REM---READ JOYSTICK PORT
300 DATA 120,169,0,141
310 DATA 0,32,141,0
320 DATA 32,173,0,220
330 DATA 41,1,240,249
340 DATA 173,0,220,41
350 DATA 1,208,249,32
360 DATA 64,16,173,0
370 DATA 220,41,1,240
380 DATA 246,32,64,16
390 DATA 173,0,220,41
400 DATA 1,208,246,88
410 DATA 96,173,0,32
420 DATA 24,105,1,141
430 DATA 0,32,173,1
440 DATA 32,105,0,141
450 DATA 1,32,173,0
460 DATA 220,41,1,240
470 DATA 232,96
480 REM---DISPLAY ROUTINES
490 DATA 169,0,133,251
500 DATA 169,216,133,252
510 DATA 169,0,141,144
520 DATA 48,169,40,141
530 DATA 145,48,162,12
540 DATA 173,146,48,172
550 DATA 144,48,234,234
560 DATA 145,251,234,200
570 DATA 204,145,48,208
580 DATA 247,32,0,49
590 DATA 238,146,48,238
600 DATA 144,48,206,145
610 DATA 48,202,16,224
620 DATA 234,234,234,206
630 DATA 144,48,206,144
640 DATA 48,238,145,48
650 DATA 238,145,48,162
660 DATA 12,173,146,48
670 DATA 172,144,48,145
680 DATA 251,200,204,145
690 DATA 48,208,248,32
700 DATA 0,49,238,146
710 DATA 48,206,144,48
720 DATA 238,145,48,202
730 DATA 16,227,96
740 REM---SUBROUTINE
750 DATA 165,251,24,105
760 DATA 40,133,251,165
770 DATA 252,105,0,133
780 DATA 252,96
```
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is the resistance of your skin. To measure skin resistance we will use a biofeedback device made by Radio Shack (catalog #63-675, $12.95) The output of this device will be connected through a simple interface circuit to the joystick port on the computer and used to control the speed at which a graphic pattern changes.

To begin, build the circuit shown in figure 1. Since circuit speed is not a problem and there are no dangerous voltages, the construction technique is not critical. Building the circuit on perfboard or an experimenters socket is fine. A 1/8-inch miniature phone plug is used to connect the earplug output from the biofeedback device to the circuit. A joystick extension cable is modified by cutting off the end that goes to the joystick in order to connect the circuit to the computer's joystick port. Pay attention to the color coding of the modified cable. (See figure 2.) Improper wiring could short out the five volt power supply in your computer, destroying it!

Next type the program into the computer and Save It BEFORE running it. Since the program uses machine code routines, any error in typing it in could cause the computer to hang up, thus making it necessary to type the program in again. When you run the program the machine code will be loaded into memory and

automatically checked. Examine the DATA statements if an error occurs when it is run. The program can be tested by connecting a joystick to port 2 and running the program while moving the joystick up and down. A message will appear with a number next to it while you move the joystick. Keep moving the stick and hit the space bar on the computer. After a few moments the screen will clear and a graphic pattern will appear. If you do not get the pattern then something is wrong and you should check the program for typng errors.

To make it all work together, first load the program and 'run' it. Then plug the biofeedback device into the circuit and connect the circuit to joystick port 2 on the computer. Next you need to set the frequency of the oscillator in the biofeedback device. It will not oscillate unless it is connected to something so attach it to your fingers and then turn it on and adjust its pitch control until the number next to the message on the computer screen begins to change. When you have a reading in the 50 to 200 range, hold down the space bar to activate the display. The screen will clear and a moving pattern will appear. Then sit back and relax! The speed with which the pattern changes should now alter depending on how relaxed you are. Since the device is sensitive to changes in skin resistance be careful not to move the hand with the electrodes attached to it or you will alter the pattern speed.

**How it works**

When you are relaxed your breathing slows, your heart slows down and your muscles loosen up. In this state your body doesn't need to burn as much fuel to keep going, and so with the furnaces damped down there is less oil, water and other wastes expelled through your skin. This causes a change in the resistance of your skin and it is this change that can be measured and fed back to your senses with the proper device.

Radio Shack's biofeedback device is essentially a variable frequency pulse generator where the frequency is controlled by resistance. A small current is fed through your skin, amplified, and then used to control the oscillator. The pulse output from the oscillator is fairly sloppy however so it has to be cleaned up before being sent to the computer. The 555 timer is configured as a monostable multivibrator (one-shot flip-flop) to extend the duration of the pulses which are then fed to an inverter made from a NOR gate to further square them up. Power for the circuit is provided by a +5Vdc line from the joystick port. The output of the inverter is fed to a pin on this port which is usually connected to the UP switch on a joystick. Thus each pulse from the biofeedback device is made to look to the computer like a joystick switch opening and closing.

The software contains three fundamental parts. The first is a BASIC routine which provides master control. The second is a machine language subroutine that reads the joystick port and counts the time between pulses. Lines 140 and 250 in the BASIC program read this count from where it is stored in RAM. The third is another machine language routine that draws the colored pattern on the screen. Line 260 in the BASIC

**Fig. 1—SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of interface device between joystick port and the biofeedback monitoring device.**

**Fig. 2—JOYSTICK PORT pinout diagram for the Commodore. Refer to the text for further clarification.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Joy Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Joy Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Joy Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Joy Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Pot DY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Fire Button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>+5Vdc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Pot AX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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256K 64 x 4 150 ns 4.00
256K 256 x 1 100 ns 5.50
256K 256 x 1 120 ns 3.34
256K 256 x 1 150 ns 2.74
128K 128 x 1 150 ns 4.25
64K 64 x 1 150 ns 1.25

EPROM
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27C256 32 x 8 250 ns 6.65
27256 32 x 8 250 ns 5.20
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2764 8 x 8 100 ns 3.40

STATIC RAM
43256-12 32 x 8 120 ns $35.00
62256-16 64 x 8 150 ns 2.94
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program sets the starting color for the pattern every time it is redrawn. Machine language is used here for speed. The pulses from the biofeedback device are at audio frequencies and BASIC is far too slow to count the length of time between pulses. Changing all the colored bars on the screen would also be too slow in BASIC as shown by how fast the screen is cleared initially.

The software and hardware described here can be used for a variety of other purposes with little or no modification. The duration of events lasting less than a few seconds can be measured by connecting a switch to the joystick port in place of the circuit. A crude audio frequency meter could be built by using the machine code routine to measure the duration of one cycle. (A comparator and amplifier will probably be needed to square up and increase gain of the signal.) The code could also be modified to read the other joystick switch connections in order to sense several events simultaneously (The lowest four bits at memory location 56390 represent the four joystick positions. The fifth bit is the fire button.) Experiment with it. Maybe you'll be the first to build a thought-controlled robot!

CB
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 55.00. Helps design electronic projects for the beginner. Includes multi-meter, multivibrators, triacs, logic gates, and more.

PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IC'S 55.00. Presents the basic theory of digital integrated circuits and their application.

PRACTICAL AUDIO BLOCKS 55.00. Includes practical circuits for audio amplifiers, crossovers, equalizers, and more.

PRACTICAL FM PROJECTS 55.00. Covers the design and construction of FM receivers and transmitters.

PRACTICAL AMATEUR PROJECTS 55.00. Presents practical projects for the amateur radio enthusiast.
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Let your computer nail those satellites!

Elery C. Smith, Jr.

Okay, you've got a computer and you're into Satellite reception for your TV. The program offered here will help you in aiming your dish right on the money, and we're even going to give you a way to check and make sure that everything's working right.

The TVRO Antenna Pointing program is written in BASIC, and can easily be programmed into almost any computer. All your entries must be in decimal. If your computer.

```
10 PRINT"TV CHANNEL FREQUENCY DIRECTORY"
20 PRINT"***************"
30 INPUT"TV CHANNEL *";A$ 40 A=ASC(A$);IFA$64THEN300
50 CMVAL(A$) 100 IFC=0THEN600
110 IFC<iTHEN200 120 IFC=7THEN90
130 IFC<i*10THEN80
140 INPUT"UHF OR CABLE *";B$ 150 IF LEFT$(B$,1)="C" THEN0
160 IFC=33 THEN600
170 BC=14;BF=470;GOTO400 180 BC=7;BF=174;GOTO400
190 BC=2;BF=54;GOTO400
200 IFC>90 THEN600 310 C=51;PRINT"A";=CABLE CHK *;C
320 IFC=65 THEN600
330 IFC=23 THEN PRINT"MID BAND CHANNEL";GOTO360
340 PRINT"SUPER BAND CHANNEL"
350 BC=23;BF=216;GOTO400
360 BC=14;BF=120
410 UBF=6
420 FV=1.25;FC=FV+3.58;FA=FV+4.5
430 FL=4;7
440 IF V=1.21 THEN341
450 PRINT"FREQUENCY RANGE= \";LB;" TO \";UB;" MHZ."
460 PRINT"PIX CARRIER= \";FA;" MHZ."
470 PRINT"COLOR CARRIER= \";FC;" MHZ."
480 PRINT"SUPER BAND CHANNEL"
490 NOTE: THE FOLLOWING ASSUMES A RECEIVER WITH A 41-47MHZ I.F.
500 LOCAL OSCILLATOR= 341 MHZ.
510 IMAGE RANGE= 382 TO 388 MHZ.
520 MORE? 600 LOCAL OSCILLATOR= 341 MHZ.
530 IMAGE RANGE= 382 TO 388 MHZ.
540 MORE? 700 END
```

**PROGRAM LISTING ABOVE** is written in BASIC and lets you use almost any computer to help aim your satellite antenna.

**TV CHANNEL?**


**UHF OR CABLE?**

**SUPER BAND CHANNEL**

FREQUENCY RANGE= 294 TO 300 MHZ.

PIX CARRIER= 295.25 MHZ.

COLOR CARRIER= 298.83 MHZ.

SOUND CARRIER= 299.75 MHZ.

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING ASSUMES A RECEIVER WITH A 41-47MHZ I.F.

LOCAL OSCILLATOR= 341 MHZ.

IMAGE RANGE= 382 TO 388 MHZ.

MORE?

**W**

**U**

**CABLE CHANNEL**

FREQUENCY RANGE= 294 TO 300 MHZ.

PIX CARRIER= 295.25 MHZ.

COLOR CARRIER= 298.83 MHZ.

SOUND CARRIER= 299.75 MHZ.

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING ASSUMES A RECEIVER WITH A 41-47MHZ I.F.

LOCAL OSCILLATOR= 341 MHZ.

IMAGE RANGE= 382 TO 388 MHZ.

MORE?

**SAMPLE PRINTOUTS** are for Orlando, Florida, and Huntsville, Texas. Enter our numbers after the program is installed and see if you come up with the same answers.

longitude is 95 degrees, 30 minutes, it must be entered as 95.5. And of course, you must not reverse longitude and latitude.

Included here are two typical samples of entries, one for Orlando, Florida, the other for Huntsville, Texas.

To check your program once it's installed, simply enter my numbers and see if you come up with the same answers. It's that easy.

There's one other thing. Most computers calculate angles using radians. The :01745329 changes your "degrees" entry to radians and back to degrees again. If your computer compensates for a direct entry, simply leave the :01745329 out of the program.
SILICON-CONTROLLED RECTIFIER PROJECTS

15867—From TAB Books. A treasure trove of exciting projects using SCR's and other low-cost thyristor devices for power-control applications. Includes a sophisticated burglar-alarm system, an SCR-based smoke-alarm system, a remote-control garage door opener, and a high-tech light dimmer that uses the output from your stereo to modulate the intensity of your lights. And then there are 20 more. To order—ask for book 15867, include your check for $9.95 plus $1.75 shipping in the US, and order from—Electronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

THE TRANSDUCER PROJECT BOOK

1992T—From TAB Books. A unique collection of practical transducer devices that you can put together very simply and inexpensively. You can build a seismic sensor, a temperature survey meter, an open-door annunciator, a moisture detector, an automatic night light, and more. To order—ask for book 1992T, and include your check for $8.95 plus $1.75 shipping in the US, and order from—Electronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR HANDBOOK USERS

BP33—Presents formulae, data, methods of calculation, conversion factors, etc., with the calculator user especially in mind, often illustrated with simple examples. An invaluable book for all calculator users, whatever their age or occupation. $5.00 plus $1.00 shipping in the US and Canada gets you your copy. Ask for BP33 and order from Electronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS GUIDE

BP85—Designed to help the user find possible substitutes for a popular user-oriented selection of modern transistors. Includes devices produced by more than 100 manufacturers. Wherever possible, equivalents are sub-divided into European, American and Japanese types. Material type, polarity and manufacturer are also shown. To order BP85 send $7.50 plus $1.75 for shipping in the US and Canada to Electronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park NY 11762-0240.
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THE COLLECTED WORKS OF MOHAMMED ULLUYSES FIPS

166—By HUGO GERNSTEL. Here is a collection of 21 April Fools Articles, reprinted from the pages of the magazines they appeared in as a 74-page, 8½ x 11-inch book. The stories were written between 1933 and 1964. Some of the devices actually exist today. Others are just around the corner. All are fun and almost possible. Stories include the Cordless Radio Iron, The Visor-Talkie, Electronic Fazor, 30-Day LP Record, Teleyeglasses and even Electronic Brain Servicing. Get your copy today. Ask for book 166 and include $12.00 plus $2.75 shipping in the US, and order from Radio-Electronics Bookstore, 500-B Bio-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE

BP53—A workshop manual for the electronics enthusiast. It bridges the gap between complicated technical theory, which sometimes seems to have little relevance to practical work, and ‘cut and try’ methods that may bring success in design, but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. To get your copy send $6.95 plus $1.75 for shipping in the US and Canada to Electronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa, NY 11762-0240.

ELECTRONIC GAMES

BP69—A number of interesting electronic game projects using IC's are presented. Includes 19 different projects ranging from a simple coin flipper, to a competitive reaction game, to electronic roulette, a combination lock game, a game timer and more. To order BP69 send $5.00 plus $1.00 shipping in the US and Canada to Electronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
OKIDATA UPGRADE

How to get more out of your Okidata—Without putting a lot more into it...

Elliott S. Kanter

The Okidata Models 82 and 83A have for years been a part of many home and business computer systems. Their reasonable cost and good reliability and speed have made them a staple for the medium- or small-volume printer user who was willing to put up with inconvenience in exchange for the durability and reliability usually associated with an army tank.

One of the minor inconveniences present with both printers, which only vary in column width capability (82A-80 col., 83A-132 Col.) is clearly shown in Table 1, an actual print sample of the rather limited selection of (4) type sizes. However, to further complicate this limitation, there was no easy way other than writing a simple BASIC program with an appropriate "LPRINT" command to change these type sizes, unless you went to the trouble of customizing your wordprocessing program and convert these command codes to others which a program such as WordStar™ could recognize. As if to placate those users of the Okidata line, the company included some values/benefits which were not present on other printers. Okidata 82A and 83A supported your choice of either serial or parallel ports, to a degree. The serial port had a built-in speed limitation of 1200 baud and could only support certain protocols without the addition (at extra cost) of what Okidata refers to as a High-Speed Serial Card.

Essentially the parallel port followed the Centronics conventions, but the printer codes, those control sequences which determined what type size was selected, i.e. 10 CPI (normal type), 16.5 CPI (condensed type), 8.3 CPI (expanded type) or CPI (wide type) were not compatible with the de facto industry standard Epson codes. This made interfacing many of the features available to IBM™ PC users difficult unless you purchased a replacement set of ROM chips called the "Plug 'N Play" option or added the Okidata OKIGRAPH option. You had to really love the 82A/83A to put up with these minor inconveniences—but considering the fact that it would run forever with a change or two of ribbon, and was faster than the Epson competition, the printers found their way into many computer applications.

While offering two options to enhance the ability of the Okidata Printers to respond (much in the same fashion) as the IBM Graphics or Epson MX-80/MX-100 printers, not much else was done to improve upon the printing quality except perhaps by some diehards with the expertise to write custom programs and make the printers do other and somewhat better printing jobs.

Yet at the same time there were aftermarket products available for the Epson products which permitted alternative type styles, sizes and even near letter-quality at fairly reasonable cost adding in the neighborhood of about $130.00 to the basic cost of the printer. When the Okidata owners called or wrote these companies whose ads said "...enhances dot-matrix printers...offers near letter quality, etc." they found out, sorry, but we only support the Epson and true-Epson compatible printers, we have no plans to support the Okidata.
products. This remained true until a Costa Mesa and now Irvine, California Company called Rainbow Technologies Inc., introduced the first in a series of enhancements for the Okidata printers. The original or parent product, OK-Writer®, added near letter quality, dot addressable graphics and other features to the printer via a PC which replaced the existing three ROM chips, it also expanded the speed of the built-in serial port from its 1200 baud limitation to 9400 baud and provided some other goodies which were front panel selectable and didn't require any skills in computer programming.

Progress, like time, stands still for no person, company or computer and Rainbow Technologies built its second generation product, the PC-writer™, incorporating many of the features of the OK-Writer and adding just a few more enhancements like:

* Pica, elite or compressed type styles
* Double width characters in any type style
* Draft (DQ 120CPS) or Near Letter Quality (LQ 30 CPS)
* Ability to print all IBM printer symbols
* Ability to print double line box drawing symbols
* Backspace for easy overstriking

The items listed above can’t really do the PC-Writer as much justice as the print sample of the self-test. This actual print sample is the result of the built in self-test activated from the front panel in much the same manner (pressing and holding the LINE FEED button while turning the power ON) as the conventional and unmodified self-test runs on the B9A/B3A. However the results and printout are outstanding.

In order to gain some things you sacrifice others. In the case of near letter quality, the PC-Writer, like its competition, the super-enhanced Epsons will not operate at the nominal 190 CPS, but will slow to around 30 CPS, however, because near letter quality requires multiple passes, there’s always a chance of a higher noise level due to vibration. In the case of the PC-Writer, this problem is minimized by converting the horizontal emphasis commands into vertical emphasis or double strike commands.

To make any dot-matrix printer’s output more closely resemble near letter or letter-quality, the dots formed by the print head must be made to form a denser pattern. This is accomplished by multiple-passes and results in a decrease in speed. However, these usual techniques do not allow for all of the type fonts available with PC-Writer, and are the result of creative approaches to command code programming in order to make a printer whose average retail price (my area) was about $239.00 plus the PC-Writer (at a suggested list price of $112.95) perform like a letter quality printer selling for double its price! One catch, you have to be handy enough to install the small circuit board yourself.

For those of you who read and followed my articles in the July and August issues of Radio Electronics and built your own compatible PC/XTs what comes next will be a piece of cake. If you haven’t worked on any electronics devices, the instructions and illustrations that follow will make the conversion seem easy enough to follow. A note of caution to either group of installer/builders, once the cover of your printer has been removed, there is a potential for accidental electric shock. Before proceeding any further, unplug your printer from the AC wall outlet and disconnect the cable leading to your computer.

You will need the following hand tools to accomplish the modification: Phillips Head screwdriver with at least a 4-inch shaft, IC Puller (Radio Shack) or small flat-bladed screwdriver.

These items are desirable, but not essential to the modification: Anti-static wrist bracelet, Diagonal Cutters, or A length of hookup wire, a 25K ohm (or greater) resistor and two alligator clips.

**Warning**

The PC-Writer circuit board module can be damaged by static electricity. Do not remove it from its protective packaging until you are ready to install it in your printer.

**INSTALLATION**

After you unplug your printer from the wall and computer, position it as shown in Figure 1. As you view the printer from the front, you will see to your right, a large black plastic knob coming out of the right side of the case. This knob is the platen knob and must be removed before we can proceed. Remove this knob by gently pulling it off and set it aside.

---

**Sample Printouts for Unmodified Okidata B2A**

**THIS IS A SAMPLE OF CONDENSED 16.5 CPI TEXT**

**THIS LINE RETURNS YOU TO NORMAL**

**EXPANDED 8.3 CPI TEXT**

**RETURN TO NORMAL 10 CPI**

**WIDE 5 CPI SAMPLE TEXT**

**RETURN TO NORMAL**

Sample print out unmodified Okidata ML B2A printer. All print styles were accessed via "LPRINT" commands.

---

Fig. 2—Detail view with call outs of the upper cover showing the two screws which must be removed as well as the platen knob.
Remove the access cover by gently lifting it up and set it aside.

Refer to Figure 2 and loosen the two recessed phillips head screws which hold the front upper cover in place. Remove the cover by lifting it up and pushing it back to release the hooks located on the back panel of the printer. Carefully set the cover aside, taking the necessary precautions to avoid losing the two screws.

Turn your printer around as shown in Figure 3 and locate the control circuit board. It is normally located in the first slot from the rear unless you have the optional high speed serial card. If you have the high speed serial card installed, you will have to remove this card before going any further. If you have the high speed serial card, locate the two hold-down screws one at each side of the circuit board and carefully remove the board to enable you to access the control circuit board.

If you do not have the high speed serial card installed, loosen the two hold-down screws at either end of the control circuit board and carefully lift it up until you can identify the three large ICs located at the top right hand corner (as viewed from the rear) and shown in Figures 4. Using either the small flat bladed screw driver or the IC puller, remove these three 24-pin ICs by gently prying them loose from their sockets. The ICs are numbered 004, 005 and 006. You may have to remove cable CN5 from its socket on the control board in order to access these 3 ICs. Once you have removed the ICs you may put them aside, they will not be required when you install the PC-Writer module. Before proceeding with the installation, check that capacitors C27, C28 and C29 are at approximately a 60 degree angle relative to the control circuit board, if they are not, bend them as required. Check to see that capacitor C28 is at approximately a 90-degree angle and correct if need by bending. This will facilitate the installation of the PC-Writer Module.

If you have the anti-static bracelet, place it around your wrist and connect the alligator clip at the end of the wire to a suitable ground connection. If you are wearing a metal watch band, you can use the wire, resistor and two alligator clips to form a similar protective device. Connect one end of the resistor to one of the alligator clips. The other end of the resistor is fastened (twisting is suitable) to a bare end (either end of the wire), the remaining alligator clip should be attached to the end of the wire and connected to a suitable ground connection. The reason for these anti-static precautions is to eliminate the chance that static electric discharges could damage the PC-Writer module. Now you may open the PC-Writer container and carefully remove the module. Refer to Figure 5, the PC-Writer and locate it with the arrows pointing upwards and the circuit components facing you. If you are installing the PC-Writer in an Okidata 83A, locate resistor B labeled “CUT FOR ML83A.” Using a diagonal cutter, carefully cut the wires attaching this resistor to the circuit board and discard the resistor. Carefully remove the protective foam from the underside of the circuit board, and observe the pins extending from the non-component side.

Align these pins with the corresponding locations of sockets 004 and 006 on the circuit control card. Gently press the module into these two sockets and continue the pressure until all pins have been seated in the sockets. Your PC-Writer does not use socket 005. Check your work and ensure that all pins are firmly seated as shown in Figure 6. If you had to remove cable CN5, reconnect it at this time. Carefully slide the circuit board down and refasten the two hold down screws located at either end of the circuit board. Be careful not to pinch any wires under the circuit board during this step.

Turn your printer around so that it is facing you and set the front operator control DIP switch as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>ON</th>
<th>OFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3—Rear view of the printer's control circuit board visible when the upper cover has been removed.

Fig. 4—Detail view of the ROM's (3) and the cable CN5. The 3 ROM ICs are removed and discarded, the cable CN5 may require disconnection.
Testing

Load your printer with paper. Plug the printer into the AC wall outlet. Press and hold the line feed button while you turn the power switch on. Release the LINE FEED button and your printer will begin to print the one page document/type sample. This one page will be repeated until you depress the SEL button or turn the printer OFF.

In case of problems

If the printer does not operate immediately and begin the self-test printout, turn the power off, disconnect the AC power cord and recheck all of the installation steps.

Exploring your new PC-Writer

Now that you have installed the module, the normal control functions of the Okidata Printer (See Figure 7) have been enhanced and have additional functions which will be described at this time.

LINE FEED BUTTON—With the printer deselected (RED LED SEL is OFF), pressing the button for more than one second causes the line feeding paper motion to repeat until the button is released. This can make it easier to move the paper over a short distance to the next top-of-form. It can also be used in conjunction with the TOF (top-of-form) button to advance the paper upwards by small amounts. Holding the TOF SET button down and gently pressing the LINE FEED button continuously will advance the paper when you reach the desired position, relax the LINE FEED button and the new top of form will be set.

SEL (Select) BUTTON—Each time this button is pressed the print head will move to a new position. When the printer is first selected the print head will move to the left margin to recalibrate for proper printing. When you deselect the printer by pressing the button and the RED LED is off, the print head will move to the center to permit you to install the paper without the need to manually move the print head. It is also possible to put the printer ON-LINE after starting a form feed action even though the paper is still moving. Briefly press and release the SEL button and the SEL LED will come on as soon as the printer has stopped moving.

FORM LENGTH ROTARY SWITCH—This switch now has several new functions. If you are using the 132 col. 83A, switch setting 6 now selects a page length of 8½ inches rather than the 8 inch page length shown in the printer manual and repeated on the 83A’s access cover. This will allow you to use paper 11 inches wide by 8½ inches high. The other uses of this rotary switch will be covered under the “Feature Selection” category.

Now that you have installed your PC-Writer, your Okidata Printer will provide full emulation of the IBM Graphics printer and more. How much more will depend on what you elect to set by using escape sequences described in detail in the PC-Writer manual (Section 6.2), how you make use of the front panel Features Selection which will be described in detail and your own specific requirements.

The default setting you made earlier on the DIP switch located on the form of the operator control panel enables the selection of all of the enhanced functions. If you desire to use only those functions used or supported by the IBM graphics printer, and no more, you would set switch 5 to ON and 1 and 8 to OFF, and not use any of the unique escape sequences for the PC-Writer. A description of some of the possible settings can be found in Section 4 and 6 of your PC-Writer’s manual. For the present, let’s leave the switch as...

![Resistor B cut for ML 83A](image1)

Fig. 5—The PC WRITER Module with call out for location of Resistor B. This resistor is not used with the wide carriage ML 83A printer.

![PC WRITER Module installed](image2)

Fig. 6—The PC WRITER Module installed on the control circuit board.
set previously, and enjoy as much of the ease-of selection and feature as possible.

**Feature selection**

The PC-Writer’s features can be accessed in two ways. The first is via traditional computer control mode, this will require that you use the escape sequences unique to your PC-Writer and for the present, we suggest that you confine yourself to the second mode, the user of the new enhanced Front Panel Selection Mode which will allow you access to the most desirable features without the need to program or refer to charts or tables.

**FRONT PANEL SELECTION MODE-In this mode, you will use the SEL button, the LINE FEED button and the FORM FEED button and the FORM LENGTH rotary switch. Each of these controls and their function will be explained separately.**

**Selecting a feature**

To convert the front panel control to feature selection, depress the SEL button for one or more seconds to activate the front panel selection mode. This is indicated by an audible tone and the SEL LED flashing at a rate of about 2 or 3 times per second.

To select a feature rotate the FORM LENGTH switch from its normal forms length setting to the desire setting as listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting#</th>
<th>Feature Selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Print HELP Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Letter quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Elite character pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compressed character mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wide characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shortened characters at 12 lines per inch (1pi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Emphasized printing (bold faced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Double Strike printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dumb terminal mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Print shifting alphabet test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If position 1 through 8 is selected the SEL LED will indicate if that feature is ON (selected) or OFF. If the feature is ON the SEL LED will be ON more than it is off, if the feature selected is OFF, the LED will be OFF more than it is on. To change the setting or state of the selection, press the LINE FEED button once. Pressing it again will change the selected feature to its opposite setting (off becomes ON, or on becomes OFF). If the FORM LENGTH switch is at the 0 position, pressing the line feed button will print a list (menu) of the features available from PC-Writer and their status (ON or OFF). Position 9 if selected will immediately begin to print a shifting alphabet test as shown in Table 3. To stop this test, press the SEL button.

Draft quality is selected whenever letter quality is not selected. The compressed mode has no effect while the Elite character pitch is selected. Pica character pitch of 10 cpi is selected whenever neither elite or compressed mode is selected. Turning off the shortened character mode (Position 5) will also select 6 LPI spacing. In the dumb terminal mode, all control codes except Carriage Return (CR), Line Feed (LF) and Form Feed (FF) are ignored.

You can also print out the part numbers of the PROMs installed in the module. This information could be helpful whenever you need to discuss either a problem or performance with a factory representative. To print these parts numbers, press the TOF SET and FORM FEED buttons simultaneously.

Once you have selected the desired features, briefly press the SEL button. The SEL LED will go off and an audible tone will sound to indicate that the normal off line (deselected) mode is in effect. Return the FORMS LENGTH switch to its normal forms length setting and press the SEL button again to place the printer ONLINE. The printer will now be ready to print using the selected PC-Writer Feature.

While the normal functions of the operator front panel controls are well described and documented in your printer manual, using PC-Writer you can also make power-on selections of these features by pressing and holding the button while turning the printer power on. The buttons and their Power-On features are as follows: Operator Button Feature Activated TOP SET Compressed character pitch in draft mode FORM FEED Pica character pitch in letter quality mode SEL Electronically reverses the operator Dip SW Pos 8 for ON/OFF or OFF/ON, allows both a serial and parallel cable to be connected to the printer (DO NOT USE WITH HI-SPEED SERIAL CARD) LINE FEED Self-test and demonstration mode. FROM & LINE FEED Diagnostic Hex dump mode

All features can be deactivated by depressing (deselecting) the SEL button once or when you turn off the printer.

There are many more things you can do with PC-Writer, but if they were all described here, Rainbow Technologies wouldn’t have to print a manual. The manual that comes with PC-Writer has sections on code information which is well structured and complete enough to enable you to really take charge of your new printer and exploit it to the limit, after all that’s one of the best reasons for buying an enhancement in the first place.

For more information about PC-Writer and any of Rainbow Technologies other products write to them at: Rainbow Technologies Inc., 17971-E Skypark Circle, Irvine, CA 92714. (714) 261-0228. 

---

Fig. 7—Detail view of the front panel controls. All controls now have enhanced functions under the PC WRITER.
Oftentimes we need to monitor two different conditions and raise an alarm when either condition falls above or below a normal value. Those conditions might be, for example, the outputs of a dual-voltage power supply, indoor and outdoor temperatures, or the high and low levels of the contents of a tank.

The electronics of such a two-input monitoring circuit has been greatly simplified by the introduction of the 3041 Monitor/Alarm IC by the Microcircuits Division of Intech. The 3041 is a dual-input circuit designed to monitor two different voltages and give an indication if either varies from the preset level by more than a user-settable predetermined percentage. The IC can provide a steady or an oscillating output, depending on the state of pin 4. The steady-state output is suitable for driving an LED, a lamp, or a TTL gate; the oscillating output is suitable for driving a speaker or a lightbulb.

The 3041 is packaged in an eight-pin mini-DIP. As shown in Fig. 1, it consists of a dual-input voltage comparator, a voltage regulator, and an oscillator. The 2.5-volt reference that is supplied by the regulator may vary between 2.2- and 2.7-volts DC. The reference voltage is available at pin 3. Maximum current drain (with the alarm on) is 13 mA from a 5-volt supply, and 25 mA from a 15-volt supply. Temperature stability is typically +50 ppm/°C.

The dual-input comparator monitors the voltages applied to pins 1 and 8, and compares them with reference voltage \( V_{R1} \), which is present at the junction of external resistors R1 and R2. Actually, the voltage at pin 2 of the IC is used as the reference voltage, but the voltage at the junction of R1 and R2 is a more accurate representation of the voltage to which the comparator inputs are compared.

Only six discrete components are needed to build a basic monitor/alarm circuit. External resistors R1 and R2 are typically 1000 ohms each. Resistor R3 is determined by the desired "trip" tolerance, the percentage deviation from normal that will cause the alarm to trip. The resistor's value can be calculated as follows:

\[
R3 = \left( \frac{100,000}{\% \text{ Tolerance}} \right) - 1000
\]

The accuracies of resistors R1, R2, and R3 affect the tolerance of the comparator outputs by a factor of 10:1. For example, if the value of R3 is off by 5%, the comparator output will be off by 0.5%.

Capacitor C1 filters the voltage regulator's output, reduces noise to the comparator, and ensures a high-resolution trip point.

The internal oscillator can be disabled by grounding pin 4. For an AC output, connect an RC network to that pin as shown in Fig. 1. The values shown there will produce an output of about 1000 Hz; other frequencies are easily obtainable by using other components. Intech’s data sheet contains a nomograph that aids component selection for various frequencies.

The 3041’s open collector output (pin 1) can supply as much as 30 mA of current. The output is off (high) when both comparator inputs are within tolerance, and on (low) when either input is out of tolerance. With the component
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values shown in Fig. 1, when either $V_{IN1}$ or $V_{IN2}$ varies more than 5% from $V_{REF}$ a 1-kHz tone will be heard.

The 3041 can be used to monitor negative voltages. To do so, just connect pin 6 to the most negative point rather than to ground. If only one input is used, the other must be connected to the $V_{REF}$ pin.

Ripple detection

The 3041 can be used to detect ripple or oscillation at the inputs. To do that, connect a capacitor between the arm and the upper end of one of the input potentiometers. The DC voltage level is set by adjusting the pot while the AC signal is fed directly to the input through the capacitor. The circuit will respond to a peak AC voltage of 150 mV with a 5% tolerance setting, 230 mV with a 10% setting, and 420 mV with a 20% tolerance setting.

The value of the capacitor is determined by the value of the pot and by the lowest frequency of the signal that is to be detected. After setting the potentiometer for the desired DC level, measure the resistance between the arm and the high end. Select a capacitor whose reactance at the lowest frequency is small compared with the resistance it will be shunting.

For a data sheet and additional information on the 3041, write to Intech, Inc. Microcircuits Div., 2270 Martin Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95050-2781.

New dual JFET op-amp

NEC Electronics has introduced the µPC812, a new low-offset-voltage dual-JFET-input op-amp designed for stable operation when driving high-capacitance loads. Even when working into a 6800-pF load, the µPC812's output is absolutely stable. That stability is the result of using NEC's high-speed ($f_T = 300$ MHz) PNP transistor in the output stage. The high-speed transistor eliminates oscillation problems when sinking current into a large capacitive load.

Other features of the device include low input-offset voltage (3 mV maximum) and low input-offset voltage temperature drift (7 µV/°C). In addition, the device has output short-circuit protection, internal frequency compensation, and a high slew rate (13 V/µs).

Applications include fast sample-and-hold, high-speed integrators, and any circuit requiring high-performance input and output characteristics. The µPC812 is available in standard 8-pin plastic DIP and surface mount packages. Pricing for the DIP package is $0.66 for 100+ lots. NEC Electronics, Inc., P. O. Box 7241, Mountain View, CA 94039.

Quad multiplying D/A

Precision Monolithics' DAC-8408 quad 8-bit, multiplying CMOS D/A converter with memory is designed for applications that require data-path verification, self diagnostics, and PC-board space savings.

The IC contains four identical 8-bit DAC's on a single CMOS chip. Each DAC has its own reference input, feedback resistor, data latches, and internal 3-state buffers. The IC uses an 8-bit TTL/CMOS-compatible data port that is bus-compatible with most 8-bit microprocessors, including the 6800, the 8080, the 8085, and the
Z80. The port is common to all DAC's in the IC; doing so reduces pin count and allows the device to be packaged in a 28-pin, 0.6" DIP.

The DAC-8408 features a read/write capability that allows each DAC's data word to be read from an addressable memory location. By reading the latched register contents back, the controlling computer can execute data-path verification, self-checks, and analog output updating.

The device is available in two grades in both military/industrial and commercial temperature ranges. Prices in 100-piece lots range from $8.03 for the lower-grade commercial devices to $38.82 for the top military grade. Precision Monolithics, P. O. Box 58020, Santa Clara, CA 95052.

New P-channel JFET's

The 2N5460-2N5465 from Siliconix are low-cost P-channel JFET devices designed for a broad range of applications, including servo amplifiers, analog switches, level shifters, and control loops. Featured are high breakdown voltages of 40 to 60 volts, low operating currents of 1 to 9 mA, and high gain (1000 to 6000 µmhos, minimum). Fast switching is made possible by the devices' low inter-electrode capacitance (typically 1 to 5 pf). The JFET's come in TO-92 packages. In 1000 piece lots the 40-volt 2N5460, 2N5461, and 2N5462 are $0.40 each. The 60-volt 2N5463, 2N5464, and 2N5465 are $0.60 each. Siliconix, Inc., 2201 Laurelwood Rd., Santa Clara, CA 95054.

High-power Darlington's

The ZTX600 is the latest addition to Ferranti's family of E-Line (TO-92) NPN Darlington transistors. The new series of high-performance, medium-power devices handle collector currents of as much as 1 amp, and that makes them ideal for automotive and industrial applications. Pulsed currents (Icm) of up to 4 amps, and gains (hfe) to 100,000 at continuous currents ranging from 500-1000 mA are attainable.

The ZTX600 series offers VCEO ratings of 140 to 160 volts. The construction of the E-Line package permits high junction temperature operation (200°C) that is usually associated with metal-can devices, which can dissipate up to 1.5 watts.

The ZTX600 series is available with several lead configurations and on radial or surface-mount tape for auto-placement. Unit prices are below $0.18 in quantities of 50,000. Ferranti Semiconductor, 87 Modular Ave., Commack, NY 11725.

Four new MOSFET's

Four ITT-type MOSFET transistors that complement its line of N- and P-channel devices have been announced by Ferranti Semiconductors. The devices, BS170P, BS107P and BS107PT (N-channel), and BS250P (P-channel) are numbered according to the Pro-Electron or European system. They provide low threshold, low leakage and fast switching at breakdown voltages between 60 and 200 volts. The BS107P and BS107PT can withstand lightning surges of 1500 volts.

The BS107P costs $0.31 in lots of 1000. The BS107P and BS107PT cost $0.41 and $0.42, respectively, in similar quantities.—Ferranti Semiconductors, 87 Modular Ave., Commack, NY 11725.

ROBOTICS
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into the control board; the personality pack provides the CPU and any memory it requires.

The arm used for the robot is an adaptation of the Milton Bradley Robotix series we discussed in the July 1986 issue. Optical encoders are placed on all joints; feedback from them is routed to the control circuitry. Motor control is by means of subminiature mechanical rather than solid-state relays.

The mobile platform also includes an allphone speech synthesizer. The IC set is available through Radio Shack.

Because of the complexity of the construction details, it is not feasible to present them here. If you are interested in obtaining a full packet of information on the robot (schematic, theory, programming, and mechanical details) drop me a note and include a self-addressed stamped business envelope. R-E
Closed-captioning

In the old days, when technicians showed up for a remote broadcast in black tie, a remote broadcast generally required a separate cue and chit-chat circuit that was independent of the primary signal path. But just about any sort of communications circuit costs big bucks, whether it's a private radio or telephone system, or someone with a pocketful of change ducking into the nearest phone booth. So, as soon as it became technically feasible, broadcasters began to piggyback subsidiary communications on the main TV and FM broadcast channels.

The FM SCA (Subsidiary Communications Authorization) subcarrier channel was legal as far back as 1945, but until recent times the FM subcarriers were used almost exclusively for telemetering the transmitter, or as a second broadcast channel for background music and "storecasts." FM subcarriers were not used as a substitute for a conventional communications system.

But thanks to modern technology it is now relatively easy and convenient to integrate independent cue and control signals with the main broadcast signal. And it's also possible to piggyback special programming with the main broadcast signal.

Piggyback channels

Two examples of commonly used piggyback communications are the television professional subcarrier channel and closed-captioning for the hearing-impaired. The professional channel is an audio subcarrier that is displaced 102.3 kHz from a TV station's main audio carrier. It can have a maximum power output no more than 10% of the main audio carrier. Unlike the TV SAP (Second Audio Program) channel, which is locked to the horizontal sync, the professional subcarrier is crystal controlled and limited to ±3 kHz deviation. It is intended specifically for station business such as the control tones that are used for electronic news gathering, and for cueing and coordinating remote broadcasts. Pro subcarrier signals might also be used to aim the antenna that is used to receive microwave signals from a remote pickup truck, or it might simply turn on a light that means "You're on the air."

Closed-captioning is a means whereby titles and "balloons" are superimposed on a TV picture so the hearing-impaired can understand TV programs and commercials (yes, commercials). Titles are similar to the subtitles used in foreign films, in that they run across the bottom of the picture. Balloons are shorter subtitles that resemble the "speech balloons" used in comic strips. The words are positioned adjacent to the person speaking, and that helps convey the flow of conversation when several persons are in the picture.

Closed-caption reception requires a special adapter which is nothing more than a special-purpose microcomputer combined with a VHF/UHF tuner and an RF modulator that can deliver a signal to TV channel 2 or 3. As shown in Fig. 1, the adapter connects to a standard TV set just like a VCR or a cable converter. The major difference is that the computer decodes the captions and inserts them into the conventional TV picture. (We'll present plans for a closed-caption decoder in the next month's issue.—Editor)

Closed-captions do not interfere with normal video because the ASCII captioning codes are inserted into the TV signal during line 21 of Field 1, which occurs during the vertical blanking interval. The microprocessor in the closed-caption adapter extracts the data from line 21, converts it into displayable form, and applies it to the modulator for output. (Line 21 of Field 2 is generally not used for other than perhaps a control signal because only half the line is available for ASCII encoding.)

The ASCII data in line 21 represents a single character which may be preceded by a "preamble" that contains information needed to position the inserted text: the line on which it is located, and its indentation from the left edge of the picture. The preamble permits the title or balloon to be located any-
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R-2000
All-mode receiver

Superior engineering, quality, and performance describe Kenwood's multi-mode communications receiver.

The R-2000 receiver has the most often-needed features for the serious or casual shortwave broadcast listener. Listen in on overseas news, music, and commentary. "Listen up" on the VHF public service and Amateur radio frequencies, as well as aircraft and business band communications with the R-2000 and VC-10 option. The R-2000 has a muting circuit so you can monitor your Amateur radio station's signal quality.

- Covers 150 kHz – 30 MHz in 30 bands
- All mode: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM
- Digital VFOs: 50 Hz, 500 Hz or 5-kHz steps, F LOCK switch

- Ten memories store frequency, band, and mode data. Each memory may be tuned as a VFO.
- Lithium battery memory back-up.
- Memory scan.
- Programmable band scan.
- Fluorescent tube digital display of frequency (100 Hz resolution) or time.
- Dual 24-hour quartz clocks, with timer.
- Three built-in IF filters with NARROW/WIDE selector switch (CW filter optional).
- Squelch circuit, all mode, built-in.
- Noise blanker built-in.
- Large front mounted speaker.
- RF step attenuator (0-10-20-30 dB).
- AGC switch: (Slow-Fast).
- "S" meter, with SINPO scale.
- High and low impedance antenna terminals.
- 100/120/220/240 VAC operation.
- RECORD output jack.
- Timer REMOTE output (not for AC power).
- Muting terminals.

Optional accessories:
- VC-10 VHF converter for R-2000 covers 118-174 MHz.
- HS-4 Headphones.
- HS-5 Deluxe headphones.
- HS-6 Lightweight headphones.
- HS-7 Micro headphones.
- DCX-1 DC cable for 13.8 VDC operation.

Additional information on Kenwood all-band receivers is available from authorized dealers.

Service manuals are available for all receivers and most accessories.
Specifications and prices subject to change without notice or obligation.
ANTIQUE RADIOS

Antique radio cabinets

IT'S HARD TO TALK ABOUT ANTIQUE RADIOS without also talking about the cabinets of antique radios. Those cabinets are as collectible as the chassis they contain. In the early days of radio, it was not unusual to have an elaborate cabinet for the speaker and none at all for the chassis. Some early speaker cabinets were so large that there was room inside to mount the chassis, which many listeners did. And many chassis were mounted in cabinets made for purposes totally unrelated to radio.

The antique of the month

Speaking of large cabinets, the massive 1940 Philco Model 41-616 combination radio/phono shown in Fig. 1 has the largest cabinet in my collection. Measuring 40 inches across and about 48 inches high, it completely dominates my "shack." Usually the shack is used only for quarantine and preliminary inspection. However, that console was too large to carry down to my "museum" (the cellar).

I received the Philco just for removing it from a location where it was unwanted. Not being one to turn down anything free, I planned to restore that monster and then sell it (or trade it) for some older (and smaller) collectibles. But, after repairing the chassis and hearing the big-band sounds emanating from the grille cloth, I decided to keep it. Now I listen to it whenever I work in the shack. My only problem is getting in and out of the shack, because the Philco almost completely blocks the door.

Its 15-tube chassis has a broadcast band and three shortwave bands; and a 14-inch dynamic speaker is located under the record changer.

Antique cabinets

Over the years, the radio cabinet took the form of everything from a simple box to a huge elaborately scrolled cabinet. When the chassis was no longer repairable, a nice cabinet might be converted into a bookcase, a grandfather clock, a lamp, a birdhouse, a phonograph, a secretary, or any of a number of other things.

Enclosure design

Speaker cabinets weren't used just for looks and to house the chassis; they were designed to improve the sound produced by speakers. So designers spent a great deal of effort trying to match enclosure and loudspeaker to get the best looks and the best sound. Some designers went to fantastic lengths to come up with better-sounding speaker enclosures. In fact, collectors who dismantle the cabinets of some 1930-era consoles may well be baffled by the baffle arrangement (pun intended). You may not be able to find the speaker because of all of the internal parts! Another area of much engineering effort was the fabric design of the loosely-woven grille cloth. It was hoped that the grille cloth wouldn't interfere with the sound waves.

Through the 1930's the ability to reproduce bass notes was the most desirable feature, and one of the hottest selling points, of many console radios. Bass response was improved by using a large re-
producer, by adding bass and treble controls, and by using a well-designed enclosure.

In the developing days of radio, not just the type of speaker, but its location were items of contention among designers. In an effort to improve reproduction, shelves were installed, removed, installed in another location, and so on, in early cabinet designs. Information on that type of alteration, and others, could be obtained from the early radio magazines.

For some unknown reason, cabinets for radio chassis were not very popular. Buying radios in bits and pieces was the beginning of "component" sets, which younger readers may think began with hi-fi in the 1950's. Actually, component sets are as old as radio itself.

Many speaker cabinets were large enough to use as closets. Enterprising experimenters knew that an oversized speaker cabinet and a cabinet-less chassis could be combined. Even then, as little as 25% of the grille area might be taken up by the speaker.

Of course, it would have been a crime to destroy the front of a beautiful speaker cabinet to mount a chassis with tuning dials, volume controls, etc., protruding through the front. But there were ways around that. To maintain the integrity of the front panel of the cabinet, one place to put the tuning knob, volume control, and power switch was on the side. Of course, the chassis had to have provision for appropriate Shall extenders, as well as for other mechanical fixes.

Converting a console speaker cabinet to a complete self-contained radio was a very popular activity in the late 1920's. There were thousands of builders, and that explains why many collectors have attractive, professional-looking radios that they can't seem to be able to identify.

The cabinets themselves were made by hundreds of different cabinet makers; many of them didn't bother to label their work. All it took was a few simple alterations, such as adding a shelf, to be able to mount the chassis in the cabinet.

A homemade tuning knob (with a painted dial) that is mounted on the side of a cabinet is a good clue that a radio wasn't originally a console radio. Converting those speaker cabinets to console radios surely didn't please the cabinet manufacturers, because the added shelves and other components did little for the cabinet's sound quality. If a back panel was present, it had to be removed to allow heat dissipation, and heat was something there was plenty of in early chassis with big tubes. Also, an AC-powered amplifier located close to a speaker often created hum that didn't exist when the speaker was mounted in the cabinet alone.

**Baffle design**

Sound waves emanating from the front of the speaker cone must be separated from the out-of-phase sound waves emanating from the rear. One fairly successful attempt to separate those sound waves looks like a speaker mounted on a paddle. The "paddle" is called a baffle board, and the assembly was designed to
complement the furniture that was in style at that time (the late 1920's).

One battle board, the 1928-ish Musicone, was made by Crosley. When first introduced, the Musicone sold for under $40.00 complete. That was quite a buy, when you consider that a magnetic speaker was included. The Musicone is an attractive piece of furniture with an ornate, scalloped, solid mahogany battle, and a three-legged stand. Standing about 40 inches tall, the battle of the Musicone can be adjusted from side to side to accommodate the listener's pleasure.

As with other components of developing radio, there was much controversy over which type of cabinet was best, and how components should be mounted inside it. Some designers thought that the speaker should be mounted in the top of the cabinet so that sound would be directed at the ears of the listeners in the room. Many readers have sent in photos of that type of antique radio, such as the Grigsby Grunow Majestic; some RCA models with a phono mounted over the speaker (from about 1933); some RCA Radiolas; the Stromberg-Carlson Highboy, and several Philco models, such as the nine-tube model 90B shown in Fig. 2.

![FIG. 2](image-url)

It may have been a good idea to mount the speakers at ear height, but tuning some of those sets was difficult. You might have to get down on your knees to see the tuning dial, which sometimes was mounted a scant 14 inches above the floor.

So some people used the bottom part of the speaker cabinet as a battle. The speaker faced downward, so sound came out of the bottom of the cabinet. That type of cabinet could be used only in rooms with heavily carpeted floors, because the echoes that resulted could degrade the sound quality.

The speaker-design wars ended in a compromise: Speakers were mounted in the bottom of the front panel facing forward. The difference in sound (from the upper position) wasn't noticeable, and the radio was much easier to tune when the dial was mounted above the speaker.

Early speaker cabinets often had thin supporting legs, but later the legged cabinets gave way to models that were enclosed almost all the way to the floor. The extra cabinet, besides conforming to more modern ideas about furniture design, gave the engineers new ways of reinforcing the bass notes. The extra length of the cabinet made it
possible to delay the sound waves (by bouncing them around inside the cabinet) until they were in phase with the waves coming from the front of the cone.

Troubleshooting hints

If you have a cabinet with a “Labyrinth,” you must remove a felt hood to get at the speaker. Be sure to replace the hood (behind the speaker) and all cabinet parts, or the sound will not be reproduced as the manufacturer intended. Also, speaker cabinets without backs should stand about six inches from a wall, or in a corner for best sound.

Most early cabinets were made of extremely heavy wood. The “Sonic Arc” baffle made by RCA required a heavy cabinet. So did their model that pumped bass tones through pipes and emitted them in phase through the bottom of the baseboard.

When you dismantle those cabinets to service the loudspeaker, don’t destroy all the early engineers’ hard work. Be sure to replace everything just as it was when you finish. Remember: that includes any sound-deadening material, and especially the heavy flat or curved backboards.

Haves and needs

We have one “have” this month, and a copule of “needs.”

Tony Peterson (800 12th Ave. NE, Blaine, MN 55434) needs a 1939 Stromberg Carlson, 12-tube remote control unit.

John Kendall (301-877-3593) has a Jackson model 648 tube tester for antique tubes. George E. Kemmell (60-05 70th Ave., Ridgewood, NY 11385) needs someone to repair a Majestic Model 90.

Help needed

I am compiling a list of useful reading material for inclusion in a future column. If you have a book, magazine, newsletter, catalog, reprint, or other source of information that you consider particularly useful, I’d appreciate it if you would let me know about it. Please include a sample issue, or complete publication data, including a source where it can be purchased by our readers.
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If you think that a single character per line may not provide much information, bear in mind the fact that there are 30 usable fields per second. So in two seconds the system can transmit almost two complete lines of subtitles, which the microprocessor then integrates into a single display. Characters don’t come up on the screen one at a time unless the captioning is being done in real time.

You might wonder whether the adapter can simply strip off the video information and display only text (in the manner of Teletext). A Teletext bulletin-board is, in fact, one of the options provided by the adapter’s function selector. For example, the Teletext mode is used to piggyback news bulletins from the ABC network onto broadcasts, and real-time school news and notices on educational stations.
PLANS AND KITS

CATALOG: Hobby broadcasting 1750 meters ham/ CB; transmitters, amplifiers, antennas, scramblers, bugging devices, more! PANAXIS, Box 130-F10, Paradise, CA 95969.

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL

bugging devices, more! PANAXIS, CB: transmitters, amplifiers, antennas, scramblers, CATALOG: Hobby/broadcasting/1750 meters ham/ Card Number Expiration copy.) (No special headings, there PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $23.00. ( ) Plans/Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale ( ) Education/Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television ( )

Special Category: $23.00

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. (No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15 ($42.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 ($45.60)</td>
<td>17 ($48.45)</td>
<td>18 ($51.30)</td>
<td>19 ($54.15)</td>
<td>20 ($57.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 ($59.85)</td>
<td>22 ($62.70)</td>
<td>23 ($65.55)</td>
<td>24 ($68.40)</td>
<td>25 ($71.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 ($74.10)</td>
<td>27 ($76.95)</td>
<td>28 ($79.80)</td>
<td>29 ($82.65)</td>
<td>30 ($85.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 ($88.35)</td>
<td>32 ($91.10)</td>
<td>33 ($94.05)</td>
<td>34 ($96.90)</td>
<td>35 ($99.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad, fill in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted):

Card Number

Expiration Date

Please Print Name / Signature

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services) $2.85 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code). MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 3% discount for same ad in 6 issues, 10% discount for same ad in 12 issues within one year; if prepaid. NON-COMMERCIAL RATE: (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $2.30 per word, prepaid... no minimum. ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME IN BOLD FACE AD; add 45% premium to total price. EXPENDED TYPE AD: $4.30 per word prepaid. All other items same as for STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: add 25% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. DISPLAY ADS: 1" x 2"—$310.00; 2" x 2"—$620.00; 3" x 2"—$930.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts are available. ALL COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 12th of the third month preceding the date of the issue. (i.e., August issue copy must be received by May 12th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, issue closes on preceding working day.

CRYSTAL radio sets, plans, parts, kits, catalog $1.00. MIDCO, 660 North Dixie Highway, Hollywood, FL 33020.

BUILD this five digit panel meter and square wave generator including an ohms, capacitance and frequency meter. Detailed instructions $2.50. BAG-NALL ELECTRONICS, 179 May, Fairfield, CT 06430.

VOICE disguisers! Telephone bugs! FM bugs! Other kits! Send stamped envelope: XANDI, Box 25647, Dept. 60C, Tempe, AZ 85282.

EPROM, EEPROM zapper kit. Stand alone, RS232, parallel. $5.00 plans, $99.00 kit, free literature. MICRO KIT, 9310 Patterson, Caledonia, MI 49316 (616) 791-9333.

BUILD THIS ELECTRONIC DIGITAL LOCK


CABLE TV Converters: Jerrold Products include "New Jerrold Tri-Mode." SB-3, Hamlin, Oak VN-12, M-35-8, Zenith, Magnavox, Scientific Atlanta, and more. (Quantity discounts) 60 day warranty. Service converters sold here. For fast service C.O.D. orders accepted. Send SASE (60 cents postage) or call for info (312) 637-4408. HIGGINS ELECTRONICS, 5143R, W. Diversey, Chicago, IL 60639. No Illinois orders accepted.

PROJECTOR TV...Convert your TV to project 7 foot picture. Results comparable to $2,500 projectors. Total cost less then $300. Plans and 6" lens $21.95. Illustrated information free. MACROMA-GB, Washington Crossing, PA 18977. Credit card orders 24 hours (215) 736-3979.

MOBILE telephone using your 2-way radio, plans $9.95, with Pcb/rds $24.95. Parts available. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT CORP, Box 384, Westmoreland, NY 14490.

TELEPHONE bug FM room bug schematics with detailed construction procedures using Radio Shack's numbered parts. Both. $6.00. Receivers available SCHEFFIELD ELECTRONICS, 7223 Story Island, Chicago, IL 60649.

FLASH 6 bright LED's, random pattern. Round etched board plus schematics. $2.79 post-paid. PARAWING, PO Box 65, Menlo Park, CA 94026.

STRANGE stuff. Plans, kits, new items. Build sail- plate dish $69.00. Descramblers, bugs, adult toys, information photo package $3.00 refundable. DI-RIJO CORPORATION, Box 212, Lowell, NC 28098.

FOR SALE

TUBES new, unused. Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for list. FALA ELECTRONICS, Box 13762, Milwaukee, WI 53201.

LINEAR parts, tubes, transistors MR454 $16.00, MRF455 $12.00, MRF477 $11.00, MRF492 $18.00. Catalog RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos, CA 92072 (519)744-0728.
OLD TIME radio programs on high quality tapes. Comedy, Adventure, Music! Free catalog. CARL F. FROELICH, Heritage Farm, New Freedom, PA 17349.

TV tunable notch filters, free brochure D.K. VIDEO Box 63/6025, Margate, FL 33063 (305)752-9202.

TEST equipment, reconditioned. For sale $1.25 for catalog WALTER'S, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, CA 94806 (415)724-0567.


CABLE-TV converters and scramblers. Low prices, quality merchandise. We ship COD. Send $2.00 for catalog CABLETRONICS UNLIMITED, P.O. Box 266 South Weymouth, MA 02190 (617) 871-6500.

DESCRAMBLER plans for Jerrold. Theory, schematic, parts list, waveforms. For speedy delivery send $10.00 cash or money order. BAY STATE ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 63, Accord, MA 02018.

FREE Adapter (Limited offer) with Assortment #1-3 consisting of Toko Coils 444-120k, 470 nH-3000023, BKAN-K555AXX (2), PCB; Transistors 2N3904 (2), BF85 (sub); IC's 7812, 74123, MC1330A1P, Diodes 1N914, 1N5231B. Only $25.00. 10% discount for 5 or more. Shipping $3.00/order MC/Visa/COD. Toll free 1-800-821-3226 Ext. 425 (orders). JIM RHODES, INC., 1025 Ransome Lane, Kingsport, TN 37660.

TUBES, name brands, new. 80% off list. KIRBY, 298 West Carmel Drive, Carmel, IN 46032.

INDIVIDUAL Photo-collators #1 to #1400, $3.00 per unit. LOEB, 414 Chestnut Lane, East Meadow, NY 11554.

ELECTRON tubes — radio, TV & industrial types — huge inventory. Call toll free (800) 221-5802 or write Box ESC TRANSLETRONIC, INC. 1365 39th St. Brooklyn, NY 11218, (718) 613-2800.

WHOLESALE catalog of unusual money making electronic items. Dealers wanted. Rush $1 CROSLEY (A), Box 840, Champian, NY 12019.

FREE transistors: Sample of PN2222 and 2N3904 with our Catalog of Budget Priced Electronic Components for hobbyists and industry. Send $2.00 P&H (refundable) BUDGET ELECTRONICS, Box 973, Moreno Valley, CA 92558. (714) 653-1653.

BUGGED? Wiretapped? Find out fast. Countermeasures equipment catalog $1.00. CAPRI ELECTRONICS, Route 1R, Canon, GA 30520.

WHOLESALE car radio computer telephone audio video accessories antenna catalog (718) 897-0509 D&W, 68-12 110th St. Flushing, NY 11375.

SB3 descrambler parts to construct project in Feb 84 Radio-Electronics. $49.95 (Dealer inquiries invited). CROSLEY. Box 840. Champion, NY 12019.

WORLDS best channel 3 notch filter. $39.95. (Dealer inquiries invited) CROSLEY ZIO, Box 840. Champion, NY 12019.

SPECTACULAR strobe light chasers, stroboscopic devices. Helium-Neon Laser components, scientific items, more! Free catalog ALLEGRO ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, #3R Mine Mountain, Cornwall Bridge, CT 06754.

TUBES: oldest, latest, parts, components schematics. SASE for list STEINMETZ, 7519 Maplewood Ave. R.E., Hammond, IN 46324.

ELECTRONICS, $1.50 brings fyer, grant bag. LYNN JOHNSTON, 2221 The Alameda #176, Santa Clara, CA 95050.

ANTIQUE radio hobbyists — 20 page catalog of tubes, parts, and literature for radio restoration. Send $2.00 to ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY, 588 W. First St. Tempe, AZ 85281.

CABLE-TV converters and equipment. Plans and parts. Build or buy. Free information. CAD ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 1402. Dept. RE. Hope, AR 71801.

CABLE-TV WE'LL MATCH OR BEAT ANYONE'S ADVERTISED RETAIL OR WHOLESALE PRICES!

BONANZA!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>SINGLE UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>DEALER 10-UNIT PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>18.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY)</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td>72.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC-58 WIRELESS CONVERTER</td>
<td>92.95</td>
<td>76.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>105.95</td>
<td>90.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB ADD-ON UNIT</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NEW — UNIT FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA</td>
<td>119.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE (N-12)</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE (N-12) VARIYSYNC</td>
<td>119.95</td>
<td>62.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE VARIYSYNC W/AUTO ON-OFF</td>
<td>179.95</td>
<td>115.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)</td>
<td>139.95</td>
<td>70.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-35 B W/AUTO ON-OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY)</td>
<td>199.95</td>
<td>125.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD-1200-3 (CALL IF CH 2 OUTPUT)</td>
<td>109.95</td>
<td>58.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERFERENCE FILTERS CH 3</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>14.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>18.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZENITH SS811 CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON 5 UNITS)</td>
<td>225.00</td>
<td>185.00 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 OR 3 OUTPUT Other products available — Please Call

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Output Channel</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

California Penal Code 593-D forbids us from shipping any cable descrambling unit to anyone residing in the state of California. Prices subject to change without notice.

PLEASE PRINT

Name _______________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________
State _______________________________________________________
Zip __________ Phone Number ________________________________
City _______ Phone ________________
Money Order __________ COD __________ Visa __________ Mastercard

FOR OUR RECORDS

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE — I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and state laws.

Dated: ___________________ Signed: ___________________

For Cable-TV Company, Inc.

7325½ RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. R-10 • RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 716-5914 • No Collect Calls • (818) 716-5140

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION
Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You.
CATALOG: cable converters, both kits and assembled units. Built H12 mini-code $98.00, Jerald 400 $99.00. Pulse descrambler kit (assemblies in half hour) $79.00, built $120.00. Satellite descrambler kit $120.00, built $180.00. Surplus components, hobby kits, Send $1.00, MJ INDUSTRY, Box 531, Bronx, NY 10461.

$5 WIN with thoroughbred/harness. Greyhound and dog racing software... $29.95, enhanced. $49.95. Professional football handicapping system. $39.95. For most computers. Free info from BEST SELLER, 5382RE, W. Bloomfield, MI 48033. (313) 626-7208.

PICTURE flyer lists electronics surplus at low prices. Since 1970. Send for the last 3 issues. STAR-TRONICS, Box 683, McMinnville, OR 97128.


TURBO circuit analysis Generates matrix equations for AC, DC and transient analysis. Source coding for worst case plots. Requires M-CAS and Turbo Pascal or FORTRAN. VISA MC. $149.00. CLIFFORD VANDER YACHT, Computer Consultant, 3778 Hitching Post Road, Jackson, MI 49202-2297.

HIGH gain descramblers, CRT automatic dimmer. SCA Testers, plus other unusual electronic devices. Send $3.00 for info. RB ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING, PO Box 643, Kalamazoo, MI 49005.

CABLE TV converters manual and wireless Jerrold DXR-2D. PHILILIPS video converters. REDCOAT ELECTRONICS, PO Box 504, Jamaica, NY 11475. (718) 459-3088.

SCIENTIFIC Atlanta stand alone—8500 series (Original units), complete control. Fully guaranteed. $250.00, VISA/MC. (213) 319-3552.

FREE electronics parts. All sorts, for inventors, designers, experimenters. How and where to get them. Exaggeration. Send single fee $6.95 to AMERICAN TRANS-GLOBAL, Box 7033, Hunt- ington, WV 25757.

CABLE TV equipment, Scientific Atlanta, Zenith. Jerrold; send $2.00 for catalog. K.D. VIDEO, P.O. Box 29538 Mps, MN 55429.

SURPLUS software, hardware, audio kits, solar cells, lots of bargains. Free catalog, GI ELECTRONICS, Box 1268-H, Soquel, CA 95073.

DISK drives repaired. Stop data errors, loss of valuable information. Drivetime will tune up your disk drive $35. IBM type $30. Apple C64 type. Call for others. DRIETHER, (617) 924-2122. P. O. Box 234, Boston MA 02258.

SPECIAL purchase sprite capacitors, 20,000 MUF 25V $2.50 ea. for $2 400. postage. Unused surplus CHARLES BARRATT, 5312 Bruckner, Leneaton, TX 77062.

I-4 GHZ equipment VCO's, signal sweep generators, LNA's, detectors. Send SASE. ROEN'S MICROWA VE, RR 1, Brookfield, WI 53008. (816) 895-5431.

SELL blank video cassettes. Super high grade Olympia VHS T-120. Fully guaranteed. Only $3.49 your cost. Add $5.00 shipping and handling for any quantity STRANDBERG, 1001 S Elm Street, Greensboro, NC 27406. Telephone (919) 274-3775. Check. M.O., VISA or MasterCard account number & expiration date.

TUBES! 59 cents. Year Guarantee. Free catalog. Tube tester $5.95. CORNELL, 4215 University, San Diego, CA 92105.

DESCRAMBLER manuals, sinewave, gated pulse. SSASI. 4 $0.00 each, all three $10.00. DMF, 6560 7 Mile. S. Lyon, MI 48178.

CORDLESS-phone interference? We've got the answer. Have a radar speeding ticket? We can help Home phone extension in your car? You can have it. 50-page bonus catalog $3.00. DBE. P.O. Drawer G, Waikiki. HI 96830.


CLONE kits, mods, hard drive kits, drive disks, diskettes and printers, memory, and IC's. Distributor pricing to end users and dealers. For catalog call 1-800-833-2600. In Ohio call 513-531-8866. Free shipping and handling.

TUBES, $2.49. TV, audio, special, 2000 types. SASE brings lists. ADNF, 6690 7 Mile. S. Lyon, MI 48178.

ATTENTION are you looking for surplus test equipment signal generator voltimeters, oscilloscope, J.B. ELECTRONICS, 9518 Grand, Franklin Park, IL 60131.

PROGRAMMABLE telephone restrictor lets you selectively restrict outgoing calls from the keypad of any phone. Changeable code overrides system. Fully modular. $99.95. Free brochures. ARUS ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 622, Chappaqua, NY 10514.

ANTIQUE radio schematics send SASE make model number A. TORRES, 604 South 11th, Las Vegas, NV 89101.

SQUEEZING additional status lights onto any camed control panel is no problem using fiber-optics with remotely located light sources. No need to dismantle anything with our "Feed-Through" technique! Kit with detailed instructions, LEDs and optical fiber sufficient for many applications: $5.00 ppd. HAND-IT-KITS, Box 143, Hatboro, PA 19040.

MICROPA Amenna tuning and repair service. All makes and models. 90 day warranty. (612) 483-3037.

DECORDER converters new best prices N-12oo channel 2 & $7.50, varsinc $85.00. S.B. $7.00. $5.00. Send SASE catalog. M.D. ELECTRONICS, 5732 South 98 Plaza #1B, Omaha, NE 68134 (402) 331-4957.


INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit from your idea? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORA TION for free information. Over a decade of service. 1-800-338-5656. In Massachusetts or Canada call (413) 568-3753.

CABLE-TV DESCRAMBLERS

ALL brands available. "We won't be undersold." Dealer inquiries welcome. We ship C.O.D.'s. For catalog send SASE to CONSUMER VIDEO CORP. (518) 783-5636 M-F 9AM-5PM E.S.T.

SPEAKER REPAIR

SPEAKER-reconing-radio, hi-fi, musical instru ment. All work guaranteed. 5SI, 725 Archer St., Ft. Wayne, IN 46808 219-42-MUSIC.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY, SELL, OR TRADE NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT.

NUTS & VOLTS MAGAZINE

BOX 1111-F * PLACENTIA, CA 92701

(714) 631-3331

Join Thousands of Readers Nationwide Every Month

ONE YEAR U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS

$15.00 - 3rd Class $15.00 - 1st Class

$35.00 - Lifetime - 3rd Class

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION


COMPUTER repair career training in 5 months by accredited Florida electronics school. Lifetime placement. Financial assistance if qualified. Call SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE. (305) 331-2840.

FCC Commercial general radiotelephone license correspondence course. 60 individual lessons for $89.50. Payment plan. Results guaranteed! Details free. AMERICAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Box 201, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718.

EPROM PROGRAMMING

HOBBYISTS; Pretested EPROMS sold with your programming installed. Program listing provided. Fast service. Contact PHIL ROSSLANDER, Box 8669, Rockville, MD 20856. (301) 540-8863.

BUY BONDS

PRINTED-CIRCUIT BOARDS


INVENTORS

"We won't be undersold." Dealer inquiries welcome. We ship C.O.D.'s. For catalog send SASE to CONSUMER VIDEO CORP. (518) 783-5636 M-F 9AM-5PM E.S.T.

SPEAKER ENGINEERING

SPEAKER -reconing-radio, hi-fi, musical instru ment. All work guaranteed. 5SI, 725 Archer St., Ft. Wayne, IN 46808 219-42-MUSIC.
Operating the receiver

Tuning your crystal set can be tricky business until you get used to it. The first step is to set the detector tap to the midway point, and to set the antenna tap switch, S1, to O (minimum inductance) and adjust L2 for maximum coupling to L3. When you plug in your high-impedance headphones, you'll hear one or more stations.

Tune to a station at the lower-frequency end of the band by adjusting the main tuning capacitor, C2, so that its plates are about 2/3 in mesh. Then reduce the coupling between L2 and L3, until you can barely hear the station. Advance the antenna tap switch until you reach the peak volume for that station. When that station is tuned, you can reduce the coupling further between L2 and L3. While that will reduce the volume, it will increase the receiver's selectivity, so you can tune in other stations on nearby frequencies.

Once you get used to tuning the radio, you can experiment with the detector tap. If you are in a strong-signal area, you can probably get by with decreased inductance of L3. That will increase the receiver's selectivity also.

---

Radio-Electronics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>TV Descrambler</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Build Your Own Robot</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>B-Ball Satellite TV Antenna</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Special Projects (1983)</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Get the Inside Story</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>Electro-Importing Co. Catalog (1968)</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To order any of the items indicated above, check off the ones you want. Complete the order form below include your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND CASH), and mail to Radio-Electronics, Reprint Department, 500-B Bi-County Boulevard, Farmingdale, NY 11735. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we indicate is unavailable you can order it directly from us. We charge 50c per page. Please indicate the issue (month & year), pages and article desired. Include payment in full, plus shipping and handling charge. Make checks payable to Gernsback Publications, Inc.

---

CRystal Radio

continued from page 55

continuity from the beginning of the coil to the end.

The coupling coil, L2, is wound in the same manner as the larger coils, but it's wound on a smaller (3½-inch diameter) form, and is made up of 16 turns of 26-gauge DCC wire. The anchor spoke has a single mounting point, so that the coupling to L3 can be adjusted by pivoting L2 around that point.

Diode D1 can be just about any germanium diode. But if you want to keep your crystal radio authentic-looking, you should mount it in a case like the one shown in Fig 2. Such cases were commonly used to mount fixed-contact cat-whisker detectors.

The variable capacitor is a 200-pF device. It won't be easy to find, so feel free to experiment with its value. Capacitors C1 and C3 are fixed-mica types.

Perhaps the most important part of building the receiver is putting up the antenna system. For good results, your antenna should be as long and as high as possible. If you can manage to put up a 75-foot long-wire antenna, great! Just remember: your ground system is also very important. A four-foot copper pipe or rod hammered into the earth can make a good ground. If you can't manage that, try your cold-water pipe.

The wooden base shown in the photographs is about 11 by 7 inches (it's ½ inch thick). The edges are routed for a smooth appearance. Choose some type of hardwood, such as oak or maple for the base, and sand it well. Stain it according to taste, and then give it a couple of coats of satin-finish polyurethane. (Sand very lightly) between coats.

If you want to finish both sides of the breadboard base at the same time, then use four wood screws as temporary feet. (Install them where you will be installing the rubber feet.) Finish the bottom of the breadboard first, and then turn it over and finish the top and the sides. The screws will keep the bottom of the board from touching anything else. Before you give the breadboard a second coat (which we do recommend), just be sure to let the first coat dry thoroughly. Then sand very lightly with superfine-grit paper, and apply the second coat.

When your base is finished, it's time to start mounting parts. The parts on the prototype (and the available kit), including the coil taps, are mounted on small bakelite panels which are, in turn, mounted to the base. The main tuning capacitor, the headphone jack, and the antenna tap switch are mounted to the front panel, which is, in turn, mounted to the base using small "L" brackets.
SATELLITE TV

CABLE TV Secrets—the outlaw publication the cable companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel, Showtime, descramblers, converters, etc. Suppliers listed included: $8.95: CABLE FACTS, Box 711-R, Pataskala, OH 43062.

CABLE TV Source Book—a complete listing of suppliers for hard-to-find converters, descramblers, technical information, schematics and much much more. Full refund if not satisfied. Send $4.95 to CABLE. Box 12505-R, Columbus, OH 43212.

PATENTED optical process satellite sound system. For information send $3.00 to: BEDINI ELECTRONICS, PO Box 769, San Fernando, CA 91340.

SATELLITE systems $349.00. catalog $2.00. Also: KU band, exports. STARLINK, INC., 2603-16R Arlie, Hurstville, AL 35805.

DECORDER true! Broadcast stereo TV-CVR complete kit PC-B parts $99.95. BILL’S SAT, 451-D, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889.


Shoji Electronics Corp., 1327R Niagara St., Niagara Falls, NY 14303. COD’s 716-284-2163

CB MODIFICATIONS

INVENTORS! AIM wants—ideas, inventions, new products, improvements on existing products. We present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiality guaranteed. Call toll free 1-800-258-5800 for information kit.


INFRASAT remote control to work with Oak RCT-56 converter. JAGCO DIST., 1935 N. 95th Ave., Omaha, NE 68114.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


Your own radio station! AM, FM, TV, Cable. Licensed/unlicensed. BROADCASTING, Box 130- F106, Paradise, CA 95969.

PROJECTION TV... Make $5's assembling projectors... easy... results comparable to $2500.00 projectors... Your total cost less than $30.00... plans, 8' lens and dealers information $20.50. Illustrated information free... MACROCOMA, BOX 20814, Washington, DC 20015. Creditcard orders 24 hours 1-202-736-2880.

$10.00-$350.00 weekly. Become circular mailer. No quotas. Sincerely interested, rush stamped envelope: NATIONAL MAILING, Box 19759-RA10, San Diego, CA 92119.

EARN BIG & line underwater VIDEO SURVEYS! BUILD YOUR OWN VIDEO PIPELINE using standard line (or custom) cameras, thrusters, & antennas. FREE CATALOG send SASE to: P.O. Box 667, Stereo VOS, CANADA COMMERCIAL equip. $995-$9888. 10 years exp. to OFFSHORE inc.

THE NEW 65/9028 VT ANSI VIDEO TERMINAL BOARD!... FROM LINGER ENTERPRISES... A second generation, low cost, high performance, mini sized, single board for making your own RS232 Video Terminal. Use as a computer console or with a MODEM for hook up to any of the telephone-line computer services.

FEATURES:
- Uses the new SMC 9028 Video Controller Chip coupled with a 6502A CPU.
- RS-232 at 16 Baud Rates from 50 to 19.200.
- On board printer port!
- 24 X 80 format (50/60 Hz).
- For 15.750 Hz (Hertz) monitors.
- Wide and thin-line graphics.
- White characters on black background or reversed.
- Character Attributes: De-Inten., Inverse or Underline.
- Low Power: 5VDC @ 7A. 12VDC @ 20MA.
- Mini size: 6.5 X 5 inches.
- Composite or split video.
- 5 X 8 Dott Matrix characters (U/L case).
- Answer back capability.
- Battery backed up status memory.
- For ASCII parallel keyboard.

Digital Research Computers

P.O. BOX 381450 - DUNCANVILLE TX 75138 - (214) 225-2309

Call or write for a free catalog on Z-80 or 6809 Single Board Computers, SS-50 Boards, and other S-100 products.

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add $.50 handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 8.25%. Tax. Foreign orders except Canada add 20% F & H. Orders over $50 add $.50 for insurance.
THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST IN ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

**Tenma** Combination Function Generator and Frequency Counter
- Six digit display
- Output range: 2Hz-2MHz; seven ranges
- Counter range: 1Hz-10MHz; 5-15V TTL and CMOS output
- Wave forms: sine, triangle, square, pulse, and ramp. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-380
$219.90

**Tenma** 120MHz Frequency Counter
- Eight digit LED display
- Measurement range: 1Hz-120MHz
- High input sensitivity of 20mV RMS. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-375
$189.95

**Tenma** 3½ Digit LCD Multimeter
- Measures resistance, AC-DC voltage and current
- Diode and FET transistor tests
- Overload protection
- 10Mohm input impedance
- Carrying case included. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-050
$398.00

**Tenma** 20MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope
- Two high quality 10:1 probes included. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-320
SPECIAL!
$399.95

**Tenma** Digital LCR Meter
- Measures inductance, capacitance and resistance
- L = 1µH-200H, C = 1pF-20µF, R = 0.1ohm-20Mohm.
- Carrying case included. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-370
$149.95

**Tenma** Clamp-On/DMM
- Measures AC current via clamp
- High quality built-in DMM measures DC volts, AC volts, resistance, AC current
- Peak hold
- Data hold
- Audible continuity buzzer
- Test leads and carrying case included. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-395
$799.95

**Tenma** 30A Power Supply
- Output voltage: 1-15VDC
- Lighted cross needle meter. Displays voltage, current and power simultaneously
- Output current: 30A, 22A continuous
- Fan cooled. For detailed specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog.

#72-035
$199.00

Be Sure To Call For Your FREE Catalog! Over 6,000 Items!

Terms:
- $10 minimum order
- $100 minimum charge card order
- Orders shipped UPS C.O.D.
- Most orders shipped within 24 hours.
- Sales office open 8:30 am to 6:00 pm EST
- For prepaid orders add 12.75% for shipping and handling
- Should shipping and handling charges exceed $2.75, the balance due will be sent C.O.D.

We also have a full line of test equipment, computer accessories, telephone accessories, speakers, television parts, flybacks, yokes, switches, fuses, lamps, capacitors, resistors, cartridges, styli, wire, CATV equipment, the largest selection of original Japanese semiconductors in the country and more.

VCM ELECTRONICS
809 E. Congress Park Dr.
Centerville, Ohio 45459-4072
(513) 434-0031
SOURCE NO. RE-25

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-543-4330
In Ohio 1-800-762-4315 • In Alaska and Hawaii 1-800-858-1849
CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Dear Mr. Rose:

I feel compelled to commend you and your people for the manner, patience, willingness and professional attitude that you have displayed. In these times it is indeed refreshing to deal with a large public service department that is filled with caliber. My friends and associates will most certainly be doing business with you again.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Cabrera
20MB HARD DISK SYSTEM ONLY $389.95!

BARGAIN HUNTERS CORNER
ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
- 100% IBM COMPATIBLE, DOES NOT GAUGED DIAGNOSTICS
- 90% ALL ULTRA COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR AND MONOCROME ADAPTOR
- DISPLAYS 16 COLORS OUT OF 64 COLORS
- COMES WITH 2MB OF VIDEO RAM
- DUAL SCANNING FREQUENCIES WORKS WITH STANDARD OR EGA TYPE RGB MONITORS
- LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

EGA MONITOR
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
- EGA AND COMPATIBLE
- SCANNING FREQUENCIES 15.75 KHZ, 21.36 KHZ
- 11 BLACK MATTES, NON-GLARE SCREEN
- RESOLUTION: 640 x 200 x 256, 320 x 200 x 256
- 16 COLORS OUT OF 32, TEXT WRAP 80 X 25
- IS SAME AS USED IN CLOCK CIRCUITS
- THIN METAL SHUTTER ERASES LIGHTER PRINT
- SAME AS USED IN IBM 3270 TERMINAL
- INTEGRATES WITH IBM 3270 TERMINAL
- INDUSTRY STANDARD BUS, CMOS, TTL
- USED TO POWER APPLE TYPE IC MOS
- 130 WATTS
- 12V, 3A
- 2000 WATTS
- 16V, 1A
- 32V, 1A
- 48V, 1A

PAGE WIRE WRAP WIRE PRECUT ASSORTMENT
IN ASSORTED COLORS $27.50
100 feet .95, 3.0, 6.5, 7.0, 250 feet .75, 4.5, .50
500 feet .35, 4.0

SPOOLS
SP00L 100 feet $1.10 250 feet .725 1000 feet $2.95
Please specify color:
Blue, Black, Yellow or Red

12 Foot Line Cords
LC-2 CONDUCTOR 99
HC-3 CONDUCTOR W. STD.
FEMALE SOCKET 1.49

MUFFIN FANS
1.10 SO REL W 14.95
3.63 SO ETHI 14.95
1.18 SO MASUMISHI 16.95

WIRE WRAP Prototype Cards
FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE
WITH GOLD PLATED EDGE CARD FINGERS

IBM
- BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET
- IBM-PR1- WITH 5V AND GROUND PLANE $27.95
- IBM-PR2- AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT 129.95

S-100
P-100-1 BARE NO FOIL PADS $15.15
P-100-2 HORIZONTAL BUS $21.80
P-100-3 VERTICAL BUS $21.80
P-100-4 SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE $22.75

APPLE
P-500-1 BARE NO FOIL PADS $15.15
P-500-2 HORIZONTAL BUS $27.95
P-500-4 SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE $21.80

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
- FOR IBM PC XT COMPATIBLE
- 135 WATTS
- 5V @ 1A, 12V @ 2A
- $99.95
- ONE YEAR WARRANTY
- IBM-150 $79.95
- FOR IBM PC XT COMPATIBLE
- 150 WATTS
- 12V, 2A, 5V @ 1A
- $99.95
- ONE YEAR WARRANTY
- IBM-130 $99.95
- 130 WATTS
- SWITCH ON REAR
- FOR USE IN OTHER IBM TYPE MACHINES
- $99.95
- 90 DAY WARRANTY
- IBM-PS-130 $99.95
- 12V 1A, 12V 2A, 5V @ 1A
- $99.95
- ONE YEAR WARRANTY
- IBM-PS-130 $99.95

1 1/2 Watt Resistors
5% CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES FROM 1 OHM TO 1000 MEG OHM
10 PCS $25.95 $1.00 each 100 PCS $2.55 $0.02 each 500 PCS $25.95 $0.05 each
RESISTOR NETWORKS
SIP 10 PIN 9 RESISTOR .69
5 PIN 7 RESISTOR .69
DIP 16 PIN 8 RESISTOR 1.09
10 PIN 7 RESISTOR 1.09
DIP 4 PIN 1 RESISTOR .99
DIP 14 PIN 13 RESISTOR .99

Books by Steve Ciarcia
BUILD YOUR OWN 680 COMPUTERS $19.95
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL. 1 $17.95
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL. 2 $18.95
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL. 3 $18.95
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL. 5 $19.95

NEW EDITION! 1986 IC MASTER THE INDUSTRY STANDARD $129.95

Wish Solderless Breadboards
WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS
VOL. 2

Lithium Battery
3 VOLT BATTERY $3.95
BATTERY MOLDER $1.49

Visit Our Retail Store Located at 1256 South Bascom Avenue in San Jose

HOURS: M-W-F, 9-6
SAT, 9-9

CIRCLE 183 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
FLOPPY MONOCHROME COLOR MULTIFUNCTION PRO
1 YEAR WARRANTY ACCEPTS 2764 QUALITY 8087 HAYES COMPATIBLE,
20 MB DRIVE ADDITIONAL 20 MB RAM INSTALLED,
TESTED BIOS IBM CO - PROCESSOR
FEATURES 1200 BAUD MODEMS
HAYES COMPATIBLE AUTO - DIAL, AUTO - ANSWER
POWER - UP SELF TEST, FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK III COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
MODEL 1200B* INTERNAL DESIGN INTERNAL DESIGN SMARTTEAM
- SERIAL PORT INCLUDED - SERIAL PORT INCLUDED - SPEAKER
- 12 VOLT POWER SUPPLY - LED STATUS INDICATORS
$169.95 $149.95 $169.95
* FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK III COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
1200 BAUD MODEMS
HAYES COMPATIBLE AUTO - DIAL, AUTO - ANSWER
POWER - UP SELF TEST, FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK III COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
MODEL 1200H* INTERNAL DESIGN INTERNAL DESIGN SMARTTEAM
- SERIAL PORT INCLUDED - SERIAL PORT INCLUDED - SPEAKER
- 12 VOLT POWER SUPPLY - LED STATUS INDICATORS
$169.95 $149.95 $169.95
* FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK III COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
TELEX:
HOURS: Mon - Fri
7:30 - 4:30

CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON
RECHARGEABLE
No. 620

The most perfect handy, lightweight soldering iron for Work shop, Home Hobby & Outdoor work
Includes US.O. approval charger & cleaning sponge
With built in solder point illumination

$22.80

TALKING CLOCK
NEW FOR 86

GOLDEN & BLACK COLOR AVAILABLE

$25.00 NOT A KIT

INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
TY-A1 MK3
Kit
$25.00

60W VERSATILE STEREO POWER BOOSTER
TA-302

Model No.
TA-301
TA-306
TA-308
TA-100
TA-50 A, B
TA-207
TA-302
TA-321A
TA-400
TA-417
TA-807
TA-101A
TA-100A
TA-200B
TA-300A
SM-1
SM-100
SM-43
SM-48

Description
16W Mini Amplifier
50W Mini Amplifier
20W Power Booster
STEREO PRE-AmPLIFIER WITH MAGNETIC MIC AMP
MULTI-PURPOSE MELODY GENERATOR
20K AC STERO 2 CHANNEL AMP
60W Stereo Power Booster
High Quality 30W-30W Stereo Amp
40W TRANSISTORIZED MONO AMP
120W TRANSISTORIZED AMP
160W Pure DC STERO POWER AMP
120W 2CH, DC, STEREO MAIN POWER AMP
120W 2CH, DC, STEREO MAIN POWER AMP
120W 2CH, DC, STEREO MAIN POWER AMP
1200W ELECTRONIC AND REVERBERATION AMP
9W PURE MULTI-PURPOSE PRE-AMP
DC FET SUPER CLASS A, PRE-AMP
2WAY TO 2WAY TONE CONTROLLER
STEREO 300W POWER AMPLIFIER

Price
$1.00
$3.25
$28.00
$30.00
$40.40
$46.00
$60.00
$72.50
$75.00
$110.00
$161.00
$196.00
$305.00
$395.00
$495.00
$595.00
$625.00
$675.00

Assembled with tested

$56.00

Assembled with tested

$56.00

0-50V/3A POWER SUPPLY W/SHORT CIRCUIT BREAK
TR-503

0-150MC Universal Digital Frequency Counter
SM-100

Frequency Range: 10Hz - 15MHz
Event Counter: 0 to 9999999 counts (8 Digit)
Input range: 10V - 100V 50/60Hz
Response time: 0.2 second
Hold Function: Hold the last output signal
Power Supply: DCV or DC/AC PNP or NPN
Dimension: 8 2/3 x 17/32 x 7/16

$12.00

$99.00

5Hr
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W
50W

Assembled with tested

Assembled with tested

Assembled with tested

NF-CR BI-FET IC PRE-AMPLIFIER WITH 3 WAY TONE CONTROL!

Model No.
TR-280

Description
5Hr 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W 50W

Price
$15.00

Assembled with tested

$125.00

MULTIFUNCTIONAL LED D.P.M.
SM-43

Description
MEASURE: VOLTAGE RANGE: 0-100V, O-1000V VOLTAGE RANGE: 0-100V, 0-1000V RESPONSE TIME: 0.2 SECOND

Price
$8.30

Assembled with tested

$8.30

COLOR LIGHT CONTROLLER
TY-238

As a result of the advanced technology this unit can control various colorful light bulbs, the visual effect of which is most pleasurable in places like parties, disco electronic game centres and also in lightings for advertisement. Total output power is 20W/100W. On or off which means that it can control 30 pieces of 1000W or 600 pieces of 5W color light which is enough for most uses.

$65.00

Ass. with tested

$76.00

TA-2400A ELECTRONIC CHOC AND REVERBERATION AMPLIFIER

This unit combines the most advanced B.B.D technique with high quality Japan made components. It has the following FEATURES:

- It can generate various reflection and reverberation effects in 3 special effect controls which include reverberation control, delay control, and depth control. Special effect sounds can be made in your record tapes by using this model. Any kind of infinite sound effect can be obtained by skillful use of this control. It has LED display to show effects and reverberation.

$99.45

Ass. with tested

$99.45

HIGH QUALITY MULTIPURPOSE PRE-AMPLIFIER
TA-2500 GREATS

This specially-designed pre-amplifier includes a professional graphic equalizer, tuner controls, and has a part of 120W. Frequency response extends from 50Hz to 20kHz, and also, to ensure best performance in whatever adverse conditions, it can accept input from various magnetic exchange record decks. CD player and tuner, etc. can be connected to this unit directly!

Assembled with tested

$82.00

120W MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER
TF-477

This amplifier consists of three super low TAU different stages and it can deliver 25W, 45W, 75W, and 100W matching power to MOSFET type output component whose frequency response and transient response is superior to other power transistor. Therefore this amplifier has high fidelity and superior analytic power to the entire Audio Spectrum. It is suitable for reproducing classical and modern music. Heavy Duty Heat Sink with 20 cold fins is included!

$239.90/519.90

Ass. with tested

$239.90/519.90

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE.

TERMS: Minimum order: $10.00. Charge card order $20.00. No C.O.D.! Check & Money order, phone order accepted. CA. Residents must include 6.5% sales tax. Prices are subject to change without notice. All merchandise subject to prior sale. Shipping & handling: Inside L.A. 10% of total order (Min. $15.00); Outside L.A. 10% of total order (Min. $25.00); Outside U.S.A. 20% of total order (Min. $50.00). Shipped by UPS ground. NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED FOR OUR PRODUCTS, QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!

CIRCLE 93 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MARK V ELECTRONICS INC.,
248 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 100,
ALHAMBRA, CA 91801
TELEX 3716941 MARK5

MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 6610
ALHAMBRA CA 91802.

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG OVER 60 HOT & WELL-QUALIFIED ITEMS FOR YOUR SELECTION!

INFORMATION: 1-818-282-1196

OFFER ON RIF FOR ORDERS PAID BY MASTER OR VISA CARD
IN CAL.: 1-800-521-MARK

1-800-423-3483

JANUARY 1986
The JEF-32C allows connection of standard serial RS-232 printers, modems, etc. to your VIC-20 C-64 (including the $38.40 Portable) and C-128, & Epson switches In the version of the 4 control lines. Complete installation and operation instructions included.

- Plug-in (no screwdrivers required).
- Minimizes switching loss to 0.1%.
- Provides RS-232 interface to your VIC-20, C-64, C-128, & Epson printers.
- JEF-32C needs no additional power source.

JEZ23CM... $39.95
Voice Synthesizer VIC-20 & C-64
Plug-in... $9.95
JE520CM... .95
300 Baud Auto Modem... .95
Mity-Mo 100... $5.45
Parallel Printer Interface
2K Buffers, Expandable to 10K... $5.45
MM350 (For VIC-XC 28.4.4-C 113)... $5.45

New Model 80
TRS-80 Model II, III
TRS-16K 20ns (Model III)... $5.95
TRS-16K 20ns (Model 80)... $5.49
TRS-80 Color and Color II
TR-80K New model only...
TR-80K Color Co-Int... 2-5046$ (4146$)... $13.49
TRS-80 Model 4, 4P
TRS-80K 4P
TRS-80K Color Co-Int... 2-5046$ (4146$)... $13.49

TRS-80 Model 100 ECE
ECE-A Model 4 from 16K-60K or Model 48 from 48K-12K... $29.95
TRS-4K,2P4K
ECE-Model A from 48K to 128K...
TRS-80 Model 10 NEC
OLIVETTI
M1008K...
x 2 or 3 for $59.95

Additional Supports
NCEKCR...
x 2 or 3 for $59.95

OM108K
ONCE-Model 10 NEC Expansion

TANDY 200
M200R...
x 2 or 4 for $129.95

UV-EPROM ERASER

Erases all EPROMs. Erases up to 8 chips within 21 minutes (1 chip = 13 minutes). Works on all EPROMs for Apple II, III, CIRCLE, ILC, and most other systems. Up to 12 chips per minute. Built-in safety lock prevents UV exposure. Compatible- Compat II, 600 and 2600. Complete with handy clip for 8 chips.

DE-4... UV-EPROM Eraser...

UVES-11EL Replacement Bulb...

DATA BOOKS

3000D National Linear Data Book (B)... $14.95
3000H Integrated Data Book (D)... $14.95
3001C Zilog Data Book (B)... $14.95
30032 National Linear Supplement (B)... $6.65
21630 Int. Memory Bookmark (B)... $17.95
231863 Int. Microcircuit Index... $34.95

MUFFIN/SPRITE-STYIE FANS

MUF60 (specs 15-2467)... $9.95
SUGHC (specs 15-2467)... $2.95
SUGHC (specs 15-2467)... $2.95

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS... World Wide
4-PARTY ORDER WELCOME

The UBFFER Universal Printer Buffer is a fast speed data buffer that can backup your printer using 64K memory. Just plug the UBFFER into your computer and connect the printer. There is no program needed. 110V AC OR 3.7V DC, 30 W. 40 MODES, 324 BITS, AND A FUTURE OPEN INTERFACE FOR YOUR NEXT GENERATION COMPUTER. Size: 3.5" L X 2.5" W X 2.5" H. Weight: 6 lbs.

UBFFER-64K... $199.95
UBFFER-256K... $229.95

IBM-Compatible DISK DRIVES

FFS5B Type 5.25 "D"... $119.95
SA55 Type 5.25 "D"... $119.95
TM100 Type 5.25 "D"... $139.95
JMR 5" DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES

Complete with power supply switch, power cord, hold-down plate, and connectors.

DDE-1FH... $69.95
DDE-2FH... $79.95
HDDE-1FH... $199.95

Send S1.00 Postage for a
FREE 1986 JAMECO CATALOG

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

New! Universal 64K/256K Printer Buffer

The UBFFER Universal Printer Buffer is a fast speed data buffer that can backup your printer using 64K memory. Just plug the UBFFER into your computer and connect the printer. There is no program needed. 110V AC OR 3.7V DC, 30 W. 40 MODES, 324 BITS, AND A FUTURE OPEN INTERFACE FOR YOUR NEXT GENERATION COMPUTER. Size: 3.5" L X 2.5" W X 2.5" H. Weight: 6 lbs.

UBFFER-64K... $199.95
UBFFER-256K... $229.95

IBM-Compatible DISK DRIVES

Send S1.00 Postage for a
FREE 1986 JAMECO CATALOG

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

$20 Minimum Order - U. S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

California Residents: Add 6% or 6.5% Sales Tax
Hurry in for Exciting NEW Items and NEW '87 Catalog!

**Computer Connectors**

- (1) Male D-Sub, Type 276-1527, Each: 2.99
- (2) Female D-Sub, Type 276-1548, Each: 2.99
- (3) Hood D-Sub, Type 276-1549, Each: 2.99

(4) NEW! Multipurpose Hood. Use as standard hood or build a custom gender-changer. #276-1520, 1.79
(5) 36-Position Male Printer Connector. For fast repairs of extension cables. #276-1533, 5.99
(6) NEW! 36-Position Female Printer Connector. Great for printer cable extensions. #276-1523, 5.99

**25-Position Solder-Type D-Subs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>276-1527</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>276-1548</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hood</td>
<td>276-1549</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hookup to Value!**

- (7) Set of 4 Test Cables, 30" long. With insulated clip at each end. #278-901, 3.49
- (8) 6-Flt. AC Line Cord With Three-Prong Plug, 15' Length. #278-1258, 2.99
- (9) Magnet Wire. 3-amp set is ideal for winding coils. Includes 40-ft. of 22-gauge, 75-ft. of 26-ga. 200-ft. of 30-ga. #278-1345, 4.49

**Voice Synthesizer Team**

- (10) Add Voice to Your Computer
  - (11) Speech Synthesizer. MOS/LSI device with a built-in program is easy to interface with most micros. 28-pin DIP and complete data. #276-1794, 12.95
  - (11) Test-to-Speech IC. 8-bit processor translates ASCII into control data for the chip above. 40-pin DIP and data. #276-1786, 16.95

**Touch-Tone Decoder IC NEW!**

- DTMF Receiver in One 18-Pin DIP #276-202, 2.95
- NEW! Provides selectable hexdecilal or binary coded 2 of 10 output. Clocked by low-cost crystal or quartz.

**NEW! Melody Synthesizer**

- Preprogrammed With 12 Popular Tunes
- UMC 3482, 4164 D4K Dynamic RAM, 150 ns access. Add music-on-hold, game and novelty applications. Tunes include Happy Birthday, Row, Row, Row Your Boat, and more! #276-1241, 6.95

**Battery Guidebook**

- 1.99
- Helps You Select The Right Battery
- Learn how batteries work, how to recharge and test them, and how to choose the best values. Includes circuit examples. #276-1797, 2.99

**Digital Logic Probe**

- NEW!
- The fast way to test TTL, LS and CMOS digital circuits. Color-coded LEDs indicate high, low or pulsed logic states (up to 10 MHz). Simultaneous tone output frees your eyes for faster testing. 36 leads with clips provide power from circuit under test. With instructions. #22-303, 18.95

**Digital Logic Pulser**

- NEW!
- Together, the pulser and probe make an effective diagnostic team for testing today's digital circuits. Produces single 5 us pulse or a continuous 5 Hz pulse train at the push of a button. Overload protected. With instructions. #22-304, 17.95

**Unusual Buzzers**

- NEW!
- (17) 18.95
- Electronic Chime. Melody-synthesizing IC and speaker combo produce a pleasant "ding-dong" sound. *Operation is at 18 VDC. 5 leads.* #273-072, 6.95
- (18) NEW! Sound Siren. You've never heard a buzzer like this! Contains an IC, driver circuit and 8-ohm speaker. #273-073, 6.95

**Top-Quality Memory**

- Manufacturer's Best—Why Settle for Less?
- (14) 4164 D4K Dynamic RAM, 150 ns access. Add music-on-hold, game and novelty applications. #276-202, 2.95
- (15) TMS 4256 D5K Dynamic RAM, 150 ns access. #276-1241, 6.95
- (16) NEW! MSW 27458 64K EPROM, UV erasable, 250 ns access. #276-1251, 6.95

**NEW! Hi-Q Ceramic Capacitors**

- Low As 39¢
- Pkg. of 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Pack</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>272-1270</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>272-1271</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>272-1272</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>272-1273</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>272-1274</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>272-1275</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shack® Can Supply Popular Tubes and Almost Any IC**

- "Hotline" Service From Our Warehouse
- Your nearby Shack store can special-order a wide variety of components for projects and repairs. Vacuum tubes, linear and digital ICs, microprocessors and support chips, quartz crystals, transistors, diodes, TV/audio modules, phono styli, cartridges and more. Delivery time for most items is approximately one week. Come in today—we're ready to serve you!

**Pocket Multimeter**

- SALE!
- Save $3
- Reg. 10.95
- 7.95
- Includes Probes and Owner's Manual
- Pocket Multimeter. Rugged, easy to use, and 27% off if you hurry! Perfect for beginners and a great second meter for car or toolbox. Features "off" position to protect movement during transit. 8 ranges. Measures to 1000 volts AC/DC, DC current to 150 mA, resistance to 106,000 ohms. 2000 ohms per volt. Requires "AA" battery. #22-212

Over 1000 items in stock: Binding posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers, Capacitors, Chokes, Clips, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Multimeters, PC Boards, Plugs, Relays, Resistors, Switches, Tools, Transformers, Transistors, Wire, Zener Diodes, more!

**Radio Shack**

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

CIRCLE 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Save 50% on the RAMSEY 20MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope

Unsurpassed quality at an unbeatable price, the RAMSEY oscilloscope compares to others costing hundreds more. Features include a component test circuit for test signal generation. Was $399.95 NOW ONLY $199.95 test leads and battery included.

NEW RAMSEY 1200 VOM MULTITESTER

Check transistors, diodes and LEDs with this professional quality meter. Other features include: decibel scale, ±10V and ±10A ranges, 20kV/meter voltage, 20mA meter current, 20kΩ meter resistance, 200μA meter current, ±20V meter voltage, 200kΩ meter resistance, ±20mA meter current and ±200V meter voltage. $195.95 test leads and battery included.

RAMSEY D-5100 COMPACT DIGITAL MULTITESTER

Compact-sized reliability and accuracy. This LCD digital multimeter easily fits in your pocket, so you can take it anywhere. It features full overload protection, 3 1/2 digit readout, 470Ω safety probes and a diode check function. $229.95 test leads and battery included.

MINI-KITS—EASY TO ASSEMBLE, FUN TO USE—BEGINNERS & PROs WILL HAVE A GREAT TIME WITH THESE KITS

FM MINI MIKE

A super high performance FM wireless mike kit. Transmits a stable signal up to 300 yards with exceptional audio quality by means of a crystal inductance and built-in electret mike. Kit includes case, mike, on-off switch, uninterupted battery and super instructions. This is the least unit available.

FM Wireless Mike Kit...

Whisper Light Kit

An interesting kit that allows you to pick up sounds and convert them to light. The larger the sound, the brighter the light. Each includes: 3 cells, complete kit $19.95, ML-1. $9.95.

Universal Timer Kit

Provides the basic parts and PC-board required to build a simple timer. Use for precision timing and pulse generation. Uses 555 IC type and includes a range of parts for most timing needs. 4 x 6 1/2 Kit. $5.95.

Mad Blaster Kit

Produces LOUD ear-shattering mini ignition sound. Can supply up to 15 watts of powerful audio output from 3-15 volts of powered audio output. RAMSY-15VOC Kit. $19.95.

Power Supply Kit

Complete high regulated power supply. Produces your choice of 30 DC voltage at 50 mA and 3.5 volts at 200 mA. Complete kit includes: 2 sets of mains, 200mA output. $299.95.

Phone Orders Call

716-586-3950
TELEX 466735 RAMSEY CI

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
2575 Batard Rd.
Pennafield, N.Y. 14526

Circle 70 on Free Information Card
Limita)

Edition!

Varometer

Super Crystal Radio Kit

$79.95

Cat K-9002

from his hideaway high in Australia's Blue Mountains! vintage radio enthusiast! David Whithy has painstakingly hand-crafted these kits from original designs. Using authentic components (a limited supply discovered recently in an old warehouse), Mr. Whithy has created a kit that's not only entertaining but educational: but as a genuine piece of radio history, can actually appreciate its value! This model, the Varometer Super Crystal Set, is based upon circuitry first used over six decades ago in naval & other applications where maximum performance was necessary. It uses no power source other than RF energy from the antenna or earth system which powers the headphones. The design is enhanced by its cove-routed wooden baseboard and gold-type lettered bakelite panel which carries the aerial tap switch (also vintage), dial & headphone jack socket! But remember, due to the limited stock of components, production of these kits is strictly limited, so order now!

Fabulous Foxhunting with the DSE RDF kit!

Locate the source of any transmission with this sophisticated radio direction finder from DSE. Similar commercial units may cost hundreds of dollars, but you can build this one yourself and spend the difference on antennas (not included). Complete with detailed construction manual & all hardware for both fixed & mobile installation. Requires only an alligator clip lead & screwdriver to adjust for operation.

Features:
- 32 unit LED compose
- Electronic Antenna Switching Unit (ASU)
- Stable digital circuitry
- Adjustable internal monitor speaker
- Internal alignment reference
- Self-adjusting commutating filters
- 70° calibration

Specifications:
- 12V operation
- 50-500 MHz
- 100-400 MHz

Have you seen the many marvelous DSE kits featured in recent issues of R-E?

January 1986

Australia's I Satellite Receiver

$89.95

(Cat K-8336)

February 1986

Build a Music Synthesizer

$19.95

(Cat K-2669)

March 1986

Build a Walkman Amplifier

$14.95

(Cat K-2667)

April 1986

Build a Teletext Decoder

$199.00

(Cover Story)

May 1986

Teletext Decoder (Part 1)

$83.00

(Cat K-6313)

June 1986

Hi-Performance Stereo Amp

$299.00

(Cat K-3351)

July 1986

Hi-Performance Amp (Part 2)

$299.00

(Cat K-3351)

August 1986

Hi-Performance Amp (Part 3)

$299.00

(Cat K-3351)

October 1986

Build an Antique Crystal Radio

$79.95

(Cat K-9002)

Dear Enthusiast: We also carry parts for many of the other fine build-it-yourself projects in Radio-Electronics. Try us!
Are you tired of buying fancy blister packaging?

Did you know that DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS carries a huge range of components?

Yes! DSE is one of the world's leading component retailers/wholesalers. Whether you're buying one or one million, make us your one-stop-shop for polyester capacitors, ceramics, polypropylene, high voltage polycarbonate, variable caps, ceramics feed throughs, trimmer caps, electrolytics, bipolar transistors, tantalums, metal film 1% resistors, carbon film & wire wound resistors, slider pots, 10 turn trimmopits, joystick pots, single & dual gang pots, horizontal & vertical trimmopits, RF chokes, ferrites, toroids, coil formers, transformers, FET's, zeners, thyristors, diodes, LCD displays, bridges, power mos, TTL, 74LSTTL, 74C, 4000 CMOS, voltage regulators, linear IC's, and many hundreds more!

Buy only what you need! At Dick Smith Electronics you don't pay for fancy blister packaging!

ATTENTION BULK BUYERS!
SCHOOLS! COLLEGES! COMPANIES!
Call 415-368-8844 for special quantity pricing!

**DSE Soldering De-Soldering Station**

This is a professional rack mount station with excellent facilities - no other piece of equipment we've seen can match its value. **Soldering features:** Light weight, adjustable temperature-controlled iron with grounded tip for safe soldering of MOS devices, LED bar graph readout of temperature at tip, re-attaches threadless away from heat zone. **Desoldering features:** rapid, damage-free desoldering of any size joint; adjustable temperature with LED bar graph readout, provides vacuum pad for mounting, easy-to-clean reservoir in handle. Filtered vacuum line for trouble-free pump operations. **$349**

**DSE 3.5 Digit LCD Voltmeter Module**

Incorporates a dual scale analog to digital converter, a 100MV full scale input in a compact package. Excellent for volts, meters, current meters, thermometers, capacitance & pH. **Features:** 3.5 digit LCD with 1/2 digit height, 9V battery operation with LED SAD indicator; auto-zeroing, true differential or single-ended input & automatic polarity indication; surface mountable with optional bezel. **$29.95**

**Light Control System**

Light Guard is a passive infra-red (PIR) sensor that detects movement across the protected area. It turns on and off automatically (response time is 0.5 seconds). **Features:** Wide angle (30°), 2 wall units for 1 zone, wall & angle, sensitivity adjustable. **$69.95**

**MAIL ORDERS**

P.O. Box 8021, Redwood City, CA 94063

14-Day Money-Back Guarantee

Order Toll Free 1-800-332-5373

Call Monday - Friday 7a.m. - 6p.m. Pacific Time. In California call 415-368-1066
**QUALITY PARTS**

**DISCOUNT PRICES**

**FAST SHIPPING!**

**ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.**

**SOLID STATE BUZZER**

**2X10 TURN MULTIPURPOSE**

**SPECTROL**

**+ MJOD 2171**

**$0.00 EACH**

**12 Vdc or 24Vdc POWER SUPPLY**

**DELTRON MODEL 0021/0023**

**Built-in but replaceable**

**Fuse frame**

**can be used as**

**90 Vdc (I Amp) input**

**5 Vdc or 20 Vdc**

**5 Vdc regulated computer grade supply**

**$12.50 each**

**10 for $110.00**

**FOIL-FLASH CAPACITORS**

- **170 ml 330v**
- **240 ml 330v**
- **400 ml 330v**
- **100 ml 100v**
- **300 ml 330v**

**3/4" SPEAKER**

- **8 ohm impedance**
- **1/2" dia. mounting**
- **4 diagonal mounting centers**

**SPRING LEVER TERMINALS**

- **250 mm long**
- **1,500 ma. max.**
- **5100 set**

**YENCH FLASH TUBE**

- **3-4" long X 3/8" dia.**
- **Flash tube designed for use in**
- **compact Laminograph units**

**MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES**

- **ALL ARE RATED 3 AMPS @ 175 VAC**

**SOLID STATE TRAY**

- **6P-10P**
- **10P-20P**
- **20P-30P**
- **30P-40P**

**TI SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY**

- **Compact, well regulated switching power supply**
- **designed to work**
- **with 80/100 multivoltage**

**13.8 VDC REGULATED POWER SUPPLY**

- **13.8 Vdc input**
- **5 A rated**
- **5-24 Vdc output**
- **5-30 Vdc output**

**MINI-BOX**

- **8" x 9" x 1/4"**
- **$1.00 EACH**

**ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.**

**220 VAC COOLING FAN**

- **HOTPLUG MNT**
- **MNT 1/2"**
- **105° x 115°**

- **SNAP ACTION**

**SHIPPING**

**MAIL ORDERS TO:**

**P.O. BOX 20904**

**Los Angeles, CA 90006**

**TWX: 510910163 ALL ELECTRONIC**

**EASILINK MX - 6287748**

**TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY**

**1-800-228-5402**

**(OR ORDER)**

**FOR CALIFORNIA: 1-800-228-6666**

**FOREIGN ORDERS:**

**INQUIRIES TO:**

**123-380-0000 NO C.O.D.**

**QUALITY LIMITED**

**MINIMUM ORDER $10.00**

**US: 13.00 SHIPPING**

**CALIF. RES. ADD 81/2%**

**QUANTITIES AVAILABLE**

**FREE INFORMATION CARD**
What's New at AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS?

The Source' of the electro-mechanical components for the hobbyist.

115 CFM MUFFIN FAN

12/24 VDC 1/8 THIN MUFFIN-TYPE FAN

55/100 CFM. BW. Can be mounted for blowing or exhaust. 5 plastic blades with feathered edges, aluminum housing. Brushless, ball-bearing type. Dimensions: 4" sq. x 1" deep. Mfr. — Centaur CUDC24K4 601. Item: #8541 $19.95

EXPANSION MODULES

IBM PC Jr.
Side by side mounting. (IBM Jr. model alone) With floppy disk drive controller board. Includes 2 Tabor TC-500 3.5" disk drives. Total cap. 500K bytes formatted. Item #8825 $199.00

APPLE
Side by side mounting with disk storage space. In front. Floppy disk drive controller board capable of handling four disk drives. Contains: 2 Tabor TC-500 3.5" disk drives. Total cap. 500K bytes formatted. Item #8826 $199.00

IBM PC/XT
Stacked mounting, replaces old-fashioned 5.25" disk drives. Contains 2 Tabor TC-500 3.5" disk drives. Total cap. 500K bytes unformatted. Item #8827 $169.00

5¼" DISK DRIVES

96 TPI, DS/QUAD DENSITY

COLECO VISION KIT
(Assemble yourself, diagram included)

ADAM CASSETTES
(Assembled)

Complete unit, without housing. Can be easily mounted on any base. Contains: game board, 2 controllers, power supply, TV game switch & connecting coaxial cable. Dim: 3" x 7" x 1". Item #7111 $19.95

-complete

ADAM COMPUTER KIT!
(Less printer & w/o cabinet)

ADAM COMPUTER TAPE DRIVE

ADAM PRINTER

Prints top cover plate. Friction feed. Takes standard paper 8½" x 11". (Customer selects — optional.) Item #8833 $69.50

REGULATORS

500 VA MICRO-COMPUTER REGULATOR
(Protect Your Equipment)

Output: 120V/50Hz. Input range: 95-130V or 3% Sine wave, 30V with output contains less than 3% harmonic distortion. Maintains output within ±5% from 10% down to 75% input. 6.5 line cord. Input with dual 3-conductor "L" shaped ground output.

Dim: 16" x 6" x 8" x 7½" Mfr. — Solis #83113 150. Item: #8007 $199.00

FREE CATALOG OF electro-mechanical devices sent with every order.

IBM FORMAT COMPATIBLE 3½" DISK DRIVE


COMPATIBLE WITH IBM® 5¼" FULL-HIGH DISK DRIVE

MP1 52S IBM® Compatible 5¼" Full-High Disk Drive

3.5 KVA

Complete unit, without housing. Can be easily mounted on any base. Contains: game board, 2 controllers, power supply, TV game switch & connecting coaxial cable. Dim: 3" x 7" x 1". Item #7111 $19.95

Double sided/double density, full height drive. 48 TPI, 80 tracks. Item #7928 $79.95 2 or for $150.00

ADAM COMPUTER COMBO KIT

5¼" DISK DRIVE EXPANSION MODULES

DUAL 3½" DISK DRIVE EXPANSION MODULES

IBM PC Jr.
Side by side mounting (IP Jr. models alone) With floppy disk drive controller board. Contains: 2 Tabor TC-500 3.5" disk drives. Total cap. 500K bytes formatted. Item #8825 $199.00

APPLE
Side by side mounting with disk storage space. In front. Floppy disk drive controller board capable of handling four disk drives. Contains: 2 Tabor TC-500 3.5" disk drives. Total cap. 500K bytes formatted. Item #8826 $199.00

IBM PC/XT
Stacked mounting, replaces old-fashioned 5.25" disk drives. Contains 2 Tabor TC-500 3.5" disk drives. Total cap. 500K bytes unformatted. Item #8827 $169.00

MICRO-COMPONENTS

ADAM DISK DRIVE

3.5 KVA with tape: at 100-115, 120-200, 208-220, 230 & 240V. Ideal for boosting low line voltage, or for use in converting 115 to 230V and 230 to 115V. Dim: 7¼ x 6½ x 5⅞ deep. Mfr. — Hyde #3575. Item: #8006 $69.00

5 or 10 OFF.
DESCRAMBLER PARTS!

We stock the exact parts, PC board and AC adaptor for Radio Electronics February 1984 article on building your own Cable TV Descrambler.

#701  PARTS PACKAGE .................................................. $29.95
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, integrated circuits, coils, IF transformers (toko BKAN-K5552AXX).

#702  PC BOARD .............................................................. $12.95
Original etched & drilled silk-screened PC board used in the article.

#704  AC ADAPTOR .......................................................... $12.95
Original (14 volts DC @ 285ma) ac adaptor used in the article.

SPECIALS

BOTH #701 & #702 ......................................................... NOW $39

ALL THREE #701, #702 & #704 ....................................... NOW $49

Add $2.50 shipping and handling — $4.50 for Canadian orders
We also offer quantity Discounts on 5 or more units

FREE  Reprint of Radio Electronics article (February 1984) on Building Your Own CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER with any purchase of above.

60-CHANNEL CABLE CONVERTER WITH INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL

SC-60R CONVERTER ...................................................... $69.95
Thousands of these converters sold nationally for $119.95
We offer you this same type of converter for only $69.95
All converters are NEW, with Full manufacturer's WARRANTY
FEATURES:
- Full 60 Channel Capability
- Cordless Infrared remote control
- Ultra-Stable Synthesized tuning
- Microprocessor controlled PLL
- Works on all TV models, channel 3 output
- Standard/HRC Switch for compatibility
  with all Cable Systems
- Will work with all types of external descramblers

Add $3.50 Shipping and Handling
$4.50 on Canadian Orders

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-227-8529
inside MA 617-695-8699
VISA, MASTERCARD or C.O.D.

J & W ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 800R • MANSFIELD, MA 02048
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“2001”                                      CV 3
102                                         95
A.L.S. Satellite                                    82
108                                         102
AMC Sales                                           57
76                                         199
AP Products                                          76
107                                      All Electronics
— Amazing Devices                                    120
— American Design Components                        116
— American Passage                                    34
187                                      American Reliance
77                                         B&K Precision
176                          Banner Technical Books
98                                         Beckman Industrial
85                                       Blue Star Industries
109                                    C & S Sales
— C.O.M.B.I.                                       28
96                                         CIE
89                                       Cameo Enterprises
54                                         Chemtron
53                   Command Productions
79                          Communications Electronics
191                                      Cook’s Institute
185                       Coop’s Satellite Digest
125                                    Copper Electronics
196                                      Crystals
127                                      Deco Industries
56                                     Del-Phone Industries

Dick Smith Electronics                              114-115
Digi-Key                                             117
Digital Research Computers                           102
Digitron                                             120
Electronic Technology Today                           179
Elephant Electronics                                  45
Etronik                                             84,95
Firesilk                                             95
Futak Manufacturing                                   CV 4
Fordham Radio                                        126
Fox Marketing                                        24
— Gramham College of Engineering                  46
Health                                               15
— IC’s Computer Training                              91
IWATSU                                              64,198
J&W                                                119
JDR Instruments                                      17
— JDR Microcircuits                                  113,182
JDR Microcircuits                                    104,105
— JDR Microcircuits                                  106,107
JDR Microcircuits                                    108
Jameco                                           110,111
Jan Crystals                                        97
— JCM Electronics                                    103
JMC Electronics                                      192
— MCM Electronics                                    122
Mathematics                                          81
— Mark V. Electronics                                 109
—— Mark V Electronics                                 66
—— McGraw Hill Book Club                             38

Jerry F. Baim                                      73
American Educators                                        57
American Indus.                                         16
American Meter                                       125
American Meter                                      125
American Meter                                      125
American Meter                                      125
American Meter                                      125
American Meter                                      125

ECG®/GE®/SK®

500A/GE57 & SK304 ... 8.75 6.95
525/GE57 & SK304 ... 8.85 7.20
526A/GE57 & SK304 ... 8.85 7.20
528/GE57 & SK306 ... 10.70 8.70
529/GE57 & SK306 ... 9.99 7.95 100 MIN.

Output Transistors

165/GE57 & GE88 ... 2.25 1.75
235/GE57 & SK301 ... 2.25 1.75
235/GE57 & SK306 ... 2.25 1.75
235/GE57 & SK306 ... 2.25 1.75
25D/3141P ... 2.25 1.75
25C/1172B ... 2.25 1.75

Audio Power

25/3500, 350 MIN. ... 49.44 39.45
25/3500, 350 MIN. ... 49.44 39.45
25/3500, 350 MIN. ... 49.44 39.45

Rectifier Diodes

125 1000V/25A ... 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
150 1000V/5A ... 180 160 150 140 130 120 110 100
506 1000V/25A ... 290 280 270 260 250 240 230 220

$8 Savings

102A 100 50 100 MIN. ... 48 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0
102B 100 50 100 MIN. ... 48 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0
102C 100 50 100 MIN. ... 48 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0
102D 100 50 100 MIN. ... 48 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0
102E 100 50 100 MIN. ... 48 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0
102F 100 50 100 MIN. ... 48 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0

FOR A COMPLETE LIST CALL OR WRITE C.O.D. Orders Welcome (Min. Order $25)

Digi-Key Electronics

110 HILLSIDE AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07081
Toll Free 1-800-326-4925 In N.J. 201-379-9016 Telex 134841

Prices subject to change without notice. Offer good while supply lasts. ECG is a trade mark of Philips ECG. Digi-Key Ele. not associated with Philips ECG.

Gernsback Publications, Inc. 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735 (516) 293-3000

President: Larry Steckler

For Advertising Only (516) 293-3000

SALES OFFICES

EAST/SOUTHEAST

Stanley Levitan

Eastern Sales Manager

Radio-Electronics

259-23 57th Avenue

Little Neck, NY 11362

718-428-6037, 516-293-3000

J.M. Midwest/Florida/Arkansas/Okla.

Ralph Bergan

Midwest Sales Manager

Radio-Electronics

540 Frontage Road—Suite 339

Newtown, PA 18910

215-446-1444

PACIFIC COAST/Mountain States

Marvin Green

Western Manager

Radio-Electronics

1533 Morrison St.—Suite 227

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

818-896-2001

INFORMATION UNLIMITED

P.O. BOX 716, DEPT. N. 1 AMHERST, NH 03031
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For New Ideas
In Electronics
read Radio-Electronics
every month.

During the next 12 months
Radio-Electronics will carry up to
the minute articles on:
• Computers • Video
• Solid-state technology
• Outstanding construction projects
• Satellite TV • Telephones
• Radio • Stereo • Equipment Reports
• Test equipment • VCR's
• Servicing
• Industrial electronics
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During the next 12 months
Radio-Electronics will carry up to
the minute articles on:
• Computers • Video
• Solid-state technology
• Outstanding construction projects
• Satellite TV • Telephones
• Radio • Stereo • Equipment Reports
• Test equipment • VCR's
• Servicing
• Industrial electronics

NEW IDEAS AND INNOVATIONS
IN ELECTRONICS APPEAR IN EVERY ISSUE OF RADIO-ELECTRONICS
KEEP UP TO DATE! DON'T MISS ANY ISSUES!
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
USE THE ORDER CARD ON YOUR LEFT!

Hands-on Electronics
Formerly Special Projects
Delivers construction article after construction article...Exciting columns including Jensen on DXing, Friedman on computers, Test bench tips, Noll with Calling All Hams, New Products and more.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
USE THE REPLY CARDS ON YOUR LEFT!
An electronics revolution is in the making, but you don't have to wait until 2001 to find out how it will change your life in the 21st century. Radio-Electronics will forecast the coming changes and how they will affect you in the May 1987 issue!

Created by a special editorial task force—two years in preparation—this unique issue, 2001, takes you into the research laboratories of Westinghouse, Texas Instruments, Ford and Bell Labs where the future is being invented today!

You'll get an advance look at what's coming in artificial intelligence...new cars and highways (cleaner, quieter and more efficient)...futuristic energy sources like magneto-hydrodynamic and particle-beam generators...personal communications systems that will give you instant access to anyone anywhere...super computers and teaching breakthroughs that will multiply your capacity to learn!

Arthur Clarke introduces 2001. Isaac Asimov explores the marvels of robotics. But it is not science fiction. Rather it is emerging technology with a solid foundation in current research and development.

And its impact will be enormous. It will change the way you work...the way you think...the way you live!

2001 is the kind of special publishing event that can only happen once in any magazine's lifetime and it will happen to Radio-Electronics in May, 1987.

With extra features and extra pages, 2001 will bear a premium cover cost, but you can reserve your copy now at less than the regular cover cost by mailing any one of the subscription orders in this issue.

2001 is coming in May. Make sure now that you don't miss it!
Fluke breaks the old mold.

The Fluke 37. A bold new shape emerges with more features for the money than any other bench DMM. Period.

Dollar for dollar, the new Fluke 37 is unbeatable. In addition to its breakthrough design — with built-in handle and storage compartment — it has all the high-performance features of the world's best, most reliable 3½ digit DMMs.

Autoranging, to eliminate guesswork. Audible Continuity, so you don't have to look at the display. An exclusive analog and digital display, for the best view of the signal being measured. Superior EMI shielding. And user-friendly features like auto self-test, auto battery test and auto-polarity. All this, plus a two-year warranty.

And, how many other $229 bench meters give you these features? Min-Max recording, for monitoring signals. 38 components dedicated exclusively to input protection. Relative mode, to help you calculate changes in readings. And Fluke's patented Touch Hold, to give you an extra set of hands when you're taking critical measurements.

None. Not at $229. Not at any price.

For your nearest distributor or a free brochure, call toll-free anytime 1-800-227-3800, Ext. 229. (Outside the U.S., call 1-402-496-1350, Ext. 229.)

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.

FLUKE 37

$229*

- Auto range/dc accuracy
- Analog/Digital Displays
- Aud. Continuity, Auto. Range Test
- 30 kHz AC bandwidth
- Fusion ALA Range
- Integral handle, storage compartment
- 2-year warranty

* Suggested U.S. list price; effective June 1, 1986.